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Zusammenfassung

Die zunehmende Datenerfassung und Verfolgung von Konsumenten durch die heutigen
Online-Dienste wird zu einem großen Problem für individuelle Rechte. Es wirft eine
ernsthafte Frage auf, ob eine solche Datenerfassung nach der weltweiten Gesetzgebung
juristisch begründet werden kann. Leider hat die Gemeinschaft keinen Einblick in diese
Verstöße im mobilen Ökosystem.

In dieser Dissertation nähern wir uns diesen Problemen, indem wir eine Arbeitslinie
vorstellen, die ein umfassendes Verständnis von Datenschutzverletzungen in Android-
Apps in der Praxis bietet und solche Verstöße automatisch misst. Zunächst entwickeln
wir ein automatisiertes Tool, das unvorhergesehene Datenzugriffe basierend auf der
Nutzung der Benutzeroberfläche von Apps erkennt. Danach führen wir eine umfan-
greiche Studie zu Android-Apps durch, um zu verstehen, wie häufig Verstöße gegen
die ausdrückliche Zustimmung der GDPR vorkommen. Schließlich hat bis jetzt keine
Studie systematisch die gegenwärtig implementierten Zustimmungen und deren Übere-
instimmung mit der GDPR in mobilen Apps analysiert. Daher schlagen wir einen
meist automatisierten und skalierbaren Ansatz vor, um die aktuellen Praktiken von
Zustimmungen zu identifizieren. Danach entwickeln wir ein Tool, das Daten erkennt,
die mit unterschiedlichen Zustimmungsbedingungen ins Internet gesendet werden.

Unser Ergebnis zeigt den dringenden Bedarf an einer transparenteren Gestaltung
von Benutzeroberflächen, um die Nutzer besser über den Datenzugriff zu informieren,
und wir fordern neue Tools, die App-Entwickler bei diesem Unterfangen unterstützen.
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Abstract

Increasing data collection and tracking of consumers by today’s online services is
becoming a major problem for individuals’ rights. It raises a serious question about
whether such data collection can be legally justified under legislation around the globe.
Unfortunately, the community lacks insight into such violations in the mobile ecosystem.

In this dissertation, we approach these problems by presenting a line of work that
provides a comprehensive understanding of privacy violations in Android apps in the
wild and automatically measures such violations at scale. First, we build an automated
tool that detects unexpected data access based on user perception when interacting
with the apps’ user interface. Subsequently, we perform a large-scale study on Android
apps to understand how prevalent violations of GDPR’s explicit consent requirement
are in the wild. Finally, until now, no study has systematically analyzed the currently
implemented consent notices and whether they conform to GDPR in mobile apps.
Therefore, we propose a mostly automated and scalable approach to identify the current
practices of implemented consent notices. We then develop an automatic tool that
detects data sent out to the Internet with different consent conditions.

Our result shows the urgent need for more transparent user interface designs to
better inform users of data access and call for new tools to support app developers in
this endeavor.
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Background of this Dissertation
This dissertation is based on the papers presented in the following, which have been
accepted and presented at top peer-reviewed IT Security and Privacy conferences. I
contributed to all these research projects as the main author, and was responsible for
all major parts, including the methodology design, implementation, user study design,
and paper writing.

Chapter 3 presents the initial work [P1] of this dissertation, i.e., presented in Asia
CCS 2021. The research idea is inspired by the author’s master thesis, originally proposed
by Duc Cuong Nguyen. In particular, the master thesis presents the preliminary results
on unexpected data access in Android apps by comparing the app user interface (UI) and
its actual behavior. However, how users perceive an app’s data access when interacting
with graphical UI has not been fully studied, which is an important step in detecting
unexpected data access. To fill this research gap, in this work [P1], we directly measure
how end-users perceive app behaviors based on graphical UI elements via extensive
user studies. The results are used to build an automated tool - GUIBAT (Graphical
User Interface Behavioral Analysis Tool) - that detects unexpected data access based on
user perception. Micheal Schilling contributed by helping with regression analysis that
predicts participants’ expectations regarding data access and reviewing the author’s
proposed user study designs. Duc Cuong Nguyen, Gang Wang, Michael Schilling, and
Michael Backes were involved in general writing. In general, all authors performed
reviews of the paper.

Chapter 4 outlines the second part [P2] of this dissertation which is published in
USENIX Security 2021. The research idea derives from the author’s previous work [P1].
In particular, [P1] shows that while Android platforms use permission-based mechanisms
to regulate data access, they fail to achieve real transparency about how users’ data is
collected, used, and shared. More seriously, such data collection could violate regulatory
bodies around the globe, e.g., the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). As such, in [P2], we perform the first
large-scale measurement on Android apps in the wild to understand the current state
of the violation of data protection laws, focusing on GDPR’s explicit consent. The
author presented the idea, and the preliminary results in the Research Area Talk at
CISPA – Helmholtz Center for Information Security. After the talk, the author further
discussed with Ben Stock regarding the topic. Ben Stock contributed by helping send
app developers email notifications, and further guided the research direction. Ninja
Marnau contributed by helping to identify the legally defined data controllers and
carefully reviewing the paper’s legal wording. Ninja Marnau, Michael Backes, and Ben
Stock were involved in general writing and performed reviews of the paper.

Chapter 5 is based on the work [P3] presented at CCS 2022. Adopted in May
2018, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requires
the consent for processing users’ personal data to be freely given, specific, informed,
and unambiguous. While prior work has shown that this often is not given through
automated network traffic analysis, until now, no research has systematically studied
how consent notices are currently implemented and whether they conform to GDPR in
mobile apps. To close this research gap, the author had a research idea to perform the
first large-scale study into consent notices for third-party tracking in Android apps to
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understand the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s consent violations.
All authors performed reviews of the paper.
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Every time we load a page on a commercial website or use a mobile app, information
about us and about what we are doing online will be broadcast to large numbers of
companies, most notably for advertising purposes [81, 54]. This user tracking happens
hundreds of billions of times every day, which is becoming a major problem for individuals’
rights regarding their data [54, 103].

To protect user privacy, regulatory bodies around the globe have attempted to address
the user tracking problem through regulations such as the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) — which
mandate online services to transparently disclose how they handle personal data and
grant users crucial data protection rights [135, 26]. A key principle of these regulations
is transparency, i.e., users should be well-informed regarding how their data is collected,
used, and shared [109]. As a result of the legislation, developers are, for example, adding
or changing privacy policy, having additional consent notice popups, or removing third-
party libraries [163]. However, in practice, users are still in a disadvantaged position
to protect their privacy, e.g., remaining unclear for the users when (for example, when
using an app function) what data access takes place. Further, it raises a serious question
about whether these changes fulfill the legal conditions for collecting and processing
user personal data.

In recent years, many researchers have started studying the impact of legislation on
online services by proposing different techniques to detect privacy violations. However,
while researchers have worked to detect and analyze legislation violations and their
impact on the Web advertising and tracking industry [103, 152, 140, 151, 36, 90, 156],
the community lacks insight into such violations in the mobile ecosystem. Thus, we
need new studies that can provide insight into the transparency of what data is being
collected, how it is used, whether it is legally compliant, and the status quo of current
data protection law violations in mobile apps. In this dissertation, we approach these
problems by presenting a line of work that provides a comprehensive understanding of
privacy violations and then automatically measures such violations in Android apps
in the wild at scale. For mobile apps, most researchers focused on analyzing the app
privacy policies to identify unexpected behaviors or legislation violations, i.e., comparing
an app’s actual behavior and the declared data processing in the privacy policy [4, 142,
173, 178]. However, irrespective of a privacy policy, under the GDPR [135], to be legally
compliant, an app is required to obtain users’ consent before sharing personal data
with third parties if such parties use the data for their own purposes (e.g., personalized
advertising), i.e., “consent” packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies is not
compliant [42, 54]. Thus, with respect to the GDPR requirements, we perform the first
large-scale measurements on Android apps in the wild to explore the transparency of
users’ data access and further understand whether they conform to GDPR legislation

— which allows us to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of privacy
violations in Android apps, and to uncover the possible reasons behind such violations.

First, we aim to explore the transparency of data access in Android apps, i.e., related
to sensitive resources. Specifically, we want to detect data access that breaks user
expectations by matching user expectations and the apps’ actual behaviors. While
existing works have used various proxies to infer user expectations (e.g., by analyzing
app descriptions), how real-world users perceive an app’s data access when interacting
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with graphical user interfaces (UI) has not been fully explored. To fill this research gap,
we first directly measure how end-users perceive app behaviors based on graphical user
interfaces via extensive user studies. Then, the results are used to build an automated
tool - GUIBAT (Graphical User Interface Behavioral Analysis Tool) - that detects
data access that violates user expectations. This leads us to the first research question:
(RQ1) Does the output of GUIBAT reflect users’ expectations of apps’ sensitive resource
access? - and if it does - How widespread is sensitive resource access that violates users’
expectations in the wild?. We believe that answering this question will shed new light
on the transparency of sensitive resource access in mobile apps1.

Subsequently, since the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect
in May 2018, online services are required to obtain users’ explicit consent before sharing
users’ personal data with third parties that use the data for their own purposes. While
violations of this legal basis on the Web have been studied in-depth, the community
lacks insight into such violations in the mobile ecosystem. Therefore, orthogonal to
prior work, in the second part of this dissertation, we aim to understand how often
GDPR’s explicit consent mandate is violated in the mobile ecosystem, focusing on
Android2. Specifically, we build a semi-automated pipeline to detect data sent out to
the Internet without prior consent. In addition, our research aims to answer the second
question: RQ2: How many apps send out personal data without prior consent? Of the
apps which send out any data, how many send it to parties that act as data controllers
under the GDPR? Are developers aware of the requirements of GDPR and the issues
that might arise from not following the outlined laws?. Answering this question allows
us to derive concrete recommendations for all involved entities in the ecosystem to allow
data subjects to exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms.

Third, the European Union’s GDPR requires consent for processing users’ personal
data to be freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous. While prior work has
shown that this often is not given through automated network traffic analysis, no
research has systematically studied how consent notices are currently implemented and
whether they conform to GDPR in mobile apps. To close this research gap, we perform
the first large-scale study into consent notices for third-party tracking in Android apps
to understand the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s consent violations.
Specifically, we propose a mostly automated and scalable approach to identify the
currently implemented consent notices. We then develop a tool that automatically
detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet with different consent conditions
based on the identified mechanisms. To this end, our next research question is: (RQ3)
Do mobile apps implement any form of consent notices? What are the common properties
of such consent notices? Can these implemented consent notices be legally justified under

1In the Android platform, sensitive resources are permission-protected resources that are organized
into groups regarding the device’s capabilities or features. This work focused on the dangerous permission
groups (i.e., Contact, Phone, Calendar, Camera, Location, Storage, Microphone, SMS), since these
permission groups deal with user-sensitive information.

2We note that we refer to the violations as potential because we carefully worded not to make legally
conclusive statements since this could amount to legal consulting strictly regulated by our national law.
Therefore, only a judicial ruling can provide legal certainty about whether they are actual violations.
However, in Section 4.1 and Section 5.1, we reason why they should be considered violations by directing
to relevant regulations and legal precedents.
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GDPR?. We believe our results can inform future research on the current practices of
consent notices in Android apps and enable them to build tools that help developers
comply with legislation, such as obtaining valid consent under GDPR.

1.1 Contributions

In the following, we summarize this dissertation’s major contributions, which consist of
three primary parts that understand and measure privacy violations of Android apps in
the wild at scale, focusing on the GDPR.

1.1.1 Understanding User Perception for Detecting Unexpected Data
Access (RQ1)

We, for the first time, perform two user studies to build a semantic mapping between
user expectations of sensitive resource accesses and common apps’ icon UI elements
(N=459). Our results open a new perspective for identifying the relation between users’
perception of icons and the associated sensitive resource accesses. Our results can
lay a concrete foundation for modeling user expectations based on UI elements, lead
to better design of apps’ graphical UI, and enhance data access transparency. More
importantly, we show prior works that predict the intention of apps’ icon UI elements
without understanding how real-world users perceive data access, in large part, do not
reflect user expectations.

We build GUIBAT (Graphical User Interface Behavioral Analysis Tool) — a new tool
that accounts for users’ perception to detect unexpected sensitive resource accesses in
Android apps, based upon the knowledge gained from a series of user studies and static
control-flow analysis technique. Our evaluations showed that GUIBAT significantly
outperforms prior works in identifying user expectations of sensitive resource accesses
when interacting with the app’s UI (i.e., can accurately reflect users’ expectations of
sensitive resource accesses in apps), and its efficiency enables the large-scale study.

Thereby, we apply GUIBAT on 100,000 Android apps to investigate the landscape of
unexpected access to sensitive resources in the wild. GUIBAT identify 36,115 apps with
at least one unexpected sensitive resource access. Among these apps, 13,796 (38.2%)
apps have unexpected sensitive resource accesses exclusively attributed by third-party
libraries. We believe our results will shed new light on the transparency of sensitive
resource access in mobile apps. In particular, GUIBAT would (1) help to inform end-
users about unexpected access to sensitive resources and (2) help app stores to better
control the compliance of apps to the transparency policies.

1.1.2 Detecting Violations of GDPR’s Explicit Consent (RQ2)

We perform the first large-scale measurement on Android apps in the wild to understand
the current state of the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent. Specifically, we build a
semi-automated and scalable pipeline to detect personal data sent to the Internet by
analyzing the network traffic generated by apps without the users’ explicit prior consent.
Based on the domains that receive data protected under the GDPR without prior consent,
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we collaborate with a legal scholar to assess the extent to which contacted domains
are third-party data controllers — which require explicit consent before collecting and
processing users’ personal data.

Specifically, we perform a large-scale measurement on a set of 86,163 Android apps
in the wild to understand the current state of the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent.
Doing so, we find 24,838 apps sent personal data towards advertisement providers that
act as data controllers without the user’s explicit prior consent. To inform developers
about these issues and understand the reasons behind them, we run a notification
campaign to contact 11,914 affected developers and gather insights from 448 responses
to our notifications.

Inspired by the responses, we further conduct an in-depth analysis of available
documentation and default data collection settings of third-party SDKs. Based on
the insights from both developers and our own analysis, we find that GDPR issues
are widespread, often misunderstood, and require effort from advertisement providers,
app stores, and developers alike to mitigate the problems. Finally, we derive concrete
recommendations to all concerned parties and make an urgent call to help developers
comply with GDPR.

1.1.3 Studying Consent Notice of Third-Party Tracking and Its Violations
of GDPR (RQ3)

We perform a large-scale study with 239,381 Android apps available through an EEA
country Play Store, allowing us to provide a comprehensive overview of the consent
notices currently implemented in mobile apps in the wild, which no research has
systematically studied. Specifically, we propose a mostly automated and scalable
approach using image and natural language processing techniques to identify the
implemented consent notices and their current practices. As a result, we recognize four
widely implemented mechanisms to interact with the consent user interfaces from 13,082
apps, such as confirmation-only notices that feature a button with the text “OK” or
“I agree”, or notices that provide options to either accept or decline the data sharing.
We believe our results can inform future research on the current practices of consent
notices in Android apps and enable them to build tools that help developers comply
with legislation, such as obtaining valid consent under GDPR.

Based on the identified mechanisms, we then extend prior work to develop a tool that
automatically detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet with different consent
conditions (i.e., based on the choice mechanism to interact with the consent notice).
Doing so, we find 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices for
sharing users’ personal data with third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit
consent under GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps that implement consent notices,
we find 2,688 (20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR consent requirements,
such as trying to deceive users into accepting all data sharing, sharing before explicitly
given consent, or even continuously transmitting data when users have explicitly opted
out. While prior studies primarily focus on network traffic analysis, we are the first to
analyze the app’s consent user interfaces to evidence the potential violations of GDPR.
Further, to inform app developers about their implementation problems and understand
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the reasons behind them, we send emails to inform 1,127 affected developers (who have
implemented any form of consent notices) and gather insights from their responses.

Based on the insights from both developers and our own analysis, we show the urgent
need for more transparent processing of users’ personal data and further supporting
developers in this endeavor to comply with strict law standards, ensuring users can
make free and informed choices regarding their data.

1.2 Outline

This dissertation is organised into six chapters. The remainder of the dissertation is
structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides background information to fully understand
this dissertation, i.e., technical background on the Android platform, legal background
of GDPR legislation. Further, we also present related work and highlight the added
value of our contributions in Chapter 2. Following that, in the next three chapters,
we present our contributions to answer the research questions stated in Chapter 1.
Specifically, Chapter 3 introduces our approach to measure how end-users perceive app
behaviors based on graphical UI elements, and to build GUIBAT that detects sensitive
resource accesses that violate user expectations. Subsequently, in Chapter 4, we build a
semi-automated and scalable solution to detect personal data sent to the Internet by
analyzing the network traffic generated by apps without user explicit prior consent, and
then perform a large-scale measurement on the mobile apps in the wild to understand
the current state of the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent. Chapter 5 presents our
approach to identifying consent notices currently implemented in Android apps, and
our large-scale analysis of Android apps and demonstrates our approaches to detecting
potential GDPR consent violations. Finally, in Chapter 6 we discuss the findings, call
for actions, our limitations, and future work before summarizing our contributions and
concluding this dissertation.
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2.1. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter provides background information to fully understand this dissertation.
In particular, we first present technical information relevant to the topics throughout this
work. We then describe the legal background of GDPR and GDPR consent requirements,
which are used as the base for our legal analysis throughout this dissertation. Finally,
we provide information about the areas of research that relate to our work and highlight
the added value of our contributions.

2.1 Technical Background

In the following section, we introduce relevant technical background information for
our work. First, based on the official Android documentation [65], we present a brief
introduction to the Android platform, e.g., Android’s software stack, Android mobile
apps, and the employed permission-based mechanisms on Android. We follow this up
with a discussion of app market stores, the primary channel for distributing Android
apps to the end-users, e.g., Google Play. Finally, we show general concepts of static and
dynamic analysis used in our work.

2.1.1 Android Platform

Android, led by Google, is an open-source operating system (OS), a Linux-based software
stack created for different devices and form factors [67]. Android has dominated the
market share for smartphones and other devices for many years. In September 2022, it has
a global share of 72% with more than 2.6 million active apps in the Google Play store [144,
5]. The popularity of Android apps is mostly due to the unrestricted application market,
the nature of open-source platforms, and its comprehensive framework APIs (e.g.,
allowing develop feature-rich apps). In line with prior large-scale Android security and
privacy research [47, 84, 10, 23, 30, 121, 49, 149], focusing on the popularity of the
Android ecosystem allows us to regard our findings to represent the privacy violations
and their effects on millions of users worldwide.

The Android platform consists of six major components (see Figure 2.1). In the fol-
lowing, we give a brief overview of each component (see the Android documentation [67]
for more in-depth information regarding the Android software stack).

The Linux Kernel Linux Kernel is the foundation of the Android platform. This
component is responsible for fundamental operating system services (e.g., threading and
low-level memory management) and enables access to low-level hardware functionality
(e.g., Camera, Bluetooth, network access or telephony) to upper layers.

Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) On top of the Linux Kernel, the HAL provides
standard interfaces that expose device hardware capabilities (from the Linux Kernel) to
the higher-level layers. These interfaces are grouped into different library modules based
on the specific type of hardware components, such as the camera or Bluetooth module.

Android Runtime (ART) Due to the limited resources of mobile devices (e.g., low
memory), ART is written to run multiple virtual machines on mobile devices by executing
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Figure 2.1: The Android software stack (adapted from [67]).

DEX files, i.e., a bytecode format that’s optimized for low-memory devices such as
Android phones and tablets. Originally, ART was created especially for the Android
project, i.e., ART’s predecessor is called Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM). From Android
version 5.0 (API level 21) or higher, DVM is the ART, and each app runs in its own
process and instance of the ART.

Native Libraries and Java API Framework In general, the Java API Framework
layer provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) written in the Java language
for Android app developers to access the entire feature set of the Android OS. These
APIs allow app developers to simplify the reuse of core, modular system components
and services, e.g., a rich and extensible View System API(s) that can use to build an
app’s UI. Further, most Android system components and services are built from native
code written in C and C++. As such, to access the device’s hardware capabilities, such
as the camera and sensors, the Java API Framework loads the corresponding library
module for that hardware component from the C/C++ Native Library layer.
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System Apps At the top level, by default, Android includes a set of core system apps
that provide essential system capabilities, such as email, SMS messaging, calendars,
internet browsing, and contacts. Further, users can use other third-party apps instead
of those included with the platform, such as a third-party app that can become the
user’s default SMS messaging. In the next section (see Section 2.1.2), we discuss these
Android apps in more detail.

2.1.2 Android Apps

Besides the system apps that come with the Android by default (e.g., pre-install apps
for email, SMS messaging, calendars), the Android platform further allows users to
install apps from Google Play or any websites other than Google Play (see Section 2.1.4
for more details of app market stores). To build an Android app, developers can use
various programming languages, such as Kotlin, Java, and C++. From the source
code, the Android SDK tools compile it and any relevant resources into an Android
Package (with a .apk suffix) or an Android App Bundle (with a .aab suffix). Technically,
Android-powered devices use the Android Package to install the app at runtime. On
the other hand, the Android App Bundle only contains additional metadata that is not
required at runtime, and is not installable.

2.1.2.1 App Components

Basically, there are four types of app components that are the essential building blocks
of an Android app, and end-users can enter the app via each component as an entry
point through the system [68].

• Activities: An activity is presented to the users as a single user interface, i.e.,
includes a set of organized UI elements such as buttons, labels, and text boxes.
For example, an SMS app might contain one activity that shows SMS messages,
an activity to compose messages, and another for reading messages.

• Services: To keep an app running in the background, Android provides Service
components (i.e., without user interfaces) that can run in the background to
perform long-running operations and processes. For example, a service might
download files in the background while the user is composing an SMS message.

• Broadcast receivers: A broadcast receiver allows the system to deliver events to
the apps, i.e., allowing the app to respond to system-wide broadcast notifications.
For example, the Android sends broadcasts when system events occur (e.g., boots
up, starts charging, connectivity changing, or low battery). Similarly, apps can
send custom broadcasts to notify other apps (e.g., data download completed).

• Content providers: A content provider is used to manage a shared set of app data
that can be stored in persistent storage, e.g., the file system, SQLite database. With
the proper permissions, other apps can query or modify the data throughout the
content provider. For example, the Android system provides a content provider that
manages the user’s contact information. As such, any app with the corresponding
permissions can access the content provider to read and write contact information.
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2.1.2.2 The Manifest File

The Manifest XML file is an essential part of Android apps because it defines the
components and metadata of the app. As such, every Android app must declare all its
components in a Manifest XML file (AndroidManifest.xml), which is located at the root
of the project directory. Besides, the manifest also does the following:

• Declares the necessary user permissions for the app, e.g., Internet access for a
Web browser app.

• Declares the minimum API Level that is required by the app, e.g., the oldest
Android version that is supported by the app.

• Declares hardware or software features the app uses, e.g., Bluetooth services.

• Declares additional API libraries for the app (other than the built-in Android
Framework APIs), e.g., the Google Maps library.

2.1.2.3 App Resources

Besides app code, an Android app is composed of different resources, such as images,
audio files, and anything relating to the visual presentation of the app. This allows
developers to update various app’s characteristics without modifying or compiling the
app code. For example, by defining UI strings in XML resources, developers can translate
the strings into multiple languages and save those strings in separate files based on a
language qualifier (e.g., res/values-fr/ for French string values). Then Android applies
the appropriate language strings to the apps’ UI based on the user’s language setting.

2.1.3 Permissions on Android

Android offers a comprehensive Java Framework API that supports the development
of third-party apps, i.e., enriching the apps’ features. Further, the system allows
third-party apps to access sensitive capacities of Android devices via these API(s),
e.g., including user personal data information and hardware features. Therefore, An-
droid employs a permission system that governs the security and privacy-sensitive
APIs (called permission-protected APIs) to protect user privacy. Specifically, each
permission-protected API is associated with predefined Android permission (e.g.,
Android.permission.READ_CALENDAR) corresponding to the accessed permission-
protected resource, which are categorized into three protection levels.

• Normal Permissions: permissions that do not impact the user’s privacy or the
operations of other apps. For example, the SET_ALARM is normal permission
that allows apps to set user alarms.

• Dangerous Permissions: permissions that deal with users’ private information,
users stored data, or affect the operations of other apps. For example, the
READ_CONTACTS permission allows the app reads user contact information,
which is sensitive data (e.g., for a list of dangerous permissions, see [66]).
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• Signature Permissions: permissions that are only granted to the apps that are
signed by the same certificate as the apps that define the signature permissions.
However, several signature permissions access the most dangerous operations of
the system, which are not granted to third-party apps (e.g., delete app packages).

For dangerous permissions, end users must explicitly grant access by installing time
or run-time permission models. In contrast, the system automatically grants normal and
signature permissions at the installation time [66]. To reduce the overwhelming technical
information of permission requests, Android handles permission requests at the group
level. For example, the CALENDAR group includes both the READ_CALENDAR and
the WRITE_CALENDAR permissions. When an app requests the READ_CALENDAR
permission, the system first notifies users that the app needs CALENDAR permission.
If users approve, the app can access all permissions in the same group without asking
users again.

2.1.4 App Market Store

An app store (or app market store) is a centralized distribution platform to distribute
apps to the end users. Generally, each operating system has a specific platform, e.g.,
iOS, macOS, Windows, or Android. For Android, Google provides a centralized software
distribution channel to distribute apps to the end-users, namely Google Play market
stores1. To provide a safe and trusted platform, Google requires app developers must
adhere to Google’s standards for privacy, security, and content [70]. In particular,
developers’ apps will go through automated vetting systems (e.g., quality control,
censorship, security protection, malicious intentions, and privacy violations) before
publishing to end users. Further, Android users can also install apps from any other
websites or external sources, such as SDCard.

2.1.5 Static and Dynamic Analysis Primer

Two primary techniques have been established to analyze an Android app: Static
analysis and Dynamic analysis. In the following, we briefly discuss these techniques.

Static Analysis In general, the static program analysis takes the source code of a
target program (e.g., an Android app) to examine the code without executing it by
checking the code structure, the sequences of statements, and how variable values are
processed throughout the different function calls [93]. The main advantage of static
analysis is that all the code is analyzed, which is usually more efficient and scalable.
However, the technique suffers from dynamic code loading, i.e., it cannot analyze the
code that is downloaded during runtime execution.

Dynamic Analysis In contrast, the dynamic program analysis actually executes the
target source code to examine its runtime behaviors. As such, we may be unable to
analyze all the program code with dynamic analysis due to the complex contexts of pro-
gram behaviors. Therefore, dynamic program analysis is usually under-approximating,

1https://play.google.com/store/apps
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as it is challenging to cover all code, and thus tends to produce false negatives [93].
Whereas static analysis usually leads to over-approximations and causes false positives
for multiple reasons, e.g., analyzing unreachable code. However, these two approaches
can be combined to get better results.

2.2 Legal Background

In recent years, regulatory efforts around the globe, such as the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) [135], the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [26],
and the China Personal Information Protection Law (PIPL) [128] have been made to
protect user privacy online. The key principles of these regulations are: (1) allowing
an individual to exercise their rights regarding their data, e.g., a right to opt-out of
the sharing of their personal data; (2) providing transparency, i.e., users should be
well-informed regarding how their data is collected, used, and shared. Further, in
the USA, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [32] was designed
to protect children under age 13, placing parents in control over what information is
collected from their young children online.

This section describes the legal background of GDPR and GDPR consent require-
ments, which is used as the base for our legal analysis throughout this dissertation.
Generally, the GDPR governs all personal data processing related to individuals in the
EU and EEA. Besides, the ePrivacy Directive (also known as “cookie law”) further
applies to how third parties obtain users’ consent to access stored information on the
consumers’ devices, but this is outside our scope.

2.2.1 General Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR)

In the European Union (EU) and the European Economic Area (EEA), data protection
law aims to protect natural persons’ fundamental rights and freedoms regarding personal
data processing by public and private organizations. On May 25, 2018, the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation (EU GDPR) mandated a legal justification for the processing
of personal data of all Europen residents (data subjects), which applies to all companies
processing data from the EU residents regardless of where they are located [135]. In
particular, the GDPR grants individuals critical data protection rights, namely the right
of access by data subjects and the right to rectification and erasure their data.

2.2.1.1 Scope, Controllers and Processors

This regulation protects the fundamental rights and freedoms of any individuals in the
EU and EEA, particularly their right to protect personal data that is processed by
a controller or processor. Under GDPR’s Article 4, controller means the natural or
legal person, public authority, agency, or other body that, alone or jointly with others,
determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data. In contrast,
processors means any entities that process data on behalf of the controller.

For example, app developers (first parties) process user data in order to provide
the app’s functionalities and services. By deciding on the means and purposes for
processing the user’s personal data, they act as data controllers, the legal role that is
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the responsible party for data processing. Parties external to this app developer (third
parties) that also receive the user’s data could act in two possible capacities. If they act
purely on behalf of the first party with no data use for their own purposes and under the
complete control of the first party (e.g., error logging), they act as data processors. If
they use the user’s data for their own purposes and gains, i.e., in order to do market
research, create and monetize user profiles across customers or improve their services,
and are not controlled by the first party, they act as data controllers.

2.2.1.2 Definition of Personal Data

Under GDPR’s Article 4 [60], “personal data” means any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person (“data subject”), i.e., an identifiable natural
person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online
identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental,
economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person. This definition includes
unique identification numbers, which may include Advertising IDs, and online identifiers
(such as IP addresses) — when they can be used to identify users over a long period
across different apps and services [4].

The definition of personal data under the GDPR is much broader than personal
identifiable data (PII) under US laws. Instead of only including directly identifying data,
GDPR also considers personal data such data that can be used alone or in combination
to single out an individual in a data set.

The EU Court of Justice has already declared that even dynamic IP addresses
may be considered personal data in its Breyer v. Germany ruling [25]. Android’s
Advertising ID (AAID) is an interesting subject for the courts, which lacks a ruling as of
yet. Google describes the ID as “a unique, user-resettable ID for advertising, provided
by Google Play services. [...]. It enables users to reset their identifier or opt-out of
personalized ads” [63]. While Google itself remained vague on characterisation of the
AAID as personal data, the IAB Europe GDPR Implementation Working Group already
established in their 2017 Working Paper on personal data that “Cookies and other
device and online identifiers (IP addresses, IDFA, AAID, etc.) are explicitly called out
as examples of personal data under the GDPR” [73]. In May 2020, [116], a European
not-for-profit privacy advocacy group, lodged a formal complaint over the AAID with
Austria’s data protection authority. The complaint states that although the AAID is
personal data, Google does not adhere to the requirements of valid consent. Android
users have no option to deactivate or delete the tracking ID, only to reset it to a new one.
Furthermore, even Google’s own brand Admob explicitly lists the AAID as personal
data in their documentation about the User Messaging Platform used to deliver their
ads [71]. Meanwhile, Apple has recently taken actions for mandatory prior consent for
sharing of Advertising Identifiers for its iOS 14 update [7], clarifying that even dynamic
advertising identifiers are considered personal data.
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2.2.1.3 Legal Basis for Processing of Personal Data

GDPR Article 6 [58] contains the six general justifications for collecting and processing
users’ personal data. In particular, the processing shall be lawful only if and to the
extent that at least one of the following applies:

• the data subject has given consent to the processing of their personal data for one
or more specific purposes;

• processing is necessary for the performance of a contract;

• processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation;

• processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject;

• processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public
interest or in the exercise of official authority;

• processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by
the controller, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject, in particular where the data
subject is a child.

2.2.2 GDPR Consent

In order to be legally compliant, consent must meet specific conditions. In particular,
GDPR requires the consent for processing users’ personal data to be freely given, specific,
informed, and unambiguous. Further, the users must have given consent through a
statement or by a clear affirmative action prior to the data processing [60, 59].

2.2.2.1 Freely Given and Specific

To satisfy the condition of being freely given, the controller should allow separate
consent to be given to different personal data processing operations [126]. As such, when
assessing whether consent is freely given, utmost account shall be taken of whether,
among other things, the performance of a contract, including the provision of a service,
is conditional on consent to the processing of personal data that is not necessary for the
performance of that contract [GDPR Art. 7(4)].

In particular, the GDPR Art. 7(2) states that: “If the data subject’s consent is given
in the context of a written declaration which also concerns other matters, the request for
consent shall be presented in a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other
matters, in an intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language”.
That is, personal data transfer must only occur after the user has actively agreed (e.g.,
by clicking accept), i.e., “consent” packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies
is not compliant [54].
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2.2.2.2 Informed and Unambiguous

The GDPR further requires that consent must be informed and unambiguous, as laid
out in Article 12 of the GDPR: “The controller shall take appropriate measures to
provide any information [. . . ] relating to processing to the data subject in a concise,
transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language, in
particular for any information addressed specifically to a child”.

2.2.2.3 Explicit

Article 9(2)(a) GDPR mandates that consent with regard to the processing of personal
data has to be explicit. As such, the controller should obtain verbal or written confir-
mation about the specific processing [Recital 32 of the GDPR]. Further, consent cannot
be based on an opt-out mechanism, as the failure to opt-out is not a clear affirmative
action [126], e.g., data subjects have to withdraw their by default opted-in consent by
turning off personalized ads through their device settings.

2.2.3 Summary

In practice, most advertising companies rely on consent or legitimate interests as the
legal basis for processing users’ personal data for profiling and targeted advertising (i.e.,
since the legal ground necessary for the performance of a contract does not apply in
these circumstances [19, 54]). However, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB)
and many legal studies state that it seems unlikely these companies’ legitimate interests
may claim to outweigh the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject and the
legitimate interests grounding is not considered to be an appropriate lawful basis for
the processing of personal data [54, P2, 57, 42]. Consequently, such companies have to
rely on consent as the legal basis for their processing operations. In case the processing
is based on consent, the GDPR requires consent to be freely given, specific, informed,
and unambiguous (GDPR Art. 7 [59]). Further, the data subject (which is the user)
must have given consent through a statement or by a clear affirmative action (GDPR
Art. 4(11) [60]).

Our research focuses explicitly on these aspects of GDPR consent requirements. In
particular, with respect to the regulations mentioned above, transmitting users’ personal
data to a third-party data controller without freely given, specific, informed, and
unambiguous consent for the purpose of targeted advertisement is considered violating
GDPR.

2.3 Related Work

This section provides information about the areas of research that relate to the main
topics discussed in this work. First, we briefly discuss prior work in detecting unexpected
data access in Android apps. Next, we discuss research on studying the legislation
violations of online services.
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2.3.1 Detecting Data Access that Violates User Expectations

Many researchers have worked to detect sensitive resource accesses that violate user
expectations, by matching user expectations and apps’ actual behaviors. While app
behavior can be inferred by analyzing the app code, user expectation is much more
difficult to measure. Most existing works infer user expectation using certain proxies
such as app descriptions (i.e., users would expect apps to behave the way described on
the description page) [124, 132, 72].

In particular, a related line of work aims to detect app behaviors that deviate from
the app descriptions. The idea is to use app description as a proxy for user-expected
behavior. Prior work by Pandita et al. [124], and Qu et al. [132] have used Natural
Language Processing to extract semantic meaning from app description to identify
inappropriate required permissions in the app’s manifest file. On the other hand,
Gorlat et al. proposed CHABADA to cluster app description and app’s bytecode to
detect abnormal used permission-protected APIs [72]. Follow-up, Yu et al. developed
TAPVerifier to detect malware based on app description, app’s privacy policy, and
app’s bytecode [174]. They showed that relying on the app description alone is not
sufficient and could lead to large errors.

More recently, researchers have started to use app UIs as a proxy to study user
expectations. For example, AsDroid was proposed to detect malicious apps by detecting
the mismatches between advertised permission usage in the text of UI elements and
its accessed permissions [80]. However, AsDroid only focuses on a small fixed set of
permissions (i.e., sms, phone, HTTP connections and component installations). A
follow-up work by Avdiienko et al. is an extension of AsDroid that detects arbitrary
mismatches between textual UIs and the accessed permissions using text clustering [11].

Unfortunately, icons, as one of the most important UI elements for user interac-
tion [115, 56], have been neglected in most research so far. A key reason is that it
is difficult to map graphical icons to user expectations without actually performing
user studies. Recently, Xiao et al. built Icontent to classify app icons using Google
Image and hand labeled data as the ground truth for permission access of icons [168].
Besides, DeepIntent used icons as part of their features to detect malware [167],
which demonstrated the benefits of using icons. However, Icontent did not measure
end-users’ expectations of icons, in stead, they used names of permission groups to
search for images on Google Image to create traning dataset, whereas DeepIntent
used benign apps’ icon-to-permission association as the “norm”, and aimed to detect
malicious apps that deviate from the norm.

2.3.2 Studying the Legislation Violations of Online Services

Researchers are actively and continuously studying the legislation violations of online
services after GDPR went into effect in May 2018. Among others, existing works have
extensively studied the cookie consent compliance on the Web.
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2.3.2.1 Legislation Violations on The Web

In recent years, many researchers have started to study the impact of GDPR on the
online advertising and tracking industry and proposed different techniques to detect
legislation violations. A related line of work aims to study the consent notices in the Web
ecosystem, which are usually presented in cookie banners. Researchers have shown that
many websites potentially violate the GDPR consent requirements, such not allowing
users to refuse data collection or installing tracking and profiling cookies before the user
gives explicit consent [152, 140, 151, 36, 90, 156, 103].

In particular, Kampanos et al. [83] conducted a large-scale study of more than 17,000
websites, including more than 7,500 cookie banners in Greece and the UK. They show
that most websites in the UK and Greece lack cookie consent notices, i.e., only roughly
45% have a cookie notice. Trevisan et al. [152] run a large-scale measurement of the
EU cookie directive. The result is a shady picture in which 49% of websites do not
respect the cookie laws, i.e., install cookies before any user’s consent is given. Iskander
et al. [140] further show a large number of websites present deceiving cookie information,
making it very difficult for users to avoid being tracked. Many studies further have
shown that a lot of websites do potentially violate the GDPR consent requirements,
such as do not allow users to refuse data collection, installing tracking and profiling
cookies before the user gives explicit consent [36, 90, 156].

Regarding the cookie consent interface, Matte et al. [103] perform the first study to
compare the interface of the cookie notices shown to the users to the website behaviors.
Specifically, they systematically studied IAB Europe’s TCF and analyzed consent stored
behind the user interface of TCF cookie banners of 1,426 European websites that have
TCF banners. They find that most websites, by default, register positive consent even
if the user has not made their choice and nudge the users towards accepting consent by
pre-selecting options.

On the other hand, Utz et al. [155] inspected how the design of consent popups from
websites nudge users into uninformed consent by conducting a study with more than
80,000 unique users on a German website. The results also show that the widespread
practice of nudging greatly affects the choices users make.

2.3.2.2 Legislation Violations on Mobile Apps

While many researchers have worked to detect and analyze consent notices and their
impact on the Web advertising and tracking industry after the GDPR went into effect,
no study has measured the GDPR violations of explicit consent on mobile apps. For
mobile apps, researchers mostly focused on analyzing the app privacy policies to identify
legislation violations, i.e., determining whether an app’s behavior is consistent with
what is declared in the app privacy policy [4, 142, 173, 178].

Researchers have proposed different techniques to detect privacy violations by mobile
apps and identify third-party advertising and tracking services. Many techniques have
relied on the static program analysis of app binary code to detect malicious behaviors
and privacy leaks [8, 113, 123, 9] as well as third-party library use [13, 101, 95]. While
the static analysis techniques are well known for producing high false positives (e.g.,
do not produce actual measurements of privacy violations) [158, 93, 22], the dynamic
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analysis shows precisely how the app and system behave during the test (i.e., by running
the app and auditing its runtime behavior) [17, 137, 166, 172]. However, an effective
dynamic analysis requires building an instrumentation framework for possible behaviors
of interest, which involves extensive engineering effort [134].

Additionally, another line of work aims to analyze the app privacy policies or privacy
labels to identify potential GDPR violations, i.e., determining whether an actual app’s
behavior is consistent with what is declared in the app privacy policy or privacy label [4,
142, 173, 178, 85]. Researchers have developed different techniques to detect privacy
violations in mobile apps and to identify third-party advertising and tracking services
using static analysis [8, 113, 123, 9] or dynamic analysis [17, 137, 166, 172]. On the
other hand, Reyes et al. [137] presented the first insights into mobile apps’ compliance
with data protection law, focusing on the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act
(COPPA) in the USA. Particularly, the authors performed the first large-scale analysis
of COPPA compliance in the Android market using dynamic analysis.

However, little research has been done to measure the GDPR violations of consent
on mobile apps. Recently, Kollnig et al. [87] tried to study the absence of consent notices
to third-party tracking from a small set of Android apps (i.e., 1,297 apps) by manually
inspecting each app — which is insufficient in identifying and studying the status quo
of currently implemented consent notices in Android apps. Until now, there have been
various ways that consent could be obtained in mobile apps. However, while existing
works [87] mainly focus on analyzing apps’ network traffic to detect GDPR violations,
little or no research has systematically studied how the consent notices are currently
implemented in mobile apps and whether they are legally obtained under GDPR.

2.3.3 Summary

Different from prior work, our first goal was to build a semantic mapping between user
expectations of sensitive resource accesses and apps’ icon UI elements via extensive
user studies. Our results show that even benign apps can have misleading UIs that
lead to violations of users’ expectations. More importantly, it shows that relying on
benign apps’ icon-to-permission association as the "norm" to detect behavior discrepancy
is not enough. Second, we perform the first large-scale study into consent notices of
third-party tracking in Android apps in the wild to understand the current practices
and the current state of GDPR’s consent violations. While prior studies primarily
focused on network traffic analysis or manually studied a small set of samples, we
semi-automatically analyzed a large scale of apps’ consent user interfaces to investigate
whether they are freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous with respect to
GDPR consent requirements.
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3.1. MEASURING USERS’ PERCEPTION

Most existing works infer user expectation using certain proxies such as app descrip-
tions (i.e., users would expect apps to behave the way described on the description
page) [124, 132, 72]. Unfortunately, app descriptions are too coarse-grained, and not all
users would read app descriptions in practice. More recently, researchers have started
to look into another source of information that directly shapes user expectations: user
interface (UI) elements (e.g., texts and images) [11, 80, 168, 167]. However, while
text descriptions are self-explanatory with natural language meanings, visual images
(referred to as “icon”) often convey information in non-verbal ways, and the end-users
interpret the meaning of an icon using their pre-existing experience and knowledge
[165, 82]. Existing works either only look at textual UI elements to examine user
expectations [11, 80], or try to predict the intention of apps’ icon UI elements but
without understanding how real-world users perceive data access when they interact
with such graphical UI(s) [168, 167] — which we found less effective in detecting data
access that violates user expectations.

In this chapter, we fill this research gap by directly analyzing user expectations
and making them measurable. Particularly, we aim to take into account the influence
of all UI elements (icons and texts) on users’ expectations to detect unexpected data
access. We first conduct two user surveys to understand how end-users perceive
graphical UI(s), and what users’ expectations are (Section 3.1). The goal is to map
user expectations of data access and apps’ icon UI elements. Then, we build a new
tool called GUIBAT that learns from users’ perception to identify unexpected data
accesses (Section 3.2). More specifically, we train a classifier using the study results
to infer users’ expectations of icons on the app’s UI. For text elements, we follow
similar Natural Language Processing approaches used in prior works to examine user
expectation [80, 112, 161] since text elements are self-explanatory with natural language
meanings. Next, we leverage static program analysis to find the app’s actual data access,
which is considered unexpected if it deviates from user expectations. To this end, our
validation of GUIBAT’s effectiveness shows that it significantly outperforms prior works
and accurately reflects users’ expectations (Section 3.3). Given that, we apply GUIBAT
on 100,000 Android apps to answer RQ1: How widespread is sensitive resource access
that violates users’ expectations in the wild? (Section 3.4).

3.1 Measuring Users’ Perception

The text descriptions are self-explanatory with natural language meanings, making it
possible to directly infer user expectations. However, visual images, i.e., icons, usually
convey information in non-verbal ways, and users interpret the meaning of an icon using
their pre-existing experience and knowledge [165, 82]. Therefore, in this step, we aimed
to build a comprehensive mapping between app icons and their associated sensitive
resource accesses in mobile apps. Figure 3.1 gives an overview of our approach. We first
developed a crawler to obtain a large number of Android apps, and extracted the icon
UI elements from their apps’ UI (Section 3.1.1). Next, we conducted a series of studies
to measure how real-world users perceive an app’s data access when they interact with
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the methodologies to measure user’s perception.

such apps’ icons1. More specifically, we divided our studies into two parts: one is to
identify commonly-known icons (e.g., icons are frequently used) to users (Section 3.1.2),
since it is practically impossible to study all available icons of apps with users because
icons are extremely diverse in appearance, and not all icons are supposed to convey
meaning to users [28]; the other is to measure user expectation of sensitive resource
accesses of these icons (Section 3.1.3). Once we had established the expectations of
end-users between the app’s icons and sensitive resource accesses, we leveraged this
knowledge to build GUIBAT which we describe in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 App and Icon Dataset

App Dataset We built a crawler to crawl Android apps from the Google Play store
and successfully obtained about 600,000 apps, i.e., randomly selected based on the list
of apps from AndroZoo [3]. Among them, we only selected apps that request dangerous
permissions because they access users’ sensitive data. Further, we used the permission
mappings of PScout [10] and Axplorer [14] to identify accessed sensitive resources of
a given Android app. As the Android’s permission documentation is incomplete, the
combination of PScout and Axplorer provides a complete mapping from Android version
2.2 up to 7.1. We only selected apps that declare at least one dangerous permission
and filtered out apps that are not supported by PScout and Axplorer based on the min
and max SDK versions (min/max platform version to which the app is compatible).
Besides, apps that belong to game categories were excluded since they have little to no
UI elements or their UI is mainly made of drawings on canvases, which are out of the
scope for this work. After filtering, our app dataset contains 166,562 apps.

1We compensated participants based on an average hourly wage of $14 (above US minimum wage [89]).
More importantly, all user studies in this work were approved by the ethical review board of our university.
Web access to the server was secured with an SSL certificate issued by the university’s computing
center, and all further access was restricted to the department’s intranet and only made available to
maintainers and collaborating researchers. Participants could leave the studies at any time.
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Name Range Notes
Zoom 0-0.3 Float range for random zoom
Rotation 0-30 Degree range for random rotations
Width shift 0-0.2 Float range for random horizontal shift
Height shift 0-0.2 Float range for random vertical shift

Table 3.1: The transformation techniques that are used.

Icon Dataset From the 166,562 apps, we then leveraged existing works [11, 55] to
perform static analysis on both the UI layout files and the app’s code to extract apps’
icons (see Section 3.2.1 on implementation details). This resulted in about 700,000 icons.
To get an overview of these icons, we then used perceptual hashing [175] for filtering
out identical and very similar icons at pixel levels.

In particular, to identify whether two icons are identical or very similar, pHash
technique was used [175], and a hamming distance value of less than 11 between 2
icons is considered as similar. To select this threshold, we first randomly selected 1,000
dissimilar icons (i.e., 1,000 categories) by comparing their exact pHash value. For each
category, we applied four transformations techniques (see Table 3.1) to generate more
samples, resulted in 8,400 icons across 1,000 categories. Then, we clustered these icons
into the same group with different hamming distance thresholds (ranging from 0 to 50).
For example, with the threshold is 5, two icons are considered in the same group if their
hamming distance is less than or equal 5. To select the best threshold for identifying
very similar icons, we considered at the tradeoff between the quality of the clustering
against the number of clusters. A measure that allows us to make this tradeoff is
normalized mutual information or NMI (i.e., a number between 0 and 1), and a higher
value is better. After running this evaluation 10 trials, we chose the value of 11 for the
hamming distance threshold as the NMI’s score reached its peak at 0.88. As a result,
we identified 97,733 dissimilar icons.

3.1.2 First Study: Identifying Commonly-Known Icons and The Associ-
ated Functionality

We conducted this study online via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)2 to determine
which icons that are commonly-known and familiar to users based on population
stereotype [28] (e.g., an icon known by most of the participants is considered commonly-
known). We randomly selected 3,600 icons from our set of dissimilar icons, and asked
participants about their subjective feelings, if they have any concrete expectation(s) of
a given icon or a similar looking icon (i.e., “Do you have a concrete expectation what
could happen if you press this icon or a similar symbol?”). The participant’s responses
are binary: “yes” and “no”. To identify the careless respondents, we used the instructed
response items which is the most popular form of attention check [106, 159], for example,
items are embedded with an obvious correct answer (e.g., “please select yes”). The
survey was designed to ask each participant 90 icons and 10 more attention check icons.
This resulted in 40 batches. For each batch, we tested with three different participants

2https://www.mturk.com/
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to examine whether an icon is commonly-known. If a participant failed attention checks,
the corresponding batch would be re-conducted with another participant. An icon was
considered commonly-known to users if all participants know it (i.e., 100% recognizable).

The survey lasted for 2 days and we collected valid responses from 120 Turkers.
Their median age is 31.5 years (65% male and 35% female, see Table A.1 in Appendix
for full demographics). We identified 972 commonly-known icons and found that the
majority of surveyed icons (73%) are not linked to any concrete expectations of users
and therefore have no intrinsic meaning to them.

Identifying Associated Functionality We then conducted a follow-up survey to find
the perceived function an icon represents. This helps us not only group icons based on
their functionality but also quickly filter out icons that do not represent any functionality
(given that concrete expectations can only be formed if users are somehow familiar
with an object [105]). This would significantly reduce the number of icons we need
to study later. To do that, we used the icon intuitiveness test to learn about users’
pre-existing knowledge of known and familiar icons [114]. An icon was shown to a
group of participants without contexts (e.g., without textual description). We asked
participants to describe their understanding of a given icon, and their expectations of
what would happen if they interact with it (i.e., Q1: What does this icon symbolize?,
Q2: What you would expect to happen if you interact with this icon or an icon that
has a similar symbol?). In this survey, we showed each participant 10 icons, and for
each icon, we also asked three different participants to describe their interpretations
(free-text responses).

The survey involved 294 participants and lasted 8 days. Participants’ median age is
34 years (58.16% male, 41.50% female, see Table A.1 in Appendix for full demographics).
We obtained 2,916 feedbacks for 972 commonly-known icons. After extracting users’
responses, we constructed a mapping between commonly-known icons and the function
they represent by performing description-based icons clustering.

In particular, we first applied the following widely-used text preprocessing techniques
[78, 161, 100]: correcting misspelling by the autocorrect3 (e.g., “imagec” to “image”);
normalizing and lemmatizing all words, e.g., removing punctuations, converting letters
to lowercase and reducing the inflectional forms of a word (e.g., “sent”, and “sending” to
“send”); and removing generic stop words such as “are” and “the” ; lastly we employed
the term-based sampling approach [100] to create our domain-specific stop words list
(taking top 50 words that have the least weighted) so that we could additionally remove
words that are not generic stop words but are commonly used in user responses from
our survey (e.g., “icon”, “symbol”, “button”).

Then, using the preprocessed texts of user responses, we adopted the bag-of-
words model to convert each user response into a text feature vector as follows. Let
T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} be a set of all unique terms in the corpus of user responses. A text
feature of vector of the ith user response is denoted as ti = {t1, t2, ..., tk}. For example,
the raw text is “I would expect it to take a photo”, after applying the preprocessing,
the generated preliminary text vector is {photo}. Further, to resolve the problem of
synonyms, we employed the hypernym strategy (hypdepth = 5 ), which is suggested

3https://github.com/phatpiglet/autocorrect/
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by Hotho et al. [78] to enrich the text vectors with concepts from the Wordnet [108].
Specifically, we added to each term of the feature vectors all subconcepts of the 5 levels
below it in the Wordnet corpus, after that, we performed word stemming on all terms
(e.g., “location” and “locating” to “locat”). For instance, with the preliminary text vec-
tor above, the final text feature vector will be {photo, photograph, exposur, pictur, pic}.
To this end, we converted each term, in the text vector to numeric one by using the
term-frequency inverse document-frequency (TF-IDF). The TF-IDF value for each
element was calculated as:

tfidf(t, d) = tf(t, d) ∗ idf(t) = 1 + N

1 + df(d, t)

where t refers to the selected term, d refers to the text vector, tf is the absolute
frequency of a term, i.e., tf(t, d) is the number of times a term t occurs in a given d, idf
is the term’s inverse document frequency, N is the number of text lists in the corpus, and
df(d, t) returns the number of text lists that contain the target term t. Lastly, the agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering was used to identify which icons are commonly known by
users and the function these icons represent. Specifically, Ward’s method was used [160],
and the similarity score or distance between two vectors is calculated by cosine similarity:

similarity(v⃗i, v⃗j) = cos(v⃗i, v⃗j) = v⃗i.v⃗j

∥v⃗i∥.∥v⃗j∥

To this end, we first clustered similar icons using textual descriptions of their
visual representation, since apps’ icons are extremely diverse in appearance (e.g., icons
representing the same camera object may look very different). We then further clustered
these clusters of icons using descriptions their functions. In the first step, we identified
77 groups of icons from 972 commonly-known icons. However, we filtered out one group
that contains icons whose (participant) responses were not comprehensible (i.e., this
group was also considered an outlier by hierarchical clustering). Finally, we identified
44 groups of functions from 76 groups of icons. Our results showed that although icons
are extremely diverse in appearance, users will have the same expectations about the
associated functionality if they represent the same object. This suggests that by focusing
on the most commonly-known icons, our technique could cover most of the icons on
which users have perception.

3.1.3 Second Study: Identifying User Expectation of Icons and Sensitive
Resource Access

We had at this point a set of commonly-known icons and their associated functionalities.
Our studies’ final step was to build a semantic mapping between user expectations of
sensitive resource accesses and the apps’ icons. From 76 clusters of commonly-known
icons, we randomly selected 3 icons per cluster to conduct this study. Our survey first
provided the participants with an instruction page that gave a detailed explanation of
each sensitive resource to minimize technical terms. We further asked participants an
attention and comprehension check question to see if the participants understand these
sensitive resources (see Appendix A.1.1 for details).
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Icon group Icon group Icon group
Calendar (1.0) Calendar (0.89) Storage (0.88)

Contacts (1.0) Contacts (0.88) Storage (0.75)

Contacts (0.67)
SMS (0.67)

Contacts (0.67)
SMS (0.67) Storage (0.75)

Camera (1.0)
Storage (0.75)

Camera (1.0)
Storage (0.67)

Storage (0.75)
Microphone (0.67)

Location (1.0) Location (1.0) Storage (0.67)

Microphone (1.0) Phone (1.0) Storage (0.67)

SMS (0.75) Storage (1.0)
Camera (0.86)

Table 3.2: Icon groups and user expectation of sensitive resource accesses . An icon
group has multiple similar looking icons. The agreement rate is in parenthesis.

Afterward, we provided multiple choice answers, where the participants could choose
the sensitive resources that an icon could associate with (i.e., “Which of the following
sensitive resources that you would expect this app to access to perform the function it
represents?”). Each of the sensitive resources was accompanied by a corresponding
explanation taken from the Android system to leverage user prior experience (see
Appendix A.1.1 for explanations of each sensitive resource). Participants could choose
“NONE” if no sensitive resource is expected. Also, we asked participants to explain their
answers (i.e., “Why would you think the above selected sensitive resources are needed?”).
This question helps us to see if participants provide meaningful responses. To minimize
the bias introduced by a single participant for each icon, we asked three different
participants. The survey involved 45 participants and lasted for 3 days. Participants’
median age is 33 years (68.89% male and 31.11% female, see Table A.1 in Appendix for
full demographics). Finally, we got 684 feedback on the commonly-known icons and
their related sensitive resources.

To build a comprehensive mapping between app icons and their associated sensitive
resource accesses, we based on the majority of votes for the associated sensitive resources
among the participants. Specifically, for each cluster of icons, we calculated the agreement
rate on an associated sensitive resource (Ri) by the number of votes for Ri divided
by the total number of votes. We considered a cluster of icons relating to Ri if its
agreement rate was at least 0.66 which meets the standard of the icon recognition ISO
3864 [1] (i.e., 66.7% for signs). Details of the icons and their agreement rates are listed
in Table 3.2. Specifically, we identified 20 groups of icons that associate with sensitive
resources from users’ perspective. In this study, we found that one specific icon could be
associated with more than one sensitive resource from users’ perspective. For example,
the icons that represent a camera (see Table 3.2) can be associated with Camera and
Storage sensitive resources (e.g., explained by a participant “It’s an icon of a camera
so it’d have to access your camera to work, and I think it’d have access to your storage
to store the photos you take with the app.”). This suggests that approaches only consider
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the GUIBAT’s architecture.

one-to-one mapping between icons and sensitive resources might not correctly reflect
users’ expectations (e.g., IconIntent [168]).

3.2 Detecting Unexpected Sensitive Resource Access

So far, we have conducted two studies to establish a semantic mapping between common
apps’ icons and user expectation of apps’ sensitive resource accesses. Recall that our goal
is to have a fully automatic and scalable solution to detect unexpected sensitive resource
accesses based on user perception. We now leveraged the knowledge gained from the
two user studies to build GUIBAT that estimates user expectation to detect unexpected
sensitive resource accesses in Android apps. Figure 3.2 presents the architecture of
GUIBAT. For a given app, GUI Extractor first extracts all the app’s UI elements (e.g.,
buttons, images), and their associated callbacks which handle users interaction with the
app’s UI (Section 3.2.1). Then, using our study results in Section 3.1.3, the Expected
Sensitive Resource Access Detector utilizes a classifier built on top of Natural Language
Processing and Image Recognition techniques to identify the app’s expected sensitive
resource accesses based on the texts and icons of the extracted UI elements (Section
3.2.2), which we refer as expected SR. On the other hand, for the corresponding extracted
UI element, the Actual Sensitive Resource Access Detector leverages Static Control-flow
Analysis techniques to detect the app’s actual sensitive resource accesses from sequences
of callbacks by looking for permission-protected API calls (Section 3.2.3), which we refer
as actual SR. An actual SR will be considered unexpected (referred to as unexpected
SR) by the Unexpected Sensitive Resource Access Detector (Section 3.2.4) if it is not
contained in the expected SR.

In this section, we describe each component in details. We then present how
we designed and conducted the third user study to validate GUIBAT’s results in
Section 3.3.1.

3.2.1 GUI Extractor

This component aimed to identify the app’s UI elements and their associated callbacks
and to extract the associated graphical content (i.e., texts and icons) that comprise
an app’s UI. Prior works have proposed different approaches to analyze the app’s GUI
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(e.g., GATOR [138, 171], Backstage [11]). Among them, GATOR is a widely-used
static analysis toolkit for Android that analyzes an app’s UI by providing an over-
approximation algorithm to infer the relationship between app’s callbacks and app’s UI
elements [167, 168]. Further, GATOR identifies both static layout files and dynamically
generated UI components. Moreover, the authors showed that it achieved good precision,
takes less computational memory. Therefore, to discover the apps’ UI elements and
their callbacks, we extended GATOR with some improvements (i.e., better coverage
and higher precision) and further overcame the following limitations:

• (1) GATOR does not consider some important Android UI components which
leads to missing app’s UI elements along with their associated callbacks in app’s
GUI model (Navigation Drawer, Preference, and Fragment). Richard et al. showed
that 91% of popular apps contain fragment code in their apps which indicates
that Fragment is widely used [21]. GUIBAT additionally considers these UI
components.

• (2) GATOR’s static reference analysis that maps app’s UI elements to their
callbacks introduce over-approximation due to the over-approximate of variable
mappings (e.g., incorrectly map a UI element to multiple callbacks). To be more
precise, GUIBAT, on the other hand, further strictly on object id (of UI elements)
to correctly map callback methods to UI elements.

Second, to extract texts and icons, we followed similar approaches used in prior works
[11, 167]. Specifically, GUI Extractor first statically parses the app’s UI layout file4 (i.e.,
layout files are in XML to define app’s UI), and then uses the XML text-related attributes
(e.g., android:text, android:title) to extract UI texts, and image-related attributes (e.g.,
android:drawable, android:icon) to extract UI icons. Further, by analyzing app’s byte-
code, GUI Extractor extracts UI texts and icons that are dynamically created at runtime
by identifiying the used of text-related APIs (e.g., setText(), setTooltipText()), or image-
related APIs (e.g., setImageResource(), setIcon()). GUI Extractor further extracts
additional information that are shown to users after they press on the app’s UI elements.
It first finds all the instantiations of Toast, Snackbar, Dialog and AlertDialog objects
which allow an app to send feedback messages to end-users. Then it extracts the text
message based on the used API (e.g., Toast.makeText). For example, clicking on a
button shows the “Start recording” text.

Comparing GUIBAT and GATOR We selected an Android benchmark suite from the
work of Choudhary et al. [30] which is widely used by other static and dynamic analysis
[102, 110]. It contains 68 open source Android apps. We filtered out those apps that
are not supported by GUIBAT such as apps in the games category, which resulted in 43
apps. Then we ran GUIBAT and GATOR on 43 apps to generate app’s GUI models.
Among these 43 apps, those apps that have less than 200 callbacks were chosen for a
comprehensive manual examination, resulted in 34 apps. From 34 apps, we compare
the number of extracted UI elements, and the number of extracted callback methods

4https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/declaring-layout
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(a) Camera, Storage (b) Location, Storage (c) Contacts, Phone, Storage

Figure 3.3: Example of expected sensitive resource accesses.

between GATOR and GUIBAT. If there are any differences between the results of
GUIBAT and GATOR, we manually verify the differences (see Table A.2 in Appendix).
In general, GUIBAT is better than GATOR in GUI analysis as the following: (1) in
14 (41.17%) apps, both GUIBAT and GATOR have identified the same number of
UI elements and their callbacks; (2) GUIBAT correctly has removed 231 (21.81% of
1,059) of the callback methods that are made-up by the over approximation of GATOR;
(3) GUIBAT successfully identified the Preference UI component and their associated
callbacks in 20 apps which GATOR missed. In particular, there are 172 (15.02% of
1,145) components that GUIBAT identified while GATOR could not.

3.2.2 Expected Sensitive Resource Access Detector

After having all the extracted UI elements of a given app, we want to automatically
detect if they represent any sensitive resource accesses from users’ perspective. Our idea
is based on the intuition that an app’s UI (i.e., presented as texts and icons) depicts
the user’s expectation of app’s behavior [80]. More importantly, we can not treat a UI
element as a stand-alone element on a screen as an app activity’s UI may be comprised
of different UI elements, and their expected SR can complement each other. Therefore,
from each extracted UI element, GUIBAT’s Expected Sensitive Resource Access Detector
first uses GUI Extractor to extract the contextual information (the texts and icons of
the surrounding UI elements) where the UI element is represented. Then, it performs
icons classification, in combination with the acquired user perception (Section 3.1) to
automatically identify the expected SR of icons. Additionally, we also leverage prior
works to identify expected SR in texts [80, 112, 161].

Examples of expected SR (according to our user studies) are depicted in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: ROC curves of the 10-Fold cross-valication.

In Figure 3.3(a) the expected SR is accessing Camera, Storage represented by a
gallery icon (see Table 3.2). In Figure 3.3(b) the expected SRs are Location represented
by the Use current location text (see Table 3.3), and Storage represented by the Save
text with a floppy disk icon. Finally, in Figure 3.3(c) the expected SRs are Contacts
represented by Contacts text with the human icon, and Phone represented by Call
text with the phone icon.

3.2.2.1 Icon Classifier

This component aimed to identify user expected sensitive resource accesses based on
apps’ icons. To this end, we used Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which is a
deep learning model that achieves state-of-the-art results in image recognition challenges,
and widely used in image classification tasks [75]. We abstained from using perceptual
hashing [175] because it can only identify identical or very similar looking images, while
our goal is to maximize the robustness of GUIBAT in identifying 20 groups of icons in
Table 3.2, a more challenging classification task.

Our Icon Classifier is a multi-class CNN classifier. Given an input (i.e., an icon), the
Classifier produces the probability of this icon associating with the 20 groups of icons
in Table 3.2. To determine whether a given icon is associated with sensitive resources
(from user perspectives), we first use the Icon Classifier to predict the probabilities for
20 groups of icons. If the icon’s prediction result has the highest confidence probability
at groupi, and also its probability is higher than 0.99, we then consider that the
icon is associated with the corresponding sensitive resource5. Our user studies have
already collected a labeled dataset reflecting user-perceived association between icons
and sensitive resource accesses. As such, we expect the Classifier to capture user
expectations of icons.

5We exclude the icons that could not be mapped to any group in Table 3.2 (probability < 0.99).
If an icon has the same probability for 2 groups (or more), we consider it to be associated with the
corresponding sensitive resources behind these groups.
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Constructing Training Dataset For each icon group in Table 3.2, we manually selected
500 similar icons based on the similarity of their visual feature from our icon dataset.
The manually labeling method helps us enrich the generalization of the Icon Classifier.
An icon is considered similar to one of the sensitive related icons in Table 3.2 if it
represents the same object (e.g., camera). Each labeled icon was reviewed by two
volunteers independently. If there was a disagreement between the two volunteers, we
would ask another volunteer to join the discussion. If an agreement could not be reached,
we simply excluded that icon. Further, our dataset as any real dataset contains noisy
data such as icons with different sizes, or icons with different formats (e.g., RGB, RGBA)
which potentially lead to low-quality models. Therefore, the following preprocessing
methods were applied to obtain a quality training dataset [88, 167]: (1) resizing icons
to 128x128 pixels (which is most common icon size); (2) converting the RGBA to RGB
without affecting the image’s content. Finally, our training dataset has 10,000 labeled
icons pertaining to sensitive resources across 20 groups of icons.

Training We employed a self-training method to leverage unlabeled data at scale,
which has been widely used in image processing [169, 141, 139]. Specifically, we first
implemented the SimpleNet architecture, a light-weighed deep CNN architecture that
achieves high precision [75]. Then we trained the SimpleNet model on the labeled
dataset. We used it as a “teacher” to generate pseudo labels on 700,000 unlabeled icons.
Subsequently, we trained a larger SimpleNet on the combination of labeled and pseudo
labeled icons to produce more “student” data. We iterated this process by putting
back the “student” into the “teacher” data. During this process, we kept increasing the
size of the “student” data to improve performance. This iterative process was stopped
when the size of “student” data became stable (i.e., our final training dataset has 46,578
labeled icons across 20 groups of icons).

When putting back the “student” data to the training dataset, our training dataset
became imbalanced among some classes which could significantly affect the classifier ’s
performance. Therefore, we first leveraged the Cost Sensitive Learning method in which
the weights of each class (calculated based on sample frequencies) are integrated into
the cost function [76]. Further, to reduce over-fitting and to build a quality image
classifier, we employed data augmentation technique that helps diversitize our training
dataset which is randomly zooming into images, and the zoom ranges from 0 to 10% of
the original images [29].

Evaluation To validate our “teacher” model, the k-Fold cross validation was selected,
together with k = 10 as this was shown to be the best method for cross validation by
prior work [86]. Further, to evaluate the model, we used the area under the curve (AUC)
of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [74]. The AUC is the most commonly
used for evaluation of imbalanced data classification [27, 129], where the area near up
to 1.0 represents a perfect model, and the area of 0.5 represents a random guessing
model. Figure 3.4 shows the AUC values for 10-Fold cross validation. Our classifier has
an AUC’s mean value of 0.9944.
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Sensitive Resources Keywords
Calendar calendar, calender, event, reminder,

meeting, schedule, agenda
Contacts contact, account, call
Camera take picture, camera, capture, scan
Location location, map, gps, track
Microphone microphone, recording, record, audio,

voice, mic
Phone call, telephone
SMS sms, mms, send, incoming, voicemail
Storage storage, sd card, file, save

Table 3.3: Sensitive Related Keywords.

3.2.2.2 Identifying Expected Sensitive Resource Accesses in Texts

This component aimed to identify the user-expected sensitive resource access based on
texts of UI elements, since in different UI contexts, similar icons may reflect different
intentions [167]. From the extracted texts of UI elements6, we followed prior works [112,
161] to rely on keywords to map texts to expected SR. Most of the visible texts on
UI elements are short (combination of verbs, or nouns) but they are self-explanatory.
Therefore, we first collected security and privacy relevant keywords from existing
works [112, 161], then we manually examined the Android documentation7 regarding
the permission-protected resources to expand the keyword list. The final list is shown
in Table 3.3. Given an input text t (i.e., a list of words), GUIBAT first uses a set of
Natural Language Processing techniques to preprocess t: normalizing and lemmatizing,
removing generic stop words [78, 161, 100]. Then by searching the sensitive related
keywords (see Table 3.3) in t, GUIBAT can identify the corresponding expected SR.

3.2.3 Actual Sensitive Resource Access Detector

To detect actual sensitive resource accesses of apps’ UI elements, we first leveraged
GATOR to build the control-flow graph (CFG) that includes all the reachable API calls
from a UI element’s callbacks. We further extended this component to support multi-
threading, e.g., AsyncTask.execute) which was not covered by default. GATOR was then
used to expand the built CFG by analyzing the inter-component communication (ICC)
(e.g., permission-protected APIs may be triggered via services or broadcast receivers),
since many of the vulnerabilities and malicious behavior in Android apps addressed in
the literature are related to the ICC mechanism [92, 119, 118]. After identifying all
reachable API calls, we used PScout and Axplorer to find out which API is permission-
protected APIs (i.e., sensitive resources) [10, 14]. Accesses of content providers where
apps can access sensitive resources were also detected by querying the content provider
with URIs. For instance, by providing the URI content “content://com.android.contacts”
to the ContentResolver.Query method, the app can access user contacts.

6The embedded texts in icons we are also extracted using Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
techniques (https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract).

7https://developer.android.com/reference/android/Manifest.permission
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Figure 3.5: Relative cumulative frequency (RCF) of accessed sensitive resources depth
level of CFG in 10,000 apps.

We further leveraged LibScout [12] to identify actual SR of third-party libraries
(i.e., providing the information of 501 commonly used libraries). Additionally, to cover
cases of unknown third-party code that LibScout could not identify, we extended its
implementation to identify libraries using app package name as a heuristic [112, 11, 94].
It is not practical to build a CFG, which includes all of the reachable code statements
due to execution time. Therefore, we needed to find a threshold to limit the depth of
the CFG analysis counting from a callback. In our experiments, we randomly selected
and analyzed 10,000 apps from the app dataset. With a maximum depth of 350 calls
from the corresponding callback we could successfully identifies 96.52% of the accessed
sensitive resources of app’s UI elements (see Figure 3.5).

Evaluation To evaluate the precision of GUIBAT on mapping actual SR to app’s UI
elements, we first randomly selected 200 Android apps from 32 categories (i.e., predefined
categories on Google Play), and used dynamic analysis to extract runtime actual SR of
each app’s UI element. Specifically, we used the dynamic instrumentation toolkit Frida8

to instrument the Android system to monitor access of sensitive resources while running
the app by logging at each permission-protected API call and URI query, and used
DroidBot [96] an automatic event generation tool, to randomly simulate user-interaction
with the apps (performs best in comparison with similar tools [15]). This way, we could
automatically create ground truth for apps’ UI elements and their actual SR. In this
experiment, we limited the automated analysis time to 30 minutes for each app. As
the results, we successfully identified 1,284 UI-sensitive resources mappings. Then we
used GUIBAT’s Accessed Sensitive Resource Detector to extract app’s UI elements that
access sensitive resources from these apps, and compare its results with the ground
truth. The average precision and recall of GUIBAT is 90.19% and 96.65% respectively.
We did not calculate the recall of this component for the whole apps, because it is
practically impossible to calculate how many mapping relations are missed by GUIBAT

8https://frida.re/
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(a) unexpected SR:Phone (b) unexpected SR:Storage

Figure 3.6: Unexpected SR of a benign app (on Play Store).

as there is no ground truth available, and due to the limitation of dynamic analysis
which can not guarantee all the app code are analyzed.

3.2.4 Unexpected Sensitive Resource Access Detector

The final step in our work-flow (see Figure 3.2) is to find unexpected access to sensitive
resources in a given app. Specifically, GUIBAT first identifies the user expectation of
sensitive resource accesses from the apps’ UIs (expected SR), then the actually accessed
sensitive resources (actual SR) using Expected Sensitive-Resource Access Detector, and
Actual Sensitive-Resource Access Detector respectively. An actual SR is considered
unexpected if it is not contained in the expected SR. For example, in Figure 3.6 (a),
when users click on the highlighted button, the app then accesses both Location, and
Phone (e.g., to get the unique user’s device ID such as the IMEI) sensitive resources.
GUIBAT detects an unexpected SR since Phone sensitive resource is not expected in
any related context, e.g., on the surrounding UI elements, or in the feedback message at
the bottom of the screen when users click on this button. Similarly, in Figure 3.6 (b),
GUIBAT identifies the Send SMS as an unexpected SR, since it accesses user’s phone
Storage in addition to SMS while no further information is provided on this screen.

3.3 Evaluating GUIBAT

In this section, we present our results regarding the validation of GUIBAT. In particular,
we first validated GUIBAT’s effectiveness with the third user study. Our results showed
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Number of Sensitive Resource Accesses
Expected Unexpected

Phone 19 104
Location 55 89
Storage 130 76
Contacts 118 16
Camera 22 13
Microphone 33 8
Calendar 18 1
SMS 108 0
Total 503 307

Table 3.4: Detected sensitive resource accesses in our sample.

that GUIBAT could accurately reflect users’ expectations of sensitive resource access in
apps. Further, our evaluations showed that GUIBAT significantly outperforms prior
works in terms of identifying user expectations of sensitive resource accesses when they
interact with the app’s UI, and revealed the deficient of text-based only approaches.

3.3.1 Comparing to Users’ Expectations

To see whether the output of GUIBAT reflects users’ expectations of apps’ sensitive
resource access, we carried out a further user study and tested users’ actual expectations
while interacting with an app. The goal was to check whether GUIBAT’s output reflects
these expectations. The main hypothesis was: If our tool works as intended, sensitive
resource access classified by GUIBAT as “unexpected” should be less expected by users
than the one classified as “expected”.

However, previous work showed that other variables might also influence users’
perception, attitudes, and expectations in the context of mobile apps. Particularly, the
following factors have been primarily identified: 1) the users’ individual characteristics
(e.g., gender, age, whether the persons have computer science background, or which
mobile operating system people use) [56]; 2) the apps’ characteristics (e.g., which
sensitive resources the app uses) [23, 112]; and 3) the user perception of the app
descriptions [124, 132, 72]. To ensure that such effects do not overshadow our results,
and, to be able to test whether GUIBAT provides added value compared to these known
influential factors of user expectations, we included them in our study design as well.

Study Design and Procedure The goal of our study was to simulate the users’
interaction with an app as close to reality as possible. However, it was also important
to cover different types of apps and different sensitive resources to be as representative
as possible in our evaluation. After balancing these two goals, we decided on a survey
design in which participants were shown an app, and then mentally put themselves
(with the help of the app description and screenshots) in the situation that they were
using this app.

We first presented participants the description of an app retrieved from Google Play.
After reading the description, participants could select from a list of 8 sensitive resources
(e.g., or none of them) those they expected the app to access. Participants were then
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asked to explain briefly why they thought the app needed the selected resources (see Q1
and Q2 in Appendix A.1.2). This step prepared participants to put themselves in the
situation of using the app, as it is the same information they see in Google Play before
downloading and installing an app. This setup also allowed us to measure the effect
of the app descriptions on the users’ expectations of sensitive resource accesses and to
control for this effect. Next, we asked participants to imagine that they were using the
app and showed them a concrete screenshot taken from the corresponding app. For all
actual SR that are detected by GUIBAT, participants should then indicate on a 7-point
Likert scale to what extent they expect the app to access these resources (see Q3 in
Appendix A.1.2). We then asked participants to what extent they feel comfortable with
the accessing of these resources (on a 7-point Likert scale) (see Q4 in Appendix A.1.2).
Lastly, we collected demographic data of our participants, including questions about
their predominantly used mobile operating system and their background in computer
science.

Selection of Apps We randomly selected 1,000 apps from the app dataset that was
already used to extract the icons during the development of GUIBAT. Then we used
DroidBot [96] to simulate user-interaction and automatically took screenshots of
these apps. We limited the time for the dynamic analysis to 10 minutes for each app.
Using this setting, DroidBot successfully analyzed 977 apps (97.7% of the total apps).
Among 977 apps, we successfully extracted screenshots of unexpected SR in 311 apps by
using GUIBAT. In a final step, we manually filtered out apps that were not in English
or that were protected by FLAG_SECURE whose UI was not shown on screenshots. This
resulted in a final set of screenshots of N apps = 243 apps in which GUIBAT identified a
total of 810 cases of sensitive resource access (see Table 3.4).

Survey The survey lasted 6 days and 486 Turkers had participated (for each of the
selected apps, we surveyed with two participants). After collecting all the responses, we
removed 41 careless responses based on attention checks. Participants’ median age is 34
years (41.35% male, 57.98% female, and 0.67% others, see Table A.1 in Appendix for
full demographics). Since we have included gender as a potential influencing factor in
our analyses and only 3 persons indicated a non-binary gender, we unfortunately had
to exclude these answers, since the model calculation based on such few data points
would have been very error-prone. In the end, our final sample included N total = 1,444
individual expectation ratings for sensitive resource access given by N users = 442
participants and based on N apps = 243 apps.

Data Analysis To analyze the effects of all the variables listed at the beginning of
this section, we used a regression approach that predicts participants expectations
regarding sensitive resource accesses. Since each participant in our survey indicated
his/her expectation for several types of sensitive resource access, these data points are
not independent from each other. The same applies to the data from any particular app,
which was always presented to several participants. To account for this fact, we designed
our analysis as a multi-level approach and included these two grouping aspects of our
data as random effects in our model. In concrete terms, this means that the intercept
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AIC logLik df p
Base model 4,853.8 -2,420.9
+ Random effects 4,798.8 -2,391.4 2 <0,001
+ Users’ characteristics 4,785.2 -2,380.6 4 <0,001
+ Apps’ characteristics 4,624.3 -2,293.1 7 <0,001
+ Users’ expectations based

on app description 3,957.7 -1,958.9 1 <0,001
+ GUIBAT 3,944.2 -1,951.1 1 <0,001
+ Interaction 3,945.4 -1,950.7 1 0.369
All regression models listed above predict the users’ expectations regarding
apps’ sensitive resource access; AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; df =
degree of freedom; logLik = log likelihood; p quantifies statistical significance;
significant p-values are printed bold.

Table 3.5: Model comparison based on Goodness of fit.

of our regression function is not fixed for all persons and all apps, but can vary freely.
Since we measured the expectations of our participants regarding sensitive resource
accesses with a 7-point Likert scale, we used an ordinal regression based on a cumulative
link model with a logit linkage function and flexible thresholds between the categories.
This regression method provides a regression function as well as ordered thresholds that
describe the six category boundaries between the values of our 7-point Likert scale. In
an iterative process, we specified different regression models and compared them using
the Akaike information criterion (AIC), as well as direct comparisons of the goodness of
fit using Chi2-tests to find the model with the best trade-off between complexity and fit
to the empirical data [79, 104].

Results of the Evaluation We started with a base model without any independent
variables and without the random effects and added successively the following effect-
s/predictors in the next steps:

1. the random effects

2. the users’ individual characteristics

3. the apps’ characteristics

4. the users’ expectations based on the description

5. the classification based on GUIBAT

6. the interaction of the previous variables

The results of this process showed that every more complex models up to step 5 could
explain the empirical data significantly better than the preceding/simpler model (see
Table 3.5 for the goodness of fit of each relevant step in the model building process). The
interaction effects (step 6) do not add any further value and therefore Model 5, which
explains 63.5% of the empirical variance is the final model for our analysis. Thereby,
the significant difference between the model without the predictor based on GUIBAT’s
output (Model 4) and with this predictor (Model 5) shows that our tool can explain the
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Estimate (b) SE z value p
Users’ characteristics
Computer background (Yes) 0.384 0.223 1.722 0.090
Age -0.007 0.009 -0.881 0.379

Gender (Male) -0.190 0.180 -1.058 0.290
Used devices (iPhone) -0.547 0.179 -3.061 0.002

Apps’ characteristics
Contacts 1.061 0.455 2.331 0.002
SMS 1.565 0.466 3.362 0.001
Phone 1.618 0.503 3.388 0.001
Microphone 2.078 0.478 4.131 <0.001
Location 2.087 0.465 4.492 <0.001
Storage 2.621 0.456 5.751 <0.001
Camera 2.647 0.519 5.099 <0.001

Users’ expectations based on app description
Expected access (Yes) 3.637 0.173 21.046 <0.001

GUIBAT
Detected as unexpected SR -0.569 0.145 -3.930 <0.001

Thresholds for category boundaries
1|2 2|3 3|4 4|5 5|6 6|7

1.980 2.756 3.354 4.004 4.787 5.775
Used devices (Baseline=Android); Sensitive resources (Baseline=Calendar);
GUIBAT (Baseline=expected SR); SE = Std. Error=; significant p-values are
printed bold.

Table 3.6: Final regression model predicting users’ expectation regarding sensitive
resource accesses.

variance of user expectations regarding sensitive resource accesses beyond the effects on
which previous research has focused on. Table 3.6 presents the final regression model’s
results, including the estimates and standard errors of the predictors, as well as the 6
thresholds of the Likert scales category boundaries. The proportional odds assumption
as a prerequisite for a cumulative linking model was fulfilled for all predictors.

Our results showed that among the users’ characteristics only the mobile operating
system that people use predominantly had a significant effect on users expectations
(b = -.55, p = .002). Particularly, iOS users were significantly less likely to expect
that apps use sensitive resources than Android users. We further found differences in
the prevalence of expectations regarding access to different types of sensitive resources.
Thus, for instance, access to the Calendar was significantly less likely expected by
users than access to all other sensitive resources, and was therefore picked as the baseline
category in the regression model (ball others = 1.06–2.65, pall others ≤ .002). This results
are in line with prior work that shows that users do not consider all permission to be
equally sensitive [23, 112].

We also found that expectations regarding sensitive resource accesses based on app
descriptions had an impact on the expected access to sensitive resources during app
usage. If participants expected access to a certain sensitive resource based on the
description, they were also more likely expecting access to this sensitive resource during
their further interaction with the app (b = 3.64, p < .001). This is in line with prior
work and particularly supports the basic assumptions of research that analyzes the
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Icons Texts Actual SR Unexpected SR
by GUIBAT

tencent enter purchas btn take pic-
tur

Camera, Location, SMS Location,
SMS

time search Location Location

default user icon Location Location

holder mic Contacts, SMS Contacts,
SMS

post float letter refresh system
friend topic new subject normal

Location Location

to to leg menu save Contacts, Location, SMS,
Microphone

Contacts, Lo-
cation, SMS,
Microphone

Table 3.7: Example of unexpected SR that are detected by GUIBAT from DeepIntent’s
benign training dataset.

descriptions and links this content to the users’ expectations [124, 132, 72].
Most importantly, however, we found a significant effect of the predictor that

represents the output of our tool. If sensitive resource access was classified by GUIBAT
as unexpected, participants significantly less likely expected an app to behave in such
a way, than if the sensitive resource access was classified as expected (b = -0.57, p <
.001). This result supports the hypothesis that GUIBAT works as intended. Thereby,
this conclusion is also supported by the results of the model comparison process, which
showed that our tool can explain the users’ expectations significantly beyond previously
considered influencing factors (such as app description).

3.3.2 Comparing to Prior Works

To see how effective GUIBAT is in identifying unexpected SR, we compare GUIBAT with
the most recent work on detecting intention-behavior discrepancy namely DeepIntent,
and with text-based only approaches.

Compare with DeepIntent We applied GUIBAT on the dataset that DeepIntent
took as the ground truth to train their icon-behavior classifier. The dataset contains
7,691 data points that were extracted from a set of benign apps, and each data point is
a triple of <icon,text,actual_SR>. We found that 22.91% (1,020 out of 4,452) of the
data points are unexpected SR9. All of these unexpected SR were then manually verified
independently by two of the authors (disagreements were excluded) based on our user
study results (whether the actual SR are justified by the associated icons/texts), and
we found that 958 of them (93.92% of 1,020) indeed are unexpected SR (see Table 3.7
for examples). However, it is unknown why apps make these unexpected SR due to
not having the app’s code or app’s name of these data points. Determining the root
cause for such unexpected SR is outside the scope of this paper. Our results show that

9We filtered out data that was out of scope for this work, e.g., icons have embedded foreign languages.
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Sensitive Resources
“unseen” dataset from

Google Image
GUIBAT’s Icon

Training Dataset

GUIBAT DeepIntent
icon-only

DeepIntent
icon-only

Camera 0.93 0.51 0.49
Calendar 0.98 - -
Contact 0.85 0.61 0.52
Location 0.94 0.55 0.55
Microphone 0.92 0.53 0.55
Phone 0.97 0.40 0.42
SMS 0.70 0.47 0.50
Storage 0.75 0.50 0.55
Average 0.88 0.51 0.50

Table 3.8: The AUC score of GUIBAT’s Icon Classifier and DeepIntent’s models.

Number of UI elements
w/o Contexts w/ Contexts

Exclusively by Texts 177,022 225,702
Exclusively by Icons 18,740 58,181
Both Texts & Icons 11,594 146,561
Total 207,356 430,444

Table 3.9: Distribution of expected SR on icons/texts.

relying on benign apps’ icon-to-permission association as the “norm” to detect behavior
discrepancy is not enough. There are actual SR (in this case, 22.91%) of benign apps
that were previously considered normal by DeepIntent but are unexpected by users.

Besides, to show the effectiveness of our Icon Classifier in identifying icons and their
associated sensitive resource accesses, we compared it with the icon-only classifier of
DeepIntent10. We first ran the icon-only classifier on our labeled dataset that reflects
user perception of sensitive resource accesses (see Section 3.2.2.1). This resulted in a
low accuracy (AUC=0.50, see Table 3.8 for the details). Further, for a fair comparison,
we ran our Icon Classifier and the icon-only classifier on an “unseen” dataset. To
create the labeled unseen dataset we followed the approach used in IconIntent [168].
Specifically, to obtain icons belonging to each sensitive resource, sensitive resource
name (e.g., “camera”) together with the keyword “icon” were used to search for icons
from Google Image. The top 100 results were then downloaded. This resulted in 800
images in total. Images that were not icons were then filtered out, resulted in 657
labeled icons. On this unseen dataset, our Icon Classifier significantly outperforms the
DeepIntent’s icon-only classifier in identifying sensitive resource related icons when
taking user perception into account (details are included in Table 3.8). In particular,
our Icon Classifier achieved an AUC value of 0.88, while the icon-only had an AUC
value of 0.51. Our results indicate that approaches without considering how end users
perceive app’s data access is less effective in detecting sensitive resource accesses that
violate user expectations.

10For a fair comparison, we trained these classifiers multiple times (K=10) based on the provided source
code (https://github.com/deepintent-ccs/DeepIntent) to achieve the authors’ reported performance.
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Figure 3.7: Distribution of unexpected SR among sensitive resources in 36,115 apps.
Attribution of app code and library code sum up to 100% in each sensitive resources.

Compare with text-based only approach In Table 3.9, when we consider the
contexts where UI elements are represented (e.g., including surrounding UI elements),
among UI elements that advertise their sensitive resources usage, 47.56% are advertised
using icons. This shows that relying solely on textual UI elements would result in a
severely high number of false positive (i.e., sensitive resource accesses that are represented
on UI but missed by the text-based detectors). Text-based only approaches [11, 80]
did not cover such UI elements, hence their analysis would miss a significant portion
of UI elements (e.g., about 47.56%) affecting the final results. Further, GUIBAT also
identified 28,145 UI elements (which access sensitive resources) that associate with
icons on UI screens that comprise solely of icons (i.e., no textual UI elements were
presented) from 6,730 apps (14.06% of apps in our dataset). This means, text-based
only approaches would completely miss such screens, hence the analysis results of the
corresponding apps (e.g., 14.06%) would be affected.

3.4 Empirical Study of Unexpected Data Access in The Wild

To explore the status quo of unexpected SR in the wild, we utilized GUIBAT to perform
a large-scale analysis on Android apps collected from Google Play. The run-time of
GUIBAT’s static analysis depends on the complexity of the analyzed apps, hence it
is not practically feasible to analyze all apps with-in a reasonable amount of time.
Therefore, we randomly selected 100,000 apps11 (see Section 3.1.1) and ran GUIBAT

11These apps declare at least one dangerous permission in the apps’ manifest file.
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Figure 3.8: Top 10 libraries with unexpected SR.

on each app for 5 minutes, and then terminated it if no results were outputted. As the
result, GUIBAT successfully analyzed 89,371 (89,37% of 100,000) apps. Among 89,371
apps, GUIBAT detected that only 60,485 (67.68% of 89,371) apps trigger permission-
protected API calls. This means that not all declared permissions are actually used
(i.e., over-privileged apps). Further, GUIBAT identified 656,110 UI elements belonging
to 47,909 (79,21% of 60,485) apps that access sensitive resources.

GUIBAT detected 386,285 (58.88% of 656,110) UI elements from 36,115 (75.38%
of 47,909) apps that access at least one sensitive resource which is not expected by
end users. Figure 3.7 shows the distribution of unexpected SR by sensitive resources as
well as the attribution to the unexpected SR (i.e., by app or by third-party libraries).
We see that storage sensitive resource has the highest number of unexpected SR
accounting for 44.50% (221,536) of the total unexpected SR, followed by location, and
phone resources, accounting for 32.01%, and 15.50% respectively. The unexpected SR
pertaining to these three sensitive resources contribute to 92.01% of the total unexpected
SR. More importantly, third-party library is the contributing factor to the high number
of unexpected SR with 43.03% of Storage, 62.71% of Location, and 38.53% of
Phone.

To study to which extent third-party libraries contribute to the unexpected SR of apps
and found 178,206 (46.13% of 386,285) UI elements from 17,674 apps that have unexpected
SR from third-party libraries. Per apps, 38.20% of 36,115 apps have unexpected SR
that are exclusively attributed by third-party libraries. We see that location, phone,
and storage sensitive resources have the highest number of unexpected SR caused by
using third-party library APIs (see Figure 3.8). A prior work of Book et al. showed
that location and phone sensitive resources have constantly been the most frequently
used of advertisement libraries [24]. We found that among the top 10 libraries that
contribute to the total unexpected SR of the phone, location, storage sensitive
resources, the majority of them are advertising and analytic libraries (see Figure 3.8).
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3.5 Summary

Recall that understanding users’ perception of app behaviors is important in detecting
data access that violates user expectations. While existing works have used various
proxies to infer user expectations or try to predict the intention of apps’ icon UI elements,
however without understanding how real-world users perceive data access — which we
found less effective in detecting data access that violates user expectations.

In this chapter, we fill this gap by directly measuring how end-users perceive app
behaviors based on graphical UI elements via extensive user studies. In particular, we
conducted three user studies in total (N=904). The first two user studies were used
to build a semantic mapping between user expectations of sensitive resource accesses
and the common graphical UI elements (N=459). We then leveraged this knowledge
to build GUIBAT (Graphical User Interface Behavioral Analysis Tool) - that detects
sensitive resource accesses that violate user expectations. With the third user study
(N=445), we showed that GUIBAT correctly reflects users’ expectations, and revealed
the deficient of prior work. Having applied on a set of 47,909 apps, GUIBAT identified
that 75.38% of apps have at least one unexpected SR. Further, GUIBAT also revealed
that 46.13% of the unexpected SR were attributed by third-party libraries. We showed
the urgent need for more transparent UI designs to better inform users of data access,
and called for new tools to support app developers in this endeavor.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.1: Example of consent dialogues in Android apps.

In the previous chapter, by exploring the transparency of data access in Android
apps, we find a non-negligible number of apps (i.e., 75.38% of 47,909) that access user
data in unexpected ways, which has implications for users’ privacy. It is unclear whether
such data collection could be legally justified under GDPR. While many researchers have
worked to detect and analyze consent notices (i.e., cookie banners) and their impact on
the Web advertising and tracking industry after the GDPR went into effect [103, 152,
140, 151, 36, 90, 156], the community lacks insight into such violations in the mobile
ecosystem. Recently, Weir et al. [163] surveyed app developers and observed that most
developers’ changes were cosmetic due to the GDPR legislation (e.g., adding dialogues)

— which raises a serious question about whether these changes fulfill the legal conditions
for collecting valid consents. Figure 4.1 shows examples of consent dialogues that mobile
users in the European Union observe on many apps they use today. Notably, neither (a)
nor (b) are valid consent dialogues required before data sharing with third parties, and
even dialogue (c) is meaningless if data sharing occurs before the user has the ability to
reject this.

In this chapter, we aim to understand how often GDPR’s explicit consent mandate
is violated in the mobile ecosystem, focusing on Android. Specifically, we answer RQ2:
How many apps send out personal data without prior consent? Of the apps which send
out any data, how many send it to parties that act as data controllers under the GDPR?.
Specifically, inspired by prior work [137], we build a first semi-automated and scalable
pipeline to detect personal data sent to the Internet by analyzing the network traffic
generated by apps without user explicit prior consent and apply this to our dataset,
which consists of both high-profile and long-tail apps (Section 4.2). Then, based on
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the domains that receive data protected under the GDPR without prior consent, we
collaborate with a legal scholar to assess the extent to which contacted domains are
third-party data controllers — which require explicit consent. Then, we conduct a
large-scale study with 86,613 Android apps available through the German Play Store,
allowing us to provide a comprehensive overview of the current state of the violation
of GDPR’s explicit consent on mobile apps in the wild1 (Section 4.3). To further
understand the reasons behind such violations, we run a notification campaign to inform
affected developers and gather insights from their responses (Section 4.4).

4.1 Legal Analysis of GDPR’s Explicit Consent

Under the GDPR, all processing of European residents’ personal data has to have
a legal justification. GDPR Article 6 [58] contains the six general justifications for
processing. Among others, the processing may be based on consent, the fulfillment of a
contract, compliance with a legal obligation, or the data controller’s legitimate interests
when such interest outweighs the fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subjects.
In practice, most advertising companies rely on consent or legitimate interests as the
legal basis for processing personal data for profiling and targeted advertising (i.e., since
the legal ground necessary for the performance of a contract does not apply in these
circumstances [19, 54]).

However, a recent study from the Norwegian Consumer Council [54] shows that
data subjects do not have a clear understanding of the amount of data sharing and
the variety of purposes their personal data is used for in targeted ads. A large amount
of personal data being sent to various third parties, who all have their own purposes
and policies for data processing, are detrimental to the data subjects’ privacy. Even
if advertising is necessary to provide services free of charge, these privacy violations
are not strictly necessary to provide digital ads. Consequently, it seems unlikely that
these companies’ legitimate interests may claim to outweigh the fundamental rights and
freedoms of the data subject. This means that many of the ad tech companies would
most likely have to rely on consent as the legal basis for their processing operations. In
case the data transfer in question relies on user consent, the GDPR requires the consent
to be freely given, specific, informed, and unambiguous. Further, the data subject must
have given consent through a statement or by a clear affirmative action prior to the
data processing in question (GDPR Art. 4(11) [60] and Art. 7 [59]).

Unambiguous consent under the GDPR must meet certain conditions. The GDPR
Art. 7(2) states that: “If the data subject’s consent is given in the context of a written
declaration which also concerns other matters, the request for consent shall be presented
in a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible
and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language”. The user’s consent has to be
easily differentiated from other declarations or even consent to other processing activities.
The user has to be specifically asked to consent to data sharing and processing for

1We note that the definition of consent can be subject to different legal interpretations by different
legal scholars. Therefore, only a judicial ruling can provide legal certainty about whether they are
actual violations of GDPR consent requirements.
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Data Type Description

AAID Android Advertising ID
BSSID Router MAC addresses of nearby hotspots
Email Email address of phone owner
GPS User location
IMEI Mobile phone equipment ID
IMSI SIM card ID
MAC MAC address of WiFi interface
PHONE Mobile phone’s number
SIM_SERIAL SIM card ID
SERIAL Phone hardware ID (serial number)
SSID Router SSIDs of nearby hotspots
GSF ID Google Services Framework ID

Table 4.1: Overview of personal data tied to a phone.

advertising purposes and this consent must not be grouped together with, e.g., consent
to download the app or consent to access certain APIs on the phone.

In order to be legally valid, consent with regard to the processing of personal data
has to be explicit. This means that the controller should obtain verbal or written
confirmation about the specific processing [Recital 32]. According to the Article 29
Working Party, consent cannot be based on an opt-out mechanism, as the failure to
opt-out is not a clear affirmative action [126]. The user has to actively give their consent,
i.e., by clicking “I agree” on a consent form. Merely continuing to use an app or other
passive behavior does not constitute explicit consent. Lastly, the consent has to be
obtained prior to the data processing to be considered valid.

Our research focuses explicitly on these aspects of user consent. In particular, with re-
spect to the aforementioned regulations, transmitting data to an advertisement company
without prior, explicit consent by the user for the purpose of targeted advertisement is
considered violating GDPR.

4.2 Methodology

Our main goal is to have a mostly automated and scalable solution to detect personal
data that is being sent to the Internet without users’ explicit consent, as is mandated by
the GDPR. We set up an array of Android devices, on which we run each app (without
any interaction) and capture the network traffic (Section 4.2.1). Based on personal
data which is directly tied to the phone (see Table 4.1), we automatically detect this
data in both plain and encoded form through string matching. Moreover, we derive a
methodology that allows us to pinpoint data that may be other unique identifiers and
manually validate whether this can be used to track the user/device (Section 4.2.2). In
the following, we outline how we conduct each of the steps in more detail.

4.2.1 App Setup and Network Traffic Collection

We run each app and capture its network traffic. Here, we aim to detect apps’ network
traffic without users’ explicit consent. To achieve this, we simply open the app but do
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not interact with it at all. The underlying assumption is that if network traffic occurs
when this app is opened without any interactions, we have naturally not consented
explicitly to any type of data collection by third parties. Hence, any data being sent out
must not be PD, so as not to violate GDPR. Orthogonal to that, in practice, users may
not grant all the apps’ permission requests, or the app may use the runtime-permission
mechanism (i.e., the permissions are not granted at installation time, and users will
allow/deny permission requests at runtime when using the app). As such, it may be the
case that personal data (e.g., the IMEI) can only be accessed after the user consents to
API usage. However, this API consent does not imply consent to have sensitive data
shared with third parties. Therefore, to be legally compliant, the app must respect
explicit consent even if it is authorized to access the data through a granted permission.

Recall that our goal is to analyze apps on a large scale. Hence, relying on static
analysis techniques, which may produce a vast amount of false positives, is not an
option [158, 93, 22]. Furthermore, we aim to have a lightweight solution to allow us to
check thousands of apps in a reasonable time. Hence heavyweight instrumentation of
the app itself is out of the question. Therefore, our approach is prone to miss certain
instances (e.g., if we are unable to detect unique identifiers in the outgoing traffic or
the app crashes in our lightweight instrumentation).

We rely on six rooted devices (Pixels, Pixel 3a, and Nexus 5) running Android 8 or 9
to analyze a given app. To intercept the TLS traffic, the devices are instrumented with
our own root certificate (i.e., by using MitM proxy [33]). Further, we use objection to
detect and disable SSL Pinning [117]. In the first step of our analysis pipeline, we aim
to identify apps that send some data when started. To achieve that, we install the app
in question and grant all requested permissions listed in the manifest, i.e., both install
time and runtime permissions. Subsequently, we launch the app and record its network
traffic. As our initial tests showed that apps sometimes did not load on first start, we
close the app and reopen it, so as to increase the chances of observing any traffic. If an
app shows no traffic in either of these starts, we discard it from further analysis.

4.2.2 Traffic Log Analyzer

Under the GDPR, personal data includes the Advertising IDs [116], location data, and
online identifiers (e.g., IP addresses, any unique tracking identifiers) which can be used
to identify users over a long period, potentially across different apps and services [4].
Next to data protected through OS permissions (e.g., IMEI, MAC), an app may also use
other types of persisted, unique identifiers to track users. Hence, our analysis focuses
on all possibly sensitive data as well as data that can be used to uniquely track a user
or a specific instance of the app on their phone.

4.2.2.1 String-Matching Device-Bound Data

The first type of data we consider is such data that is tied to the phone, such as the
location, the AAID, or the MAC address. Since such information is accessible by apps,
we extract the relevant values from the phone through the Android debug bridge to
ensure we know these values for each phone. The data selected for this (see Table 4.1)
is inspired by the data used in prior work [137, 133]. Specifically, we first use simple
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string matching to identify personal data that is static and known in advance. This
information includes persistent identifiers bound to the phone (e.g., the IMEI, the MAC
address of the WiFi interface, and the AAID) and those that are otherwise sensitive,
such as the device owner’s name, email address, or phone number. For the geolocation
data, we search for the precise latitude and longitude written as a floating-point number,
and those values are rounded to 3, 4, and 5 decimal places.

Beyond simple string-comparison, we also search for common transformations, such
as upper/lower case, hashing (e.g., MD5, SHA-1), or encoding (e.g., base64) in our
analysis. Naturally, this may miss cases in which, e.g., a custom hash function is used
on the sensitive data by the app. To identify such cases as well as cases in which an
app creates a persistent identifier itself, we conduct a second check for potential unique
tracking identifiers.

4.2.2.2 Potentially Unique Tracking Identifiers Detector

This step aims to identify parameters that could be used to track and profile an
individual, but do not obviously string-match with known values such as the IMEI. We
aim to cover both cases of obfuscated usage of common identifiers as well as those cases
where the app generates a persistent identifier and stores it locally. For example, from
Android 8.0, the Android ID scopes to {user, app signing key, device} that does not
obviously string-match with known identifiers.

More specifically, for a given app, we perform multiple runs (Ri) with a different
set of devices (Pi) to monitor and record its network traffic. For each run Ri on a
particular device Pi, we first install the app in question and grant all necessary requested
permissions. While monitoring the app network traffic, we start the app, close the app
and start it once more. By analyzing the captured traffic in run Ri, we extract all
contacted hosts (domain names) as well as the GET and POST parameters (including
parsing JSON if the content type of the request is set accordingly). This allows us
to identify all contacted domains as well as the parameters and the values the app
sent out. The output contains a set of triples ti={<domain,parameter,value>}. Each
triple <domain,parameter,value> is the identified contacted domain together with its
parameter and the value that is being sent in the run Ri by the analyzed apps.

To this end, we further define two functions: (1) diff(ti, tj) outputs all triplets of
<domain,parameter,value> in ti for triples that have the same domain and parameter
but different value between ti and tj ; (2) the function stable(ti, tj) outputs all triplets of
parameters which remained unchanged between two sets. Figure 4.2 shows an overview
of our approach to detect potential unique identifiers (which we refer to as UID in the
following). In general, four steps are involved:

1. On phone P1, we first perform a run R1 to discover all the app’s network traffic.
Then, by analyzing the R1 traffic, we identify all of the contacted domains and
their parameters (t1). If there is no data sent to the Internet by the app (t1 = {}),
no further step is required.

2. On the same phone P1, we now conduct run R2 (installation and two open/close
cycles). In between the two runs, we uninstall the app and set the time one day
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Figure 4.2: Overview of our methodology to identify potential UIDs. After each step,
the analysis terminates if the resulting set of candidate parameters is empty.

into the future. The intuition here is that if an app is sending some persistent
identifier, this would be the same across time and remain on the device (e.g., in
persistent storage or based on some information about the phone). Again, we
analyze the traffic to extract tuples (t2). All parameters which are not stable
between these runs cannot be persistent identifiers (e.g., the date) and are hence
discarded. Suppose an app has any parameters with stable values across the two
runs (c1 = stable(t1, t2)). In that case, we consider a first candidate list for the
next step — otherwise, we terminate the analysis (if c1 = {}).

3. We now perform a run R3 and extract the triplets from its traffic (t3) on a
different phone P2. For each parameter value that remains stable across the two
phones (stable(c1, t3)), we assume the stable value is tied to the app (such as
some app-specific token) and hence discard these. If an app has at least one
parameter, for which the value remained stable between R1 and R2 (both on P1),
but differs between R2 (P1) and R3 (P2), we consider this app further (naturally
only considering those parameters that differed), i.e., c2 = diff(c1, t3) ̸= {}.

4. Given the diversity in our used phones, such a difference may simply be caused by
the make and model or the OS version that is being sent out. To remove such
cases, we now conduct further two runs R4 and R5, this time on two phones with
the same make and model and OS version (Pixel 3a with Android 9). Suppose
data is stable between these two runs (stable(t4, t5) ̸= {}). In that case, we deem
the corresponding parameter to be related to the device’s make, model, or OS
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Domains Parameter

appsflyer.com deviceFingerPrintId=<UUID>
branch.io hardware_id=6fd9a2e0f2721498
tapjoy.com managed_device_id=tjid.36cec2b4196...
unity3d.com common.deviceid=d3d55baf21d8f31839...

Table 4.2: Examples of the UIDs identified by our approach.

version, which is not a viable tracking identifier, and hence discard the entries.
The outputs of the final step is then c3 = diff(c2, stable(t4, t5)).

Finally, this leaves us with a highly filtered list of candidates for persistent identifiers
(c3). In the final step, we manually check the parameters identified in this fashion, to
ensure that they do not contain false positives. Particularly, we removed low-entropy
entries such as carriers, time zones, or LAN IPs. Moreover, we also took into account
the names of the parameters, disregarding parameter names that did not indicate any
identifying capabilities (such as rs parameter on helpshift.com, which has sufficient
entropy but lacks the clear indication of an identifier in its name). For our analysis,
which we present in detail in Section 4.3, we identified 2,113 potential parameter/domain
pairs that matched the criterion in the final stage. Of those, we discarded 412, e.g.,
because they were related to the (different) carriers or install times. Examples of
different UIDs we detected this way are shown in Table 4.2. That is, given an app, our
pipeline can automatically detect the sending of personal data (such as IMEI, IMSI,
UIDs) without users’ prior explicit consent. However, we have to manually vet the
potential UIDs to avoid false-positive reports. Notably, we therefore may have missed
true positives, which we nevertheless favor over a false positive.

4.3 Large-Scale Analysis

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study of Android apps on Google
Play, with respect to the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent mandate. We first outline
which datasets we consider and subsequently present our analysis results. We note that
all technical testing was done in Germany where the GDPR applies, i.e., our geolocation
is Germany and the app store is set to the German variant. Based on our findings, we
manually analyze the contacted domains with the help of a legal scholar to determine
which third parties are data controllers for which GDPR mandates explicit consent.

4.3.1 App Dataset Construction

Our analysis aims to assess the state of GDPR violations in both high-profile and
long-tail apps on the Play Store, and to understand if the violations are specific to either
of them. To achieve this and compare these types of apps, we sample two datasets,
totaling 86,163 apps:

High-profile app dataset: We crawled the top free high-profile apps in May 2020
from the Google Play store based on the AppBrain statistic [6]. For each country and
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33 categories, AppBrain lists the top 500 apps. However, for some categories, AppBrain
does not provide a full list of 500 apps (e.g., Events with only 271 apps). Therefore, as
a result, our crawler obtained 16,163 high-profile apps from 33 app categories.

Long-tail app dataset: Between May and September 2020, we crawled all free
Android apps available in the store from Germany and successfully obtained more than
1 million apps. Rather than running the analysis of the entire dataset, we decided to
filter the list of apps through two steps to reach a more manageable dataset: we first
rely on Exodus-Privacy [43] to identify apps that have integrated tracking or advertising
libraries. As a result, we obtained more than 700,000 apps with embedded tracking or
advertising libraries (304 of which are detected by Exodus-Privacy) in their code. Of
these apps, we randomly sampled approx. 10% of apps with at least 10,000 downloads
and excluded those in the high-profile set already, yielding 70,000 distinct apps for
testing.

We note that this pre-selection strategy of filtering out apps which Exodus-Privacy
did not flag as containing advertising or tracking libraries results in a sampling bias
compared to the high-profile apps. To account for that, when comparing the statistics
later, we only compare our data against those high-profile apps that Exodus-Privacy
also flagged.

4.3.2 Network Traffic Analysis

We were able to successfully analyze 72,274 (83.9%) apps, i.e., 14,975 high-profile apps
and 57,299 long-tail apps. The remaining 13,889 either crashed or detected the analysis
environment, making all of them potential false negatives.

Out of the 72,274 successfully analyzed apps, we identified 41,900 apps that contacted
the Internet in either of the launches in R1. Specifically, we identified 10,290 unique fully-
qualified domain names being contacted. However, we found that a single registerable
domain uses many subdomains (e.g., rt.applovin.com, d.applovin.com). To
normalize these hosts to their registerable domain (applovin.com in the above cases),
we rely on the public suffix list [131]. We refer to these resolved domains as domain
names in the following. As a result, we identified 7,384 domain names that were
contacted by 41,900 apps.

Among the 7,384 domain names, we found 1,744 (23,6%) domain names that received
one or more of the types of personal data listed in Table 4.1. Each time any of the
relevant data is sent by an app to a domain, we count this as a case of personal data
being sent out. Specifically, we identified 28,665 apps (see the first column of Table 4.3)
that sent personal data to these 1,744 domain names. We now rely on the assumption
that a third party would serve multiple apps and hence flag those domains as third-party
domains that are contacted by at least ten different apps. This leads us to detect 337
distinct third-party domains. We found that 28,065 (97.9% of 28,665; second column in
Table 4.3) apps sent personal data to 209 third-party domains. Notably, third-party
domains, representing only 12.0% of domains which received PD, are responsible for
a disproportionate fraction (94,7%) of cases of receiving personal data without prior
consent.

This result suggests that only a negligible number of first parties collect PD. In
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Any Domains
(N=28,665)

Third-Party Domains
(N=28,065)

Advertisement Domains
(N=24,838)

High-Profile
Apps

Long-Tail
Apps

High-Profile
Apps

Long-Tail
Apps

High-Profile
Apps

Long-Tail
Apps

AAID 5,177
(34.6 %)

22,152
(38.7 %)

5,072
(33.9 %)

21,957
(38.3 %)

4,366
(29.2 %)

19,904
(34.7 %)

BSSID 86 (0.6 %) 107 (0.2 %) 71 (0.5 %) 88 (0.2 %) 16 (0.1 %) 12 (0.0 %)
EMAIL 48 (0.3 %) 113 (0.2 %) 42 (0.3 %) 108 (0.2 %) — —
GPS 459 (3.1 %) 1,151 (2.0 %) 363 (2.4 %) 946 (1.7 %) 136 (0.9 %) 244 (0.4 %)
GSF 4 (0.0 %) 3 (0.0 %) 3 (0.0 %) 1 (0.0 %) — —
IMEI 107 (0.7 %) 611 (1.1 %) 51 (0.3 %) 444 (0.8 %) 36 (0.2 %) 356 (0.6 %)
IMSI 22 (0.1 %) 26 (0.0 %) 8 (0.1 %) 6 (0.0 %) — —
MAC 68 (0.5 %) 126 (0.2 %) 30 (0.2 %) 41 (0.1 %) 27 (0.2 %) 17 (0.0 %)
PHONE 1 (0.0 %) 4 (0.0 %) 1 (0.0 %) — — —
SERIAL 49 (0.3 %) 158 (0.3 %) 17 (0.1 %) 91 (0.2 %) 3 (0.0 %) 3 (0.0 %)
SIM_SERIAL 9 (0.1 %) 29 (0.1 %) 5 (0.0 %) 19 (0.0 %) — —
SSID 73 (0.5 %) 108 (0.2 %) 67 (0.4 %) 78 (0.1 %) 17 (0.1 %) 15 (0.0 %)

UID 1,044
(7.0 %)

4,471
(7.8 %)

938
(6.3 %)

4,236
(7.4 %)

679
(4.5 %)

3,533
(6.2 %)

Any 5,455
(36.4%)

23,210
(40.5%)

5,276
(35.2%)

22,789
(39.8%)

4,415
(29.5%)

20,423
(35.6%)

Table 4.3: Types of data and number of apps sending this to any, third-party, and ad
domains (percentages relative to dataset sizes).

contrast, the majority of personal data was sent to third parties, which developers
heavily rely on for a variety of purposes such as monetization (e.g., personalized ads),
error logging, analytic services, user engagement, or social network integration. We note
that GDPR mandates explicit consent in case such a third party acts as a data controller
(rather than a data processor, that does not itself benefit from processing the data).
Hence, in the following, we specifically focus on domains for which we can unequivocally
determine that they control data for their own purposes, namely advertisement.

4.3.3 Identifying Advertisement Domains

Under the GDPR, all personal data processing has to have a legal justification. The
first party acting as a data controller may rely on several potential legal justifications
for their data processing: fulfillment of a contract, legitimate interest, or consent. This
legal justification extends to any third party acting as a data processor for the app
developer. Since the third party acts completely under the app developer’s control they
are viewed as in the same legal domain as the first party. Meanwhile, a third party
acting as a data controller would need its own legal justification to receive and process
the user’s PD. As such, they cannot rely on the original controller (app developer) to be
the only responsible party to obtain a valid legal basis for their processing operations,
or to ensure compliance with other obligations under the GDPR, particularly regarding
the exercise of data subjects’ rights. [54].

As the most prominent business case of third parties receiving and processing
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user data for their own business purposes, we chose (targeted) advertising to have a
conservative lower bound for the cases of GDPR violations in the wild. An app which
relies on external data controllers for targeted advertising needs to explicitly ask for
the user’s consent to share her personal data with the third party. We found that
third-party domains received 94,7% of all personal data being sent out to the Internet.
In order to analyze whether this data transfer would most likely require the user’s prior
consent, we first need to identify whether a third party is an advertising company, and
second need to differentiate between those third parties that act as data processors and
those that act as data controllers.

To determine whether a party is a potential advertisement company, we first rely on
Webshrinker’s categorization to identify the main topic of a domain [162] for all 209
third-party domains that received personal data in our analysis. For all domains not
flagged as ad-related, we manually review the Web pages of the domains to assess if the
domain is related to a company offering in-app advertising services. For example, while
Facebook is categorized by Webshrinker as a social network, they are also an advertising
company, which relies on graph.facebook.com for advertising and tracking [133].
In this fashion, we identified 69 domains which are operated by ad-related companies.
However, not all these domains actually act as data controllers under the GDPR. To
distinguish between data controllers and processors, we analyzed the legal documents
provided by the third parties.

Particularly, we manually analyzed the terms of service, privacy policies, developer
guidelines and contracts, if available. The GDPR requires companies processing personal
data to transparently provide their processing purposes and justification. We relied on
the third party’s legal self-assessment whether they describe themselves and their data
use as a data controller or data processor. If they described their data use as mainly
for their own company’s gain, e.g., assembling and selling user profiles across several
different apps, we would classify them as data controllers. If they limit their described
data use as purely on behalf of and instructed by the app developer and if they would
provide the additional necessary data processor agreement documents, we classify them
as data processors. If a company’s legal statements were too vague or they offered
services as both data controller and processor, we classified them as data processors
in order to conservative estimate the number of potential GDPR violations and to not
unjustly notify app developers that commissioned these companies as data processors.

Out of 69 third-party domains which are operated by ad-related companies, we
identified 45 domains of data controllers (full list in Appendix, Table A.3), which would
require explicit consent to receive data. In the next section, based on these 45 ad-related
domains, we present our analysis on the GDPR compliance of apps regarding consent
requirements.

4.3.4 In-Depth Analysis of Violations

We now focus on the set of apps which contacted any of the aforementioned 45 domains
which we determined to be ad-related data controllers. Based on these domains, we
find that the vast majority of apps that contact third parties with personal data in
fact send this to ad-related domains (24,838/28,065 or 88.5%, as shown in the third
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column of Table 4.3). Moreover, 86.6% (24,838/28,665) of apps which sent out any
data do so towards advertisement domains. Relative to the number of apps we could
successfully analyze, this means that 34.4% of them sent out personal data to third-party
data controllers, thereby violating GDPR’s mandated consent to such collection. We
note that this is in light of a mere 45/1,774 (2.5%) contacted domains being flagged
as advertisement domains, which shows the significant skew towards apps sending out
personal data to advertisement companies without user’s explicit prior consent. Notably,
there is a significant skew towards the AAID as being the most frequently transferred
piece of PD. However, according to both the advertising industry [73] and Google’s own
brand [71], the AAID is considered personal data and regularly requires consent before
being collected by third-party data controllers.

Identifying Major Players We now turn to analyze which are the most frequent parties
that receive PD. Figure 4.3 shows the top 10 ad-related domains that received personal
data in our dataset, counting the number of apps that sent data towards them. We
find that more than half of the apps which sent data without consent sent data to (at
least) Facebook. It is noteworthy that Facebook makes GDPR compliance particularly
tough for developers to implement. According to their own documentation [44], their
SDK defaults to assuming user consent2. That is, a developer must actively disable the
automated transmission of personal data and implement their own consent dialogue. In
the case of Facebook, they operate in multiple capacities (e.g., social media integration
and advertisement), yet their terms allow data sharing between the different services in
their privacy policies. Specifically, the Facebook Graph API can share its data with
Facebook Ads [4], which in turn can again be used to optimize advertisement.

The current version of the SDK of the second most-prevalent recipient of data,
namely Unity, supports two variants of consent [153]: either, the developer provides
consent through an API call (naturally after having acquired explicit consent) or the
app developer can rely on Unity’s solution which asks the user when the first ad is
shown. However, as per their legal documentation, this is an opt-out mechanism rather
than opt-in [154]. We believe this to be the major driving force behind the large number
of requests towards Unity, as their ads first transmit data and then ask users to opt-out.

As for the third-largest recipient, we note that Flurry also supports a consent API,
but the documentation is unclear about the default behavior and lacks important details
about the proper implementation [53]. More notably, Flurry delegates the responsibility
to acquire consent to the app developer. Moreover, they explicitly state that they
assume any data is only sent after the developer has received consent. Overall, this
implies that library providers make it very cumbersome for developers to be compliant
with GDPR.

Combining Multiple Identifiers As our data indicates, the vast majority of apps send
out the AAID. While this in itself is already problematic with respect to the GDPR,

2We note that not all SDKs (libraries) connect to a specific domain, and not all domains are associated
with third-party SDKs or libraries. However, in our study, these identified third-party SDKs have
been associated with at least one domain name, e.g., Facebook SDKs connected to the facebook.com
domain.
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Figure 4.3: Top 10 ad domains that frequently received personal data from 24,838 apps
that sent personal data to all ad-related domains.

apps sending out any other information alongside the AAID also violate the Google
policy for AAID usage. In particular, according to said policy [62, 2], the AAID must
only be used for advertising and user analytics. For both purposes, the AAID may not
be connected to persistent device identifiers (e.g., SSID, IMEI). The AAID may only be
connected to other personally-identifiable information with the user’s explicit consent.
In our dataset, we found that a total of 3,840 apps combined the AAID with some other
type of personal information. Hence, all these apps not only infringe on the explicit
consent required by GDPR, but also violate Google’s policy, which means they could
be removed from the app store.

For each app, we investigated to which ad-related domain they sent out the combi-
nation of the AAID and other PD. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4.4.
Note that, on purpose, we do not include the UID here, as we cannot identify whether a
particular unique ID is just the AAID (e.g., hashed with an unknown algorithm). The
results indicate that there are numerous domains that receive the combination of AAID
and some other identifiers. Specifically, for cases such as the 190 apps that sent out the
AAID with the IMEI to Flurry, Google can remove the apps without prior notice from
the app store. To further understand this violation of Google’s policy (combined with
the fact that only relatively few apps conduct this practice), we analyzed the versions of
SDKs used in apps which sent out the data to these top 5 ad-related domains. To that
end, we rely on a two-step approach. First, based on the collected traffic, we identify
SDK version numbers from the requests, such as GET or POST parameters (see Section
A.3 for details). For apps which lack such version information in the HTTP traffic, we
instead rely on a more involved analysis through LibScout [13]. We chose not to apply
LibScout to all apps given the significant runtime overhead this would have caused
(99.47 seconds per app for 100 randomly tested apps on macOS/Core-i7/16GB RAM).

Out of the 353 apps which contacted Flurry, we were unable to extract SDK version
information for 202 apps from their traffic. For these 202 apps, LibScout successfully
detected SDK versions for 53 of the apps. In particular, it detected SDK versions for 45
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Domains Data Types No. Apps

flurry.com

IMEI 190
GPS 156
SERIAL 4
SSID 2
MAC 1

my.com

BSSID;GPS;MAC;SSID 22
MAC 17
GPS;MAC 2
BSSID;GPS;IMEI;MAC;SSID 1

amazon-adsystem.com GPS 30

unity3d.com IMEI 29

vungle.com GPS 26

Table 4.4: Top 5 of ad domains receiving AAID along with other personal data in our
two app datasets.

of the 190 apps which sent the IMEI, all of which were pre-GDPR versions. We note
that based on the release notes of Flurry [52], the feature for the IMEI collection was
removed already in 2016. Since we are unable to download Flurry SDKs before version
6.2.0 (released in November 2015), it is highly likely that LibScout’s failure to detect
the version stems from pre-6.2.0 versions being used by the apps in question. Hence,
we believe that the IMEI collection can be attributed to extremely old versions of the
SDK still in use in the apps we tested. For the versions which sent the serial, LibScout
detected two out of the four SDK versions, both of which ran pre-GDPR versions. For
the single detected case of sending out the MAC address, LibScout detected a version
with GDPR support. Finally, for the class of apps that sent out GPS, we could detect
SDK versions for 151/156 based on the traffic, and LibScout successfully detected the
SDK version for the remaining five. Notably, all these apps used current versions of the
Flurry SDK. However, based on the Flurry manual, it appears that if an app has GPS
permissions, Flurry defaults to sending this unless the developer explicitly opts-out [51].

For the 42 cases in which my.com received (at least) the MAC with the AAID, we
found that 23 ran SDK versions which support GDPR. However, the documentation is
sparse [111] and it remains unclear if the default behavior is to collect such data (or the
developer has to set setUserConsent to true first). For the remaining 19 cases, they
all used outdated SDK versions without GDPR support. Considering the data sent
out to Amazon, we find that 20/30 apps are running a current version of the Mobile
Ads SDK. For the 29 cases of apps which sent the AAID along with the IMEI to Unity,
these all used outdated SDKs (released before 2018 when GDPR came into effect). For
Vungle, 16/26 apps which sent out GPS with the AAID ran pre-GDPR versions of the
library (added in version 6.2.5 [157]). Yet, for the remaining ten, the version numbers
indicated GDPR support; i.e., in these cases developers opted into sending said data.

Further, out of 24,838 apps that sent personal data to ad-related domains, we found
that 2,082 (8.4%) of these apps have a pre-GDPR update date (before May 2018). We
note from this analysis that the most egregious violations can be attributed both to
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Figure 4.4: Top 5 ad domains receiving personal data in each app set after applying
the Exodus-Privacy filtering to the high-profile set (percentages relative to the personal
data sending apps per dataset).

extremely old versions of libraries (e.g., developers often neglect SDK updates when
adding functionality [37]), but also to the complex configuration required to make apps
GDPR (and Play Store)-compliant. This is particularly obvious for the collected GPS
coordinates in Flurry’s SDK, which seems to be enabled by default unless developers
opt-out. In the following, we aim to understand if the violations discussed thus far are
specific to either high-profile or long-tail apps.

Comparing the Datasets A natural question that arises is about potential differences
between the datasets. As mentioned earlier, we filtered the long-tail apps through Exodus-
Privacy, which introduces a selection bias. To account for that, before comparing the
datasets, we apply the same filtering to the high-profile apps. After that, we find that
only 10,799 of the 14,975 high-profile apps we could successfully analyze would have
passed this filtering step. Notably, we would have missed 888 high-profile apps which
sent out data if we had prefiltered the high-profile apps. Assuming similar distributions
of undetected ad-related libraries in the long-tail set, this is an obvious limitation of
our sampling approach and should be kept in mind for future work. After applying
the filtering to the high-profile set, we consider 3,527/10,799 (32.6%) high-profile apps
which sent out data as well as 20,423/57,299 (35.6%) apps from the long-tail dataset in
the following.

We first compare the number of apps in each dataset which send out personal data
to ad-related domains. Our null hypothesis H0 is that there is no difference between
high-profile and long-tail apps in terms of sending out PD. By applying χ2, we find
that with p < 0.01, H0 is rejected. However, computing Cramer’s V (v = 0.0228) we
find that the effect is negligible [41]. Next, we investigate to what extent the apps in
the datasets differ in terms of domains to which they send PD. For this, we apply the
Kruskal-Wallis test, which rejects H0 of no difference between the sets with p < 0.01;
however, computing the effect size ϵ2 = 0.0178, there is again only a small to negligible
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effect [41]. Similarly, for the number of different types of personal data sent out, Kruskal-
Wallis shows p = 0.022, but ϵ2 = 0.0002, i.e., again significant difference, yet negligible
effect.

In addition to the overall trend, we also analyzed whether we can observe differences
in the parties which are contacted by apps in each category. Figure 4.4 shows the most
frequently contacted domains across both datasets together with the percentage of apps
that sent personal data to them. In particular, we consider the percentages relative
to the apps after the Exodus filtering step. We note that facebook.com is the most
prevalent in both sets, yet occurs more often in the high-profile than the long-tail apps.
Contrary to that, we find that unity3d.com is more pronounced in the long-tail apps.

By analyzing the categories of the apps, we found that Unity is frequently used in
games, which are at the core of Unity’s business model. Notably, AppBrain combines
all sub-categories of games into a single category, meaning our high-profile apps set
contains only 500 such games. In contrast, in the long-tail apps set, almost 20% of the
apps are related to games, explaining the significant skew towards Unity in that dataset.
Generally, out of 72,274 successfully analyzed apps, the top 5 categories that have more
violating apps than others in both app sets are game (73.29%), comics (64.97%), social
(41.39%), shopping (37.04%), and weather (36.59%).

Overall, the results of our comparative analysis lead us to conclude that the phe-
nomenon of sending out personal data without prior explicit consent occurs as frequently
and with as many parties in both high-profile and long-tail apps. While we did observe
statistically significant differences, the associated effect size was negligible. And while
there certainly exists a difference between the two datasets in terms of who receives
data, we cannot observe a difference that would warrant the hypothesis that high-profile
apps violate GDPR less than long-tail ones.

Manually Analyzing Consent Dialogues To investigate whether developers may
have merely misunderstood the concept of consent (or the GDPR requirements thereof),
we randomly sampled 100 apps which sent out data in our experiment and checked the
screenshots (which we had taken as part of our analysis to show on the Web interface).
Specifically, we checked for both implicit consent dialogues (such as those indicating
that by using the app, we consent to data being sent out) or explicit opt-out dialogues.
We note here that even having an opt-out dialogue which – after negative confirmation –
stops collecting of data still meant the app sent out data before asking for the user’s
consent. Among these 100 apps, we found only 25 apps present any type of consent
notices to users. Of these, only 11 apps provide an option to reject the data collection,
while the remaining 14 apps ask users to accept the data collection to use without
options to reject the data collection and sharing. Overall, this indicates that the vast
majority of apps do not even attempt to achieve GDPR compliance, nor do they add
meaningful ways of rejecting consent after the fact.

4.4 Developer Notification

In addition to the technical analyses described thus far, we also notified affected
developers. This had two main goals: first, to inform them about the potential breach
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of GDPR regulations, which may lead to severe fines [35]. Second, we wanted to gain
insights into the underlying reasons that caused the observed phenomena in the first
place. Since disclosing the findings to authorities (e.g., regulators, Google) might cause
financial harm to developers, we consciously decided not to involve authorities but rather
notify developers directly to remedy compliance issues. We note that our institution’s
ethics guidelines do not mandate approval for such a study.

To notify the developers, we extracted the email addresses used to upload the apps
into the Play Store. To assess how many developers actually received our reports, rather
than including the technical details about the issues in the email, we sent developers a
link to our web interface. On this, we briefly explained our methodology of testing and
showed the developers information about which hosts received which type of data (see
the previous section). In addition, in our email, we asked recipients if they had been
aware of the potential violation of their apps, their general understanding of what is
personal data under GDPR, and their plans to address the issues as well as proposals
for tool support (see Section A.2 for the full email). We decided to have this rather
than a full-fledged survey, as we wanted to keep the overhead for respondents as low as
possible to prompt more responses. We note that the notification was carefully worded
not to make legally conclusive statements, since this could amount to legal consulting
which is strictly regulated by German law.

4.4.1 Notification and Accessed Reports

Out of the 24,838 apps for which we had discovered some potential GDPR issue, 7,043
had been removed from the Play Store by the time we conducted our notification. For
the remaining 17,795 apps, we sent out notifications in two batches, each with a reminder.
The first batch of apps were notified on December 15, 2020, with a reminder on January
5, 2021. In this batch, we only included such apps that had not been updated since
our download from the Play Store until the day of the notification, totalling 8,006 apps.
We took this step to ensure that we would not notify developers who had removed
the problematic code between our dataset download and notification date. For these
9,789 apps with recent changes, we re-downloaded the latest version, conducted our
analysis again to confirm our findings, and added those apps to the second batch which
still had some issues. The second batch of notifications was sent on January 6, 2021,
with reminders on January 20, 2021. Note that we decided to give an additional week
between notification and reminder for round 1 of the notifications, given the overlap
with the Christmas vacation. In both cases, we grouped emails to developers (i.e., if a
single developer had more than one app in the store, they only received one email with
multiple links). We followed best practices established by prior work [39, 91, 146, 145]
allowing developers to opt-out and not send reminders for those apps for which we had
previously seen an access to the report.

In total, we notified 11,914 developers responsible for 17,795 apps. Of those develop-
ers, eight asked to be removed from our experiment. Until February 1, 2021, we saw
2,199 accessed reports. Notably, some accesses were related to spam checking (e.g., from
Barracuda’s IP range or clients not downloading subresources like CSS files), which we
ignore in our analysis. This leaves us with accessed reports for 2,083 apps. Notably,
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considering that a single owner may have multiple apps affected by the same issue,
we count the overall number of apps for which their developer accessed some report,
totalling 2,791 (15.7%) apps for which we reached their owner.

4.4.2 Developer Responses

In addition to the accessed reports and the updated apps, we also analyzed the responses
we received from developers. In total, this amounted to 448 distinct senders that we
classified emails for. Based on an initial set of responses, three coders developed an
initial code book and then separately analyzed the entire set of responses. For all cases
in which their assessment of an email/thread differed, they discussed the cases in a
group until they agreed on a classification. Note that not all respondents answered the
stated questions from our email 3.

Of the 448 respondents, 114 acknowledged receipt of our email and wanted to take
it under advisement. 54 stated that they required further investigation, either within
their respective companies or their third-party SDK vendor. 48 further inquired with
us about potential solutions to the problem, such as adding privacy policies to explain
the data collection. We faithfully answered these emails while stating that we cannot
provide conclusive individual legal assessments. Notably, 20 respondents argued that
the EU was not their main market, and that hence either GDPR would not apply to
them or they did not feel the need to implement consent, either being unaware of their
app being downloadable from an EEA country Play Store or that having users resident
in the EU leads to applicability of the GDPR.

On the other side of the spectrum, 116 respondents disagreed with our assessment.
These ranged from comments like “i am not aware that my app might not be GDPR
compliant”, “I show my privacy policy at the start of the app”, “where seems to be the
problem” to simple claims that their apps do not transmit any user information, but also
argued that their advertisement libraries first ask for user consent before transmitting
any data. This highlights a misconception that having a privacy policy supersedes the
need to have explicit consent under the GDPR. Notably, as also highlighted by our
manual analysis, many ad-related libraries sent out data before showing the consent
dialogue. In the most extreme cases, developers also argued that it was infeasible for
them to fully support GDPR, with one developer stating: “I haven’t done anything
wrong in my eyes. I show adverts in my Apps from BIG F****** COMPANIES like
Google and Facebook and it’s up to them to tell developers what they collect so we can
then pass that on to our users. Like how the hell am I supposed to know what a black
box SDK from Google does with data in the App I publish to people???”.

When asked about the data collection, 70/151 respondents (46%) said they were
aware of the types of data being collected and 53/122 (43%) said they knew this data
was protected by GDPR. Of the 139 respondents who answered our question regarding
reasons for lacking explicit consent, 66 (47%) argued they rely on a third-party app
builder or SDK to make their apps compliant and 40 (29%) believed their app to be
compliant already. Ten explained their app was outdated, seven noted that they lacked
resources for proper implementation, and seven said this was a bug. Finally, nine

3All developers we quote in this paper have given their explicit consent.
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respondents stated there was no particular reason.
When asked about their plans to change their apps (218 answers), 136 (62%) stated

to update their app, with another 29 (13%) claiming to plan to remove the app from
the Play Store altogether or make it inaccessible from EEA countries. Eleven said to
conduct additional research into GDPR and their responsibilities as the developers, and
17 said they did not feel the necessity to take any steps. Our data is heavily skewed
towards those developers that plan to take action; we attribute this to the fact that
developers that disagreed with our assessment rarely answered our follow-up questions.

Regarding our final question about developer support, we received 72 answers.
Of those, 44 wanted to have an automated tool like ours to analyze their apps for
compliance, while 19 asked for better documentation around how to implement GDPR
compliance. Finally, nine respondents argued that third-party tools should be compliant
by default (e.g., “requiring ad providers to take responsibility for all the compliance to
this unnecessarily complicated law”). Naturally, the skew towards automated tooling is
not surprising, given that we notified developers after applying our automated toolchain.
It is noteworthy, though, that fewer developers answered this final question, implying
that it is not even clear to them how they could be better supported in this issue.

4.4.3 Updates to Notified Apps

To assess our notification’s impact on the affected apps, we downloaded new versions of
all apps that had looked at our reports at least one by April 06, 2021. We re-ran our
pipeline for each app with an updated version to assess if the changes were related to
the reported GDPR infringement. For the 2,791 apps for which we reached a developer
(i.e., they looked at at least one report for their apps), 91 apps were removed from
Google Play, and 8 apps were no longer available to download from Germany. We found
1,075 apps with updates since our notification for the remaining apps. By rerunning our
pipeline on these 1,075 apps, we observed that 250 (23%) apps no longer sent personal
data to ad-related domains without prior consent. Considering those 136 respondents
that claimed to plan to update their apps to incorporate proper GDPR consent, we
found that 92 apps (for which the respondents were responsible) had been updated until
the end of our experiment. Notably, though, only 43 were updated in such a fashion
that they did not send out any data without interaction.

We note here that the overall number of apps which addressed the issue is low.
Based on the responses we received, we believe this to have two core reasons. First,
many apps are developed by small teams (if not individuals) who would rather focus on
functionality updates. Second, as shown in our analysis of popular SDKs such as the
one from Facebook, they do not provide a consent dialogue, but rather put the burden
on the developer to integrate a new UI to ask for consent, which is then passed to the
SDK. Hence, we believe the number of apps which address this issue will rise over time
and the seemingly small change in overall numbers can be attributed to a lack of time
to properly address the issue.
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4.5 Summary

Since the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) went into effect in May 2018,
online services are required to obtain users’ explicit consent before sharing users’ personal
data with third parties that use the data for their own purposes. While violations of
this legal basis on the Web have been studied in-depth, the community lacks insight
into such violations in the mobile ecosystem.

In this chapter, we performed the first large-scale measurement on Android apps in
the wild to understand the current state of the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent.
Specifically, we built a semi-automated pipeline to detect data sent out to the Internet
without prior consent and apply it to a set of 86,163 Android apps. Based on the domains
that receive data protected under the GDPR without prior consent, we collaborated
with a legal scholar to assess if these contacted domains are third-party data controllers.
Doing so, we found 24,838 apps send personal data towards data controllers without
the user’s explicit prior consent. Further, to understand the reasons behind this, we ran
a notification campaign to inform affected developers and gather insights from their
responses. We then conducted an in-depth analysis of violating apps as well as the
corresponding third parties’ documentation and privacy policies. Based on the insights
from both developers and our own analysis, we found that GDPR issues are widespread,
often misunderstood, and require effort from advertisement providers, app stores, and
developers alike to mitigate the problems.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 5.1: Example of various types of consent notices in Android apps.

Adopted in May 2018, the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) requires the consent for processing users’ personal data to be freely given,
specific, informed, and unambiguous. While the previous chapter has shown that
this often is not given through automated network traffic analysis, no research has
systematically studied how consent notices are currently implemented and whether they
conform to GDPR in mobile apps.

In this chapter, we close this research gap by performing the first large-scale study
into consent notices for third-party tracking in Android apps to understand the current
practices and the current state of GDPR’s consent violations. In particular, we answer
RQ3: Do mobile apps implement any form of consent notices? What are the common
properties of such consent notices? Can these implemented consent notices be legally
justified under GDPR? Are developers aware of the GDPR consent requirements and
the violations of their implementation?. To answer these research questions, we perform
a large-scale study with 239,381 Android apps available through an EEA country Play
Store, allowing us to provide a comprehensive overview of the consent notices currently
implemented in mobile apps in the wild. Specifically, we propose a mostly automated and
scalable approach using image processing and natural language processing techniques
to identify the implemented consent notices and their current practices. Based on the
identified mechanisms, we then extend prior work to develop a tool that automatically
detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet with different consent conditions
(i.e., based on the choice mechanism to interact with the consent notice).

5.1 Legal Analysis of Potential GDPR Consent Violations

As a result of in-depth legal analysis, we aim to systematically study the following
potential legal violations in Android apps specific to GDPR consent requirements. In
addition, we cited expert-generated legal sources to argue whether the declared practices
violate the aforementioned regulations.
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5.1.1 Lack of Consent Notices

Lack of Consent Notices Apps transmit users’ personal data with third-party data
controllers for advertising purposes without implementing explicit consent notices.

This practice violates the requirement of GDPR consent which mandates mobile
apps to obtain users’ explicit consent before sharing users’ personal data with third-party
data controllers [42]. As such, due to a lack of consent notices, these apps do not have
a valid legal basis for processing personal data under GDPR. Therefore, collecting and
processing users’ personal data without implemented consent notices is violated GDPR.
The user has to be explicitly asked to consent to personal data processing for advertising
purposes through a statement or by a clear affirmative action, and this consent must
not be grouped with, e.g., consent to download the app or consent to access certain
APIs on the phone, or “consent” packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies.

Further, GDPR requires consent to be informed. In particular, it must fulfill certain
conditions: “The controller shall take appropriate measures to provide any information
[. . . ] relating to processing to the data subject in a concise, transparent, intelligible and
easily accessible form, using clear and plain language, in particular for any information
addressed specifically to a child [GDPR Art.12(1)]”. Notably, Article 29 Working
Party [126] states that providing information to data subjects prior to obtaining their
consent is important to enable them to make informed decisions, understand what they
agree to, and exercise their right to withdraw their consent — if the controller does not
provide accessible information, user control becomes illusory, and consent will be an
invalid basis for processing.

Besides, the consent must be unambiguous: “If the data subject’s consent is given in
the context of a written declaration which also concerns other matters, the request for
consent shall be presented in a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other
matters, in an intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language
[GDPR Art. 7(2)]”. Therefore, the user’s consent must be easily differentiated from
other declarations or even consent to other processing activities.

5.1.2 Sharing Data Before Given Consent

Sharing Data Before Given Consent Apps implement consent notices to obtain
users’ consent for sharing personal data, but the apps transmit data before any given
explicit consent by users.

This practice violates the requirement of explicit consent. Under GDPR, the data
controller should obtain verbal or written confirmation about the specific processing
[Recital 32]. Article 29 Working Party states that consent can not be based on an
opt-out mechanism (e.g., users have to withdraw their by default opted-in consent by
turning off personalized ads through their device settings), as the failure to opt-out is
not a clear affirmative action [126]. Instead, the user has to actively give their consent,
i.e., by clicking “I agree” on a consent form. Merely continuing to use an app or other
passive behavior does not constitute explicit consent.

Lastly, this practice further violates the requirement of prior consent which requires
that the consent has to be obtained prior to any processing activity of personal data to
be considered valid [126]. For example, neither of the consent dialogues in Figure 5.1
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is valid consent under GDPR if the data sharing occurs before the user has explicitly
given their consent.

5.1.3 No Way to Opt Out

No Way to Opt Out The consent notice does not offer a way to refuse consent. The
most common case is a consent notice that simply informs the users about the app’s
data share.

This practice violates the requirement of unambiguous consent, which specifies that
the users must have given consent through a statement or by a clear affirmative action
(GDPR Art. 4(11) [60] and Art. 7 [59]). According to Article 29 Working Party [126],
as a general rule, the GDPR prescribes that if the data subject has no real choice, feels
compelled to consent, or will endure negative consequences if they do not consent, then
consent will not be valid. Accordingly, consent will not be considered “free” if the data
subject is unable to refuse or withdraw their consent without detriment. Furthermore,
any element of inappropriate pressure or influence upon the data subject (which may
be manifested in many different ways) which prevents a data subject from exercising
their free will, shall be invalid consent.

As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), Figure 5.1 (b), and Figure 5.1 (c) none of the apps
provide any meaningful ways of giving or refusing consent to the sharing of personal
data. The only option to use the app is to agree to share personal data as described
in the consent dialogues or packaged in the privacy policies. Since users cannot use
the app without consenting to these purposes (has to choose between giving consent or
uninstalling the app), the consent cannot be considered as being “freely given”.

5.1.4 Non-Respect of Choice

Non-Respect of Choice Apps transmit users’ personal data with third-party data
controllers for advertising purposes after users explicitly rejecting/opting-out consent.

The legal analysis of Matte et al. [103] shows that this practice violates the lawfulness
principle established in Articles 5(1)(a) and 6(1) of the GDPR: for the processing to be
lawful, it must be based on a legal ground. The EDPB further specifies that “if the
individual decided against consenting, any data processing that had already taken place
would be unlawful” due to lacking legal basis for processing. For example, the apps in
Figure 5.1 (d) or (e) will be violated GDPR legislation, if data sharing still occurs after
the user has explicitly rejected the data sharing.

5.2 Methodology

Our goal is to systematically study the current practices of consent notices imple-
mented in the mobile ecosystem and then examine whether they conform to GDPR.
Although identifying cookie consents (i.e., ePrivacy Directive) on the Web has been
studied in-depth, little research has been done to systematically study GDPR consent
implementations in the Android apps. Recently, Kollnig et al. [87] first attempted to
study the absence of consent notices to third-party tracking from a small set of Android
apps (i.e., 1,297 apps) by manually inspecting each app’s user interfaces. However, such
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Figure 5.2: Overview of the methodology to identify consent notices in Android apps
and the (intermediate) results.

a manual process is insufficient in identifying and studying the status quo of currently
implemented consent notices and the potential GDPR consent violations in Android
apps at scale. Furthermore, consent notices currently found vary in their appearances
(e.g., the consent dialogues display the same notices for sharing data may look very
different in many apps) and the underlying functionality in mobile apps (see Figure
5.1). For example, the consent notices in Figure 5.1 (a), (b), and (c) only display
a notice that informs users about the collecting and sharing of users’ data without
further information, and there are no ways to reject the data sharing from these consent
notice user interfaces; the consent dialog in Figure 5.1 (f) shows other types of consent
mechanisms from third-party providers that offer complex opt-in choices (e.g., consent
management platforms).

More specifically, we first propose a mostly automated and scalable solution to
identify currently implemented consent notices in Android apps in the wild. We use
real Android devices to run each app (without interactions with the app user interface)
and take the app screenshots (apps’ user interfaces). The underlying assumption is that
the app has to show the consent notices before sharing data to be legally compliant,
which is the first time users open the app. From the collected app screenshots, we then
perform the image processing and natural language processing techniques to identify the
privacy-related user interfaces, which potentially are consent notices for sharing users’
personal data with third parties (Section 5.2.1). Then we conduct the clustering analysis
on these privacy-related user interfaces to group them by their similarity. Finally, based
on the clustering results, we carefully manually verify each group to identify any form
of consent notices (Section 5.2.2). In the following, we outline how we conduct each of
the steps in more detail.

5.2.1 Collecting Privacy-Related User Interface

We aim to cover all different forms of consent notice user interfaces currently implemented
in the Android apps in the wild such as self-implemented consent notices by app
developers, consent management platforms (CMP), or consent SDKs from third-party
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providers. Therefore, it would be insufficient if we based on any specific consent notice
designs or user interfaces to identify the currently implemented consent notices. In
fact, most of the consent notices contain a certain keyword that is related to privacy,
such as “privacy”, “privacy policy”, “data policy”, or “gdpr” [36, 155]. However, not
all apps’ user interfaces with such keywords are supposed to be consent notices (e.g.,
app developers simply added the “privacy policy” text that navigates the user to the
privacy policy page, which is not a consent notice). Therefore, our first step aims to
collect such privacy-related user interfaces, which potentially contain consent notices
for sharing the users’ personal data with third-party services.

Specifically, to collect privacy-related user interfaces in Android apps, we first install
the app in question and then open it but do not interact. We then take the app
screenshot (i.e., an app’s user interface is everything the user can see and interact
with) after waiting for five seconds for the app to be fully initialized. The underlying
assumption is that the app should show the consent notices before sharing data, which
is the first time users open the app. To do that, we reply on six rooted devices (Pixel1,
Pixel 3a, and Pixel 6) running Android 9 or 12 to analyze a given app. Recall that our
goal is to systematically study the current practices of consent notices in the wild at
scale. Hence, relying on static analysis techniques, which may produce a vast amount
of false positives and even could not understand what the actual user interface of such
consent notices are, is not an option [158, 93, 22].

Finally, we extract the text from the collected apps’ screenshots by using optical
character recognition (OCR) [150]. We then perform the string-matching with the
privacy-related keyword list from the prior work Degeling et al. [36] (i.e., which contained
phrases from all 24 official languages, plus four EU languages) to identify whether the
screenshots are privacy-related user interfaces.

5.2.2 Identifying Consent Notices

After collecting the privacy-related user interfaces, we now want to detect if they are any
form of privacy notices or consents for sharing data with third-party services. However,
not all privacy-related user interfaces are consent notices (e.g., the app presents only
the “privacy policy” text on the screen). Moreover, it is practically impossible to
manually analyze all collected privacy-related user interfaces to identify the consent
notices. Therefore, we apply a mostly automated and scalable approach using natural
language processing techniques to identify the consent notices at scale. Generally, we
first perform the clustering technique based on the extracted texts from these privacy-
related user interfaces to group them by their visual representation and content. Based
on these groups, we then carefully manually inspect each group to identify any form
of privacy notices or consents and systematically study the current practices of such
consent notices. This approach allows us to verify a large number of apps in manageable
ways, and allows us to provide a comprehensive overview of the consent notices currently
implemented on mobile apps at scale.

More specifically, we apply several text processing methods to analyze extracted
natural language text from collected privacy-related user interfaces. These methods are

1The first generation of Pixel smartphones.
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broadly classified into three primary tasks: text preprocessing, feature extraction, and
clustering. In the following, we outline how we conduct each step in more detail.

5.2.2.1 Text Preprocessing

We first apply the following widely-used text preprocessing techniques [78, 161, 100,
113]: correcting misspelling from ORC errors through autocorrect [48] (e.g., "imagec"
to "image"); normalizing and lemmatizing all words, e.g., removing punctuations,
converting letters to lowercase and reducing the inflectional forms of a word (e.g., “sent”,
and “sending” to “send”); and removing generic stop words such as “are” and “the” ;
lastly we remove words that are not generic stop words but are specific to the app such
as app name, package name, number, and date time.

5.2.2.2 Feature Extraction

We then use a bag-of-words model to extract features from the preprocessed texts of
privacy-related user interfaces [113, 143]. In particular, let T = {t1, t2, ..., tn} be a set of
all unique terms in the corpus of privacy-related user interfaces. A text feature of vector
of the ith privacy-related user interface is denoted as ti = {t1, t2, ..., tk}. For example,
the raw text is “We use device identifiers to personalise content and ads”, after applying
the preprocessing, the generated preliminary text vector is: t = {“device”, “identifier”,
“use”, “ad”, “personalise”, “content”}.

Additionally, we employ the hypernym strategy to resolve synonyms and introduce
more general concepts for identifying related topics [78] (i.e., added to each term of the
feature vectors all subconcepts of the five levels below it based on Wordnet corpus [108]).
Finally, we perform word stemming on all terms (e.g., “personalise” and “personalising”
to “personalis”). For instance, with the text vector {“personalise”}, the final text
feature vector will be {“personalis”, “person”, “individu”, “individualis”}.

Finally, we convert each term, in the text vector to numeric one by using the term-
frequency inverse document-frequency (TF-IDF). The TF-IDF value for each element is
calculated as:

tfidf(t, d) = tf(t, d) ∗ idf(t) = 1 + N

1 + df(d, t)
where t refers to the selected term, d refers to the text vector, tf is the absolute

frequency of a term, i.e., tf(t, d) is the number of times a term t occurs in a given d,
idf is the term’s inverse document frequency, N is the number of text lists in the corpus,
and df(d, t) returns the number of text lists that contain the target term t.

5.2.2.3 Hierarchical Clustering Analysis

Lastly, we use agglomerative hierarchical clustering to identify similar privacy-related
user interfaces. Specifically, we use Ward’s method [160], and the similarity score or
distance between two vectors is calculated by cosine similarity:
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similarity(v⃗i, v⃗j) = cos(v⃗i, v⃗j) = v⃗i.v⃗j

∥v⃗i∥.∥v⃗j∥

5.2.2.4 Manually Identify Consent Notices

Finally, this leaves us with groups of privacy-related user interfaces for identifying consent
notices. We now manually inspect each group and classify any form of information
about data practices as a privacy notice and any affirmative user agreement and action
to data practices as consent (i.e., based on the current practice in the field [87]). In
fact, the GDPR consent requirements are far more specific, and strict standards must
be adhered to. However, this is an intended option to increase the objectivity of our
classification to identify the implemented consent notices. Further, we argue that it does
not affect the validity of our results regarding the identified potential GDPR consent
violations in Section 5.3.

5.3 Large-Scale Analysis

This section presents the results of our empirical study of Android apps on Google Play
regarding the currently implemented consent notices and whether they are obtained
legally under GDPR requirements. More specifically, we first outline how we construct
the app dataset for our analysis (Section 5.3.1) and subsequently present our consent
analysis results (Section 5.3.2). We note that we performed all technical testing and
experiment in EEA country where the GDPR applies, i.e., our geolocation is EEA
country and the Play store is set to the EEA country variant accordingly. Based on
the identified consent notices, to empirically study the potential violations of GDPR
consent requirements (outlined in Section 5.1), we further perform a network traffic
analysis to detect apps actually send users’ personal data to third-party data controllers
for advertising purposes (see Section 5.3.3). This allows us to ensure the potential
violations indeed took place. Finally, we report the observed potential violations in
Section 5.3.4.

5.3.1 App Dataset Construction

Our analysis aims to assess the state of potential GDPR violations in Android apps in
the wild. Therefore, we crawled all free Android apps from October 2021 to March 2022
on the Google Play store (EEA country location-based) based on the list of apps from
AndroZoo [3] (which has 5,8M of Android apps’ names). As such, we cannot generalize
our findings to paid apps by limiting our analysis to free apps. However, this is also in
line with previous large-scale Android security research [121, 49, 149, P2]. We further
applied the following filter to get the most relevant apps to our study (e.g., filtered out
apps that developers do not maintain; focusing on apps that have the capacity to access
users’ personal data, such as persistent unique identifiers on users’ devices). Notably,
we consider those apps that meet the following conditions:

• Apps have at least 10,000 downloads (i.e., the popularity of the apps). This factor
allows us to regard our findings to represent widespread practices of the potential
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GDPR consent violations and their effects on millions of users.

• Apps request sensitive permission such as GPS location, contact [69]. These apps
have the capacity to access and share highly sensitive information (which are
considered personal data under GDPR) to third-party services.

• Apps have the latest update later than May 2018, when GDPR went into effect,
i.e., app developers have not maintained the outdated apps, and most of them
violated the legislation [P2]. Therefore, our study does not include those apps
with the latest update before May 2018.

As a result, we obtained 250,972 Android apps. In the next step, we present how to
identify the consent notices on these apps.

5.3.2 Identifying Consent Notices In The Wild

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of our methodology for identifying consent notices in
250,972 Android apps and the intermediate results. More specifically, our technique
suffers from certain limitations which keep us from analyzing all apps in the dataset. In
particular, we successfully analyzed about 239,381 (95.38% of 250,972) apps by using dy-
namic analysis (i.e., install the app, open the app, take a screenshot). Unfortunately, the
remaining 11,591 either crashed or detected the analysis environment, which potentially
affects the completeness of our results.

Out of the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we identified 20,542 privacy-related
user interfaces using the keyword matching techniques. Furthermore, based on these
20,542 collected privacy-related user interfaces, we identified 44 groups of similar user
interfaces. From 44 groups, we then manually inspected each group to filter out those
without consent notices (e.g., UI has only the “privacy policy” text). Finally, for the
remaining 36 groups, we manually inspected each UI to identify consent notices (e.g.,
any form of information about data practices, any affirmative user agreement). As a
result, we identified 13,082 privacy-related user interfaces that are any form of consent
notices.

To select the best threshold for identifying similar privacy-related user interfaces,
we considered the tradeoff between the quality of the clustering against the number of
clusters. By manually inspecting the cluster quality and testing with different distances
ranging from 50 to 150 based on the dendrogram of our hierarchical clustering in Figure
5.3, we have the best quality result at the height 62. The best quality cluster means
that the majority of privacy-related user interfaces in the same group would be more
similar to each other than in another group. Besides interpreting the dendrogram, we
used the silhouette score to evaluate the quality of clusters. By inspecting the silhouette
plot, we found that the first highest was at 9 clusters, and the second highest was at
44 clusters. Then the number of clusters started to increase significantly in correlation
with the value of the silhouette score.

Recall that our goal is first to understand the current practices of implemented
consent notices in the Android app market (which no study has systematically analyzed
before) and then to examine whether they conform to GDPR. Therefore, we not only
reported whether an app displayed a consent notice (based on 36 groups), but also
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Figure 5.3: The dendrogram of our hierarchical clustering.

analyzed and categorized the types of consent notices based on their interaction options.
In particular, by manually inspecting these screenshots of identified consent notices, we
identified the four mechanisms for user interaction that are currently widely implemented
by Android apps2 — the classification is based on the definition of prior work on the
Web area [36]. Figure 5.4 shows some example of each mechanism. Based on the choice
mechanism to interact with the consent notice, we then built an automatic tool to
empirically study the potential violations of GDPR (Section 5.3.3).

• Confirmation-only: 5,740 (43,87%) consent notices display a UI element (e.g.,
a button, checkbox) with an affirmative text such as “OK”, “I agree”, “Start”,
clicking on which is interpreted as an expression of user consent.

• Opt-out personalized ads: 3,949 (30,19%) consent notices implement a simple
choice to refuse consent limit to personalized advertising only, but this does not
necessarily prevent the tracking.

• Binary choices: 2,871 (21,95%) consent notices have two or more UI elements,
but mainly offer two main functionalities which allow users to either accept or
decline the data sharing on the app.

• Complex choices: 522 (4%) consent notices provide complex opt-in choices such
as consent management platform (CMP), consent SDKs from third-party services.

Overall, our classification results provide a comprehensive understanding of the
kinds of consent notices in the current Android app market. First, as our data indicate,
the confirmation-only consent notices are widely implemented in Android apps (i.e.,
43,87%), in which the users have no ways to reject the data sharing. The only option is

2We note that the clustering of similar privacy-related user interfaces is based on the consent notices’
full content, i.e., including the explanation text and the consent choices. As such, when we manually
categorized 36 groups of consent notices based on their interaction options, the same consent interaction
mechanism may contain multiple groups (e.g., the things that make it different are the text of the
choices, such as the choices of the confirmation-only group could be “Start”, “Agree”, “Next”).
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(a) Confirmation (b) Personalized ads (c) Binary choices (d) Complex Choices

Figure 5.4: Example of the four types of consent choices.

to agree with data sharing as described in the consent notices, privacy policies, or terms
and conditions. If not, users have to uninstall the app, such a practice which cannot
be considered “freely given” under GDPR. Secondly, 30,19% of apps implemented
the opt-out personalized ads consent notices. However, such a choice might make
users incorrectly assume that refusing to see personalized ads prevents all tracking [87].
Notably, there are not so many apps that provide users with reject entirely the data
sharing (i.e., 21,95% of binary notices, and 4% of the complex choices, which also not
easy to reject all of the data sharing at one time).

GDPR Article 6 contains six general justifications for collecting and processing
users’ personal data. As such, even though those 13,082 apps implemented any form of
consent notices, they may be based on other legal grounds for processing users’ personal
data. Thus they do not legally require consent under GDPR. In order to justify whether
those consent notices are legally compliant, only legal experts and authorities can make
the decision, and we exclude such discussions from this work. Instead, we specifically
focus on those apps that implement consent notices and send users’ personal data to
third-party advertising data controllers, which mandate users’ consent under GDPR.
Doing so, we ensure that a potential violation indeed took place and avoid the case
where the apps relied on using legitimate interests as a legal basis for processing users’
personal data. Hence, in the following, we further perform a network traffic analysis
to detect apps that send users’ data to third-party data controllers for advertising
purposes.

5.3.3 Automating Potential GDPR Violations Detection

To empirically study the potential violations of GDPR consent requirements in Android
apps (outlined in Section 5.1), we further perform a network traffic analysis to detect
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Figure 5.5: Overview of our methodology to detect data sent out to the Internet with
different given consent conditions.

apps actually send users’ personal data to third-party data controllers for advertising
purposes. In particular, we extend prior work ([P2]) to build an automatic dynamic
analysis tool that detects apps sending data to the Internet with different given consent
conditions. Based on the collected network traffic and the identified consent notices,
we then perform a legal analysis of potential violations of GDPR consent requirements
(Section 5.3.4). Generally, we measure the following conditions: (1) we look for apps
that send users’ personal data to third-party data controllers for advertising purposes to
see whether they implement any consent notices; (2) for those that have implemented
consent notices, we further investigate whether they send data before any given consent;
(3) whether they allow users to refuse the consent; (4) and finally, those apps where we
explicitly opt-out from consent and they still share data.

We followed best practices established by prior work [136, 133, 77, P2] to collect
network traffic for identifying third-party services and privacy leaks in Android apps.
In order to intercept the TLS traffic, our six rooted devices were instrumented with our
own root certificate (i.e., by using MitM proxy [33]), and the given app was instrumented
to detect and disable SSL Pinning by using objection [117]. To interact with the app
automatically, we then extended the lightweight test input generator that sends random
or scripted input events/UI interactions to the app based on our configurations (i.e.,
DroidBot [97]). The collected network traffic will be stored in our database for later
analysis.

Figure 5.5 shows an overview of our methodology to detect data sent out to the
Internet with different given consent conditions. Generally, we first install the app
and then grant all apps’ requested permissions listed in the manifest, i.e., install and
runtime permissions. Subsequently, we launch the app, run it up to 150 seconds based
on different given consent conditions, and record its network traffic. We note that,
between each condition, we uninstall the app and clear all of the app stored data to
ensure the apps show consent notices each time (i.e., the consent notice may not show
again when the users have already made their choices).

In the following, we outline how we analyze the network traffic of 13,082 apps (that
implemented consent notices, in Section 5.3.2) based on each consent condition.

• No consent: First, we aim to detect apps’ network traffic without users’ explicit
consent (Tno-consent traffic). To achieve this, we simply open the app but do not
interact with it at all. The underlying assumption is that if network traffic occurs
when this app is opened without any interactions, we have naturally not consented
explicitly to any type of data collection by third parties.
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Choices Text Keyword

Confirm “yes”, “agree”, “ok”, “continue”, “consent”,
“confirm”, “understand”, “start”, “okay”, “en-
able”, “got it”, “go”, “join”, “next”, “under-
stood”, “play”, “allow”

Reject “no, thank you”, “decline”, “no, see ads”,
“no, thanks you”, “no, thank”, “cancel”,
“opt out”, “disagree”, “no”, “not”, “refuse”,
“deny”, “exit”, “cancel”, “postpone”, “later”,
“do not”, “reject”

Table 5.1: Text keywords based on each type of consent choice.

Data Type Description

AAID Android Advertising ID
BSSID Router MAC addresses of nearby hotspots
Email Email address of phone owner
GPS User location
IMEI Mobile phone equipment ID
IMSI SIM card ID
MAC MAC address of WiFi interface
PHONE Mobile phone’s number
SIM_SERIAL SIM card ID
SERIAL Phone hardware ID (serial number)
SSID Router SSIDs of nearby hotspots
GSF ID Google Services Framework ID

Table 5.2: Types of personal data we consider in our work.

• Confirm consent: Second, we detect apps’ network traffic after accepting the
consent (Tconfirm traffic). Based on the identified consent notices in Section 5.3.2,
our tool will first automatically identify the current user interface is consent notice
or not and then click on the UI element that indicates the acceptance on the
consent user interface (see the first row in Table 5.1) by using the string-matching
technique and then afterward randomly navigating the apps.

• Reject consent: Third, we also aim to detect apps’ network traffic after rejecting
the consent (Treject traffic). We now configure our tool to click on the UI element
that indicates to reject consent (see the second row in Table 5.1) and then record
its network traffic while running.

Additionally, we further want to detect apps that transmit users’ personal data with
third-party data controllers for advertising purposes without implementing any form of
consent notices, which is potentially violated the outlined “Lack of Consent Notices” in
Section 5.1. Therefore, from the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we excluded those
apps that are in the set of 13,082 apps, and then automatically analyzed the remaining
apps to collect their network traffic.

Finally, we extend the code from the previous chapter (Chapter 4) to search for
the users’ personal data in the outgoing network streams originating from each device
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(Table 5.2 listed types of personal data), and to identify third-party domains operated by
ad-related companies (i.e., based on list of 45 advertisement domains of data controllers
in Chapter 4).

5.3.4 Observed Potential Violations

In this section, we present the results of our empirical study of 239,381 Android apps
on Google Play regarding the potential violations of GDPR consent requirements.

5.3.4.1 Overview of Network Traffic Analysis

Out of the 239,381 successfully analyzed apps, we identified 101,484 (42.39% of 239,381)
apps that contacted to 20,968 unique fully-qualified domain names by either sending or
receiving some data in our experiment. Is it known that a single registerable domain
may uses many subdomains (e.g., api2.branch.io, api.branch.io). Therefore,
to normalize these hosts to their registerable domain (branch.io in the above cases),
we rely on the public suffix list [131]. As a result, we identified 14,209 registerable
domains (referred to as “domain names”) that were contacted by those 101,484 apps.
Notably, we identified 41,639 (41,03% of 101,484) apps sent users’ personal data to
1,484 domain names.

Those 1,484 domain names that receive personal data may operate with their own
privacy policies and further share the data with their partners, which could be broadcast
to large numbers of different companies. Therefore, to understand how personal data
may be processed, the legal basis for processing, and whether the processing is compliant
with GDPR, we have to read the entire privacy policies of all the involved partners of
those services. However, it is infeasible to conduct such an in-depth analysis of hundreds
of privacy policies. Therefore, in the following potential GDPR consent violations
analysis, we primarily focus on the list of 45 domains from [P2] that are operated
by advertising companies and hence definitely act as data controllers. We leave an
automated analysis of privacy policies and assessment of potential data controllers
to future work. In that case, our framework would be able to detect more potential
violations. By using the conservatively established list from prior work, we are confident
to not suffer from any false positive, yet our results naturally only serve as a lower
bound of potential violations.

In the following subsections, we will now elaborate on the analysis results of each
potential violation outlined in Section 5.1 in greater detail.

5.3.4.2 Lack of Consent Notices

We detected 32,341 apps sent users’ personal data to 43 of those 45 third-party ad-related
domains (data controllers) from [P2], which would require explicit consent to receive
users’ personal data. However, we identified a significant number of 30,160 (93.26% of
32,341) apps have no implemented any form of consent notices. Figure 5.6 shows the
top 10 ad-related domains that received personal data without consent notices in our
dataset, counting the number of apps that sent data to them. The potentially violated
apps occur across different app categories, such as the top 5 categories that have more
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Figure 5.6: Top 10 ad-domains that received personal data from 30,160 apps that have
no consent notices.

Sharing Data
Before Given Consent

(N=2,181)

No Way
to Opt-Out
(N=1,084)

Non-Respect
of Choice
(N=134)

Confirmation-only 929 (42.60%) 1,084 (100%) –
Opt-out of personalized ads 609 (27.92%) – 48 (35.82%)
Binary choices 466 (21.37%) – 28 (20.90%)
Complex choices 177 (8.12%) – 58 (43.28%)

Table 5.3: Types of consent notices and number of potentially violated apps (percent-
ages relative to each violation type).

potential violating apps than others are GAME (20.51%), ENTERTAINMENT (8.10%),
EDUCATION (5.65%), PERSONALIZATION (5.13%), and BOOKS & REFERENCE
(4.96%).

Our results show a significant number of apps that potentially violate GDPR consent
requirements, specifically due to a lack of legal basis for processing. For this, we provide
empirical evidence of a widespread lack of consent notices in the Android app market,
which is not given through automated network traffic analysis on GDPR violations by
prior work [P2]. Overall, our data indicate that the vast majority of apps do not even
attempt to achieve GDPR compliance. It could well be that developers are unaware
of the data sharing and the need to obtain user consent for such data sharing and
collection.

5.3.4.3 Sharing Data Before Given Consent

Out of 13,082 apps that implemented consent notices, we identified 3,007 (23%) apps
that sent users’ personal data to the Internet before any given consent (in Tno-consent).
Notably, 2,181 (16,67% of 13,082) apps sent personal data to third-party data controllers
for advertising purposes which mandates explicit consent. It could be that the developers
bundle the data sharing with consent to use the app (i.e., confirmation-only consents).
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Lack of
Consent Notices

(N=30,160)

Sharing Data Before
Given Consent

(N=2,181)

No Way
to Opt Out
(N=1,084)

Non-Respect
of Choice
(N=134)

AAID 29,952 (99.31%) 2,166 (99.3%) 1,077 (99.4%) 134 (100%)
BSSID 30 (0.1%) — — —
EMAIL 1 (0.0%) — — —
GPS 524 (1.74%) 23 (1.1%) 13 (1.2%) 2 (1.5%)
IMEI 336 (1.11%) 23 (1.1%) 10 (0.9%) 3 (2.2%)
MAC 214 (0.71%) 39 (1.8%) 27 (2.5%) 3 (2.2%)
SERIAL 3 (0.0%) — — —
SSID 31 (0.1%) — — —

Table 5.4: Types of data and number of apps sending this data to ad-related domains
(percentages relative to each violation type).

We found that 42.6% of 2,181 apps implemented the confirmation-only consent type.
However, for such cases, in Section 5.1, we show that personal data transfer must only
occur after the user has actively consented (e.g., by clicking accept), such “consent”
packaged in terms and conditions or privacy policies are not compliant, which render
invalid consent under GDPR.

On the contrary, a large number of 57.4% potential violating apps implemented
other consent types (i.e., including 27.92% opt-out of personalized ads, 21.37% binary
choices, and 8.12% complex choices). However, even though they provide choices for
the users to reject the data sharing, but the apps behave differently compared to the
consent notice user interfaces. Weir et al. [163] surveyed app developers and observed
that most developers’ changes were cosmetic due to the GDPR legislation (e.g., adding
dialogues). We confirm and evidence the existence of this widespread problem among
app developers and further highlight that such cosmetic changes do not fulfill the legal
conditions for collecting valid consent under GDPR. Further, this may be caused by
app developers’ misconfiguration of third-party libraries. The other likely reason is
that third-party consent platforms and services employ the opt-out mechanism rather
than opt-in. Their services first transmit data and then ask users to opt-out, or send
data along with a flag indicating the opt-out. However, at the very least, there is no
technical reason why this would even be necessary, and this opt-out mechanism is also
not compliant with the GDPR consent requirements.

5.3.4.4 No Way to Opt Out

From 5,740 apps that implemented the confirmation-only consent type, we identified
1,387 of them sent personal data to the Internet. Another 1,084 of them sent to third-
party advertising data controllers. For such apps, the only option to use the app is to
agree to the sharing of personal data as described in the privacy policies. If the data
subject has to choose between giving consent to third-party processing for profiling
and behavioural advertising purposes, or uninstalling the app, the consent cannot be
considered to be “freely given”.
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5.3.4.5 Non-Respect of Choice

We found 134 apps that still sent users’ personal data to third-party advertising data
controller after explicitly opting-out the data sharing from the consent user interface.
Also, surprisingly, these types of potential violations can even occur in popular apps
with millions of installs. For example, we find an app that has more than 5M installs
that sent the AAID along with other persistent identifiers (i.e., IMEI, MAC) to the
same third-party advertising data controllers. Other apps with more than 100M installs
still shared the AAID with the third-party data controller for advertising purposes after
explicitly rejecting the consent.

5.3.4.6 Summary of Observed Potential Violations

In summary, we perform a large-scale analysis of the potential violations of GDPR
consent requirements on a set of 239,381 Android apps in the wild. Doing so, we
identified 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices for sharing
users’ personal data with third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit consent
under GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices, we identified
2,688 (20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR consent requirements (i.e., an
app could violate more than one GDPR consent requirement). In particular, 2,181
(16,67% of 13,082) apps sent personal data to third-party data controllers before given
explicit consent. Among these 2,181 apps, 42.6% of apps are from the confirmation-only
group (see the first column of Table 5.3). On the other hand, 1,084 (8.28% of 13,082)
apps sent to third-party data controllers in which their consent notices do not offer a
way to refuse consent. Notably, all of them are from the confirmation-only group (see
the second column of Table 5.3). Further, 134 apps that still sent data after explicitly
opting out of the data sharing from the consent user interface. 58 out of 134 apps are
from the complex choices group (see the third column of Table 5.3).

Interestingly, a significant number of potential violations are related to Android’s
Advertising ID (AAID), i.e., nearly 99% of apps at least sharing this personal data
(Table 5.4 shows the type of personal data that we detected). According to Google,
an AAID is “a unique, user-resettable ID for advertising, provided by Google Play
services. ... It enables users to reset their identifier or opt-out of personalized ads” [63].
Furthermore, even Google’s brand Admob explicitly lists the AAID as personal data in
their documentation for delivering ads [71]. While Google itself remained vague on the
characterization of the AAID as personal data, the IAB Europe GDPR Implementation
Working Group already established in their 2017 Working Paper on personal data that
“Cookies and other device and online identifiers (IP adresses, IDFA, AAID, etc.) are
explicitly called out as examples of personal data under the GDPR” [73]. In May
2020 NOYB – European Center for Digital Rights [116], a European not-for-profit
privacy advocacy group, lodged a formal complaint about the AAID with Austria’s
data protection authority. The complaint states that although the AAID is personal
data Google does not adhere to the requirements of valid consent. Android users have
no option to deactivate or delete the tracking ID, only to reset it to a new one.

More recently, Google has taken a first action regarding this matter. As part of the
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Google Play services update3, the advertising ID will be removed when users opt-out of
personalization using the advertising ID in Android Settings (i.e., any attempts to access
the identifier will receive a string of zeros instead of the identifier) [64]. However, Article
29 Working Party states that consent can not be based on an opt-out mechanism (e.g.,
users have to withdraw their by default opted-in consent by turning off personalized
ads through their device settings), as the failure to opt-out is not a clear affirmative
action [126]. This indicates that none of the controllers who claim that data subjects can
withdraw their by default opted-in consent by turning off personalized ads through their
device settings, have a valid consent to process personal data [54]. In contrast, Apple
has recently taken active action for mandatory prior consent for sharing of Advertising
Identifiers for its iOS 14 update [7] explaining that even dynamic advertising identifiers
are considered personal data.

Not Easy to Withdraw Consent GDPR Article 7(3) specifies that the controllers must
ensure the data subject can withdraw their consent as easily as giving consent and at
any given time. Notably, Article 29 Working Party [126] states that data subjects must
be able to withdraw consent via the same interface, as switching to another interface
for the sole reason of withdrawing the consent would require undue effort. Furthermore,
the controller must make the withdrawal of consent possible free of charge or without
lowering service levels [125]. To investigate whether developers provide the easy options
to withdraw consent, we randomly sampled 100 apps that potentially violated at least
one of the consent requirements and checked the app functionality. Specifically, we
checked for options to allow withdrawal consent in the app settings. Among these 100
apps, we found only 16 apps present any options to withdraw consent notices. Overall,
this indicates that most apps may not provide meaningful ways to withdraw consent,
which is also necessary for valid consent under GDPR. However, further studies need to
be conducted to confirm this problem with larger samples. Finally, we note that finding
privacy-related app settings is challenging due to the difficulty in locating them from an
app’s user interface. The more challenging is to automatically detect those related to
consent. We leave this challenge for future work.

5.4 Developer Notification

To enable developers to address the incorrect consent implementations, we notified
affected developers, focusing mainly on the potentially violated apps that have imple-
mented consent notices. On the one hand, this enables them to address the issues before
other parties might take any legal actions (e.g., being fined for breaching data protection
law [35, 147]). Second, we wanted to gain insights into the underlying reasons that
caused the observed phenomena in the first place. In addition, we informed all notified
developers about the study purpose, our methodology, and contact information (i.e.,
email address, phone number) to contact in case they had questions or concerns. We
note that our institution’s ethics guidelines do not mandate approval for such a study.

3The Google Play services’ updates will affect Android 12 starting in late 2021 and then will expand
to affect apps running on all devices starting April 1, 2022
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Based on the developers’ detailed contact information in the Play Store, we extracted
the publicly available email addresses to send the notifications. Similar to the work of
[P2], to access how many developers received our reports, rather than including the
technical details in the email, we further sent developers a link to our Web interface.
Specifically, in our Web report, we briefly explained our testing methodology, showed the
developers information about potential violations, accompanied by the corresponding
legal references (i.e., GDPR consent requirements), and detailed which hosts received
which type of data. Further, to gain some insights into the underlying reasons that
caused the identified problems, we asked participants if they had been aware of the
potential violations of their apps, their general understanding of the personal data
that their app sent to third-party services, and their understanding of GDPR consent
requirements as well as proposals for tool support (see Appendix A.4 for the full email).
We decided to have this rather than a full-fledged study, as we wanted to keep the
overhead for respondents as low as possible to prompt more responses.

5.4.1 Notification and Accessed Reports

The potentially violated apps may have been updated (i.e., changed the problematic
code, removed from the Play store) between our download and notification date. Thus,
we further checked their availability and last update time before sending our notifications.
Doing so, out of the 2,688 apps that implemented consent notices and potentially violated
at least one of the GDPR consent requirements, we find 829 apps had been removed or
updated with a newer version by the time we conducted our notification on April 04,
2022. We took this step to ensure that we would not notify developers who had removed
the problematic code between our dataset download and notification date. Also, a single
developer may have responsibility for more than one app in the store. Therefore, to
ensure we do not send multiple emails to developers, we grouped emails to developers to
receive only one email with multiple report links. We followed currently best practices
established by existing work [39, 146, P2] allowing developers to opt-out of our study.

In total, we notified 1,127 developers responsible for the remaining 1,859 potentially
violated apps. Of those developers, only one asked to be removed from our experiment
and do not wish to be involved in further study. Until April 26, 2022, we saw 505
accessed reports for 225 apps. Notably, considering that a single developer may have
multiple apps affected by the same issue, we count the overall number of apps for which
their developer accessed some report; totaling 266 (14.31% of 1,859) apps for which we
reached their developer.

5.4.2 Developer Responses

In addition to the accessed reports and the updated apps, we also analyzed the responses
we received from developers to understand the underlying reasons that caused the
problems. In total, this amounted to 43 distinct developers for which we classified
emails. Note that not all respondents answered the stated questions from our email
notification4. The response rate for our questionnaires was low, as might be expected.

4All notified developers were informed that their responses are pseudonymous and could be used in
our paper.
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However, it is in line with prior work [P2] which received 448 responses from 11,914
notifications.

Of the 43 respondents, 25 acknowledged receipt of our email and wanted to take
it under advisement. Five stated that they required further investigation within their
respective companies. Two have mentioned they updated the apps and further inquired
with us to recheck their apps. Notably, two respondents argued that the EU was not
their primary market and inquired us about potential solutions to the problems. We
faithfully answered all of the emails while stating that we cannot provide conclusive
individual legal assessments. On the other side, three respondents disagreed with our
assessment.

When asked about the data collection, 9/14 respondents said they were not aware of
the types of data being collected, and 5/14 said they knew GDPR protected this data.
Of the 13 respondents who answered our question regarding being aware of GDPR
consent requirements, 9 said yes and passed all the flags to the SDK, and four are not
aware. Three explained their app was outdated, and four said this was a bug.

Regarding our final question about developer support, we received seven answers. Of
those, six wanted to have an automated tool like our to analyze their apps for compliance,
while two asked for better documentation around how to implement GDPR compliance.
Finally, three respondents argued that third-party tools should be compliant by default,
e.g., “a "one-stop solution" as Unity3D plugin that ensures to fully cover all current
(and future) GDPR requirements”.

5.4.3 Updates to Notified Apps

To assess our notification’s impact on the affected apps, we downloaded new versions
of all apps that had looked at our reports at least one by April 26, 2022. Then, we
re-ran our pipeline for each app with an updated version to assess if the changes were
related to the reported GDPR infringement. For the 266 apps for which we reached a
developer, 8 apps were removed from Google Play, 111 apps were no longer available to
download from EEA country, and 147 apps have been updated. Of those 147 apps, 84
still potentially violated at least one of the GDPR consent requirements, leaving the
remaining 63 apps which fixed the problems.

We note that the overall number of apps that addressed the issue is low, as might
be expected from sending unsolicited emails to prospective participants. In fact, app
developers are more likely to take action when they receive such notifications from their
service providers [127], e.g., “THE only person who can claim anything is my service
provider-Play Store”. Besides, we believe that the seemingly minor change in overall
numbers can be attributed to a lack of time to address the issue properly.

5.5 Summary

GDPR requires the consent for processing users’ personal data to be freely given, specific,
informed, and unambiguous. While we have shown that this often is not given through
automated network traffic analysis ([P2]), no research has systematically studied how
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consent notices are currently implemented and whether they conform to GDPR in
mobile apps.

To close this research gap, in this chapter, we performed a systematic study into
consent notices of third-party tracking in 239,381 Android apps in the wild to understand
the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s consent violations. Specifically,
we proposed a mostly automated and scalable approach using image processing and
natural language processing techniques to identify the implemented consent notices and
their current practices. As a result, we recognized four widely implemented mechanisms
to interact with the consent user interfaces from 13,082 apps, such as confirmation-only
notices that feature a button with the text “OK” or “I agree”. Based on the identified
mechanisms, we then extended our previous work to develop a tool that automatically
detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet with different consent conditions
(i.e., based on the choice mechanism to interact with the consent notice).

We found 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices for sharing
users’ personal data with third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit consent
under GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices, we identified
2,688 (20.54%) apps potentially violate at least one of the GDPR consent requirements,
such as trying to deceive users into accepting all data sharing or even continuously
transmitting data when users have explicitly opted out. We sent notification emails
to inform affected developers and gather insights from their responses. Our study
showed the urgent need for more transparent processing of personal data and supporting
developers in this endeavor to comply with legislation, ensuring users can make free
and informed choices regarding their data.
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6.1. DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we first discuss our findings regarding data access transparency and
privacy violations in Android apps. Subsequently, we derive concrete recommendations
to all concerned parties and make an urgent call for more transparent processing of users’
personal data. We then discuss our limitations, and future work that could be conducted
to improve our current approaches and results before concluding this dissertation.

6.1 Discussion

Our results thus far have shown that many apps do not respect users’ privacy, i.e..,
accessing user data in unexpected ways, and neither attempt to implement consent
notices for sharing users’ personal data with third-party data controllers for advertising
purposes, despite the GDPR requirements. Given these insights, we now discuss further
the problems in this section.

6.1.1 Transparency of Sensitive Resources Access

GUIBAT revealed that 36,115 apps (75.38% of 47,909) have at least one unexpected
sensitive resource (unexpected SR). This is a non-negligible number given its implications
to user’s privacy. Further, this shows that even seemingly benign apps (i.e., apps from
Google Play) can have misleading UIs that lead to unexpected SR. Users already
expressed concerns about the permissions they grant to apps, and the most common
permissions that users worried about and were uncomfortable after they granted apps
access to were storage, phone, and location [23, 112]. This is also the same set of
sensitive resources that were most frequently associated with unexpected SR. Besides,
Micinski et al. showed that user actions such as pressing a button could be interpreted
as authorization [107]. Thus, it is important to inform users whether such actions would
lead to unexpected SR.

Further, in the third study (see Section 3.3), we have observed a significant correlation
(z = 19.7, p < 0.001) between the users’ expectation and comfort ratings. In other
words, users’ expectations of apps’ actual SR are directly connected to their subjective
feelings. Users are uncomfortable when an app’s actual SR is not expected on the app’s
UI (inline with a prior study [98]). Tools like GUIBAT could support users in making
decision to protect their privacy by learning about app’s unexpected SR.

GUIBAT can also help developers to self-assess the informativeness of their apps’
UIs. Future work can look into building new tools to support developers in this endeavor
(e.g., by suggesting changes). Besides, developers may also use privacy policies to inform
users about their access to sensitive user data. However, privacy policies are often long
and complicated that is difficult for users to understand [120]. Further, in practice, the
majority (71%) of apps lack privacy policy even though they are obligated to have one
[177]. Hence, they would have a limited impact if only a few users would actually read
and understand the privacy policy.

Runtime permission The goal of using runtime permission is to improve the permission
decision-making and avoid undermining users’ expectations [46]. It enables apps to
embed their permission requests in contexts, so that the end-users can understand
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better. Our analysis found 21,843 apps with runtime permission (60.48% of 36,115 apps)
that have at least one unexpected SR. We found a significant difference (Kruskal-Wallis,
χ2 = 197.99, df = 1, p < .001) between the number of unexpected SR of apps with install-
time permission (mean = 10.99) and of apps with runtime permission (mean = 10.05).
This suggests that apps with runtime permissions have significantly smaller numbers of
unexpected SR. However, we believe that the runtime permission is not the panacea for
resolving the transparency issues of accessing sensitive data. Particularly, in this analysis,
the effect size of runtime permissions is negligible (epsilon − squared = 0.00413). An
app behavior may defy users’ expectations, depending on whether the app provides users
enough semantics to justify the access — not merely whether the app was authorized to
receive data the first time it asked for it [122].

The Impact of Third-party Libraries GUIBAT revealed that 38.20% of apps have
unexpected SR that are exclusively attributed by third-party libraries. This suggests that
developers should be extra careful about the actual SR by libraries. More specifically,
developers should be informed when they use an API that accesses sensitive resources.
Library developers should also provide information on what the library does, which
sensitive resources will be accessed under which conditions. Future work can further
analyze libraries to provide permission-protected API mappings. This could put app
developers in a better position in informing their users about the apps’ permission
access. Central repositories such as Jcenter and Maven also play an important role in
making permission accesses of libraries more transparent. For example, these central
repositories can enforce third-party libraries to follow a permission-transparency policy,
e.g., having an explanation for usages of permission-protected API(s).

6.1.2 Transparency of Processing Users’ Personal Data

We find that the majority of apps have not asked for informed consent from the users
for tracking and profiling third-party services (i.e., 30,160 apps do not even attempt to
implement consent notices). Thus, it is practically impossible for users to know which
third parties receive and process their data. Moreover, even if users had the time and
knowledge to read and understand privacy policies, these documents are excessively
complicated and obtuse, and the majority (71%) of apps lack privacy policies even
though they are obligated to have one [178, 54]. Therefore, we show the urgent need
for more transparent processing of users’ personal data and further allowing them to
exercise their fundamental rights and freedoms. In mobile apps, users can take only a
few actions to limit or prevent tracking and data sharing, while there are various tools
to prevent tracking in the Web browsers [103, 20].

6.1.3 Widespread Violation of GDPR Consent

On the legal side, EU regulators have already been active. Recently, the Norwegian
Data Protection Authority (DPA) imposed a fine of $7.17M on Grindr [38] for obtaining
invalid consent under GDPR (i.e., users had to agree to the entire privacy policy but
not to a specific processing operation, and do not have the choice not to consent). The
France DPA (CNIL) fined Google $170M and Facebook $68M for breaching French and
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GDPR laws (i.e., these tech giants were using manipulative dark patterns to try to
force consent) [147]. In late October 2018, the CNIL also made a ruling decision on an
advertising company, which suggests that bundling consent to partner processing in a
contract is not valid consent under the GDPR [148]. The CNIL stated that controllers
have to implement a compliant consent mechanism (i.e., it must be freely given, specific,
informed, and unambiguous) and ensure that any personal information is collected
and processed lawfully. This means that when receiving personal data from a partner
company, the receiving party must demonstrate that the transmitting party also relied
on legally compliant consent mechanisms [54]. However, our results show a significant
skew toward apps sending out personal data to advertisement companies without valid
consent under GDPR, i.e., 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent
notices, 2,688 apps that implemented a form of consent notice but potentially violate
at least one of the GDPR consent requirements. Those apps did not present the user
with legally compliant consent mechanisms under GDPR, which has consequences for
the validity of consent for any third parties acting as controllers, e.g., those advertising
companies that received personal data.

In practice, many third-party services claim that they operate based on consent
passed on through contractual terms with their customers, which would be the app
developers in this case (e.g., Facebook required developers to obtain appropriate legal
basis consent before sending data via their SDK [44], while it by default automatically
collects data). However, those third-party data controllers can neither demonstrate
valid legal consent nor a legitimate interest that overrides the consumer’s fundamental
right to privacy for behavioral profiling and targeted advertising [54].

6.1.4 Lack of Support for Developers

Is it known that developers are currently in a disadvantaged position, where third
parties make it cumbersome for developers to comply with GDPR [P2]. However, as
first-party data controllers, developers are legally responsible for ensuring that the users’
data is lawfully processed. Based on the received responses, there is a clear need for
better information and documentation from third-party services and assurance tools
that help developers comply with strict law standards, e.g., “I would love there to be
a standardised implementation requirement for this. It seems every 3rd party SDK we
have uses different ways of implementing consent. The documentation can be quite
unclear, so having a tool to analyse app traffic would be incredibly useful.”. Therefore,
we strongly call on providing developers with clear requirements or guidance for how
GDPR consent has to be legally obtained.

6.2 Calls to Action

Our results thus far have shown that the sharing of personal data with third-party data
controllers is very pronounced in the datasets we tested. More than one-third of all apps
we tested sent out personal data before any users’ interaction. More notably, we could
not find a significant difference between high-profile and long-tail apps, i.e., the problem
affects both high-profile and long-tail apps. Given these insights, we now discuss which
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involved parties can take which steps to remedy the situation.

6.2.1 Authorities Should Actively Enforce The Law

Generally, the enforcement of GDPR obligations falls under the jurisdiction of national
data protection authorities (DPAs) appointed by each EU member state. DPAs are
independent public authorities that investigate and handle complaints that may have
breached the law within their jurisdiction [31]. In some cases, DPAs in different EU
countries need to collaborate to determine who has the ultimate authority to conduct
an investigation, e.g., companies within the EU whose business affects many EU data
subjects [34]. At the EU level, the European Data Protection Board (EDPB) ensures
that GDPR and the Data Protection Law Enforcement Directive are consistently applied
across the EU, and provides general guidance to clarify the GDPR, e.g., guidelines,
recommendations, and best practices [40]. However, based on the results of our studies,
enforcement seems to be lacking since there is evidence of potential violations of data
protection legislation. Therefore, there is an urgent need for authorities to actively
monitor and investigate any potential violations of data protection legislation in order
to ensure that consumers and citizens are protected online. As such, our tools could
benefit authorities in investigating potential violations and bringing enforcement action.

6.2.2 Third Parties Should Take Responsibility

Today, digital content is largely funded by advertising, which means that companies
monetize our behavior, attention, and personal data rather than us paying for services
with money [54]. To maximize revenue, advertising services heavily rely on continuous
data collection and tracking personal data from users [103]. Our results show a significant
skew towards apps sending out personal data to advertisement companies without user’s
explicit prior consent (i.e., 86.6% of all apps that sent personal data to the Internet) —
which is the most prominent business case of third parties receiving and processing user
data for their own business purposes. However, we found that these third parties make
it cumbersome for developers to comply with GDPR or shift the responsibility to app
developers.

For example, Facebook required developers to obtain users’ consent before sending
data via the SDK [44], whereas the default behavior is automatically collecting user
personal data such as AAID [45]. Our insights further show that such popular companies
play key roles in the widespread receiving of personal data without users’ explicit consent,
i.e., more than half of apps that sent data without consent sent it to (at least) Facebook.
However, many developers believed that their apps are compliant by default when using
these popular companies’ services, as noted by one respondent as “These third party
SDKs are from industry leading ad networks that only accept those apps that are GDPR
compliant. So a GDPR compliance is must before the app is being approved by these
advertising networks (i.e. Facebook & Admob). So our app is a GDPR complaint” (sic).
In addition, some respondents claimed to be aware of GDPR-relevant data, but were
surprised by our reports which showed that the SDKs collected information; “We were
already aware of this topic and we were already working on it. We did not send any
events to Facebook (we eliminated this feature long ago) – the SDK itself sent out data
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to Facebook without any trigger from our side”. While this lack of knowledge does not
absolve the first party of their responsibility, the lack of clear guidelines and safe defaults
for GDPR-compliant data collection by the advertisement industry inevitably puts their
customers, i.e., the app developers, at risk of the draconian fines which can be imposed
for GDPR violations [54].

Our findings show the urgent need for advertisement companies and third parties
(data controllers) to make comprehensive changes to help app developers comply with
European regulations and users exercise the data subject’s fundamental rights and
freedoms. Notably, third parties should limit the data collection to respect privacy by
design principles. For obtaining user consent, third parties can provide the consent
mechanism that automatically shows the consent dialogue to users and explicitly ask
for opt-in to data sharing and collection, without forcing the developers to implement
this mechanism in a legally compliant way. However, in practice, third parties usually
have different versions of consent notices with different legal implications. As such,
it may negatively affect usability with multiple consent notices for different purposes.
Further, it is difficult to determine who is responsible for violating GDPR consent
requirements, either the third-party services or the app developers, since the developers
have a part of the responsibility if they choose non-compliant services [103]. The global
consent mechanism (i.e., the user consent is shared between multiple services) is the
other approach that is still under discussion by legal scholars, which has shown users’
lack of knowledge that consent is global and that opting out is near impossible [103,
130]. Further, to support developers, third parties should make their documentation
transparent and easy to access, including explicit discussions of implications of violating
GDPR.

6.2.3 App Stores Should Take Actions

App stores, e.g., Google Play, are primary channels for developers to distribute their apps
to the end-users. Given that the app stores are not legally responsible for developers’
privacy abuses and are not responsible for enforcing regulations such as GDPR, CCPA, or
COPPA rules. However, we believe that app stores play an important role in supporting
developers to be informed about each territory’s related regulations and protect user
privacy. In this work, we found that developers lack such support, e.g., “This game
was designed to Brazil and we published the game to Europe in March 2019 to expand
our potencial [sic] customers, targeting Portugal. GooglePlay allows this, checking a
button, without any restrictions. So, I feel protected by Google somehow”. Therefore,
we strongly suggest that app stores should take more decisive actions in this area. For
example, when developers upload their apps, the store should tell them about the
selected countries’ associate regulations.

Besides a large number of apps that sent personal data to ad-related domains without
users’ explicit consent (24,838 apps), we further detected a total of 3,840 apps that
combined the AAID with some other type of personal data. Hence, all these apps
not only infringe on the explicit consent required by GDPR, but also violate Google’s
policy [62, 2]. Such behaviors happened due to developers’ opt-in or the usage of
outdated libraries that do not support GDPR. Given that, app stores could also employ
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such techniques as our to identify the potential violations of GDPR explicit consent,
or the usage of outdated SDK by or LibScout [13], and then inform developers before
delivering the apps to end-users. To support this effort, we make our analysis pipeline
available as open-source [61].

6.2.4 Support for Developers

Obviously developers play a major role in making their apps compliant with the GDPR.
Our findings show that they are currently put in a disadvantaged position. Out of the
responses we received, more than half noted that they were unaware of what counts
as personal data under GDPR. From the received responses, there is a clear need for
better information and documentation as well as tools which help developers avoid
such pitfalls. Further, based on our in-depth analysis of third party’s developer and
legal documentation, we observed that third parties make it cumbersome for developers
to comply with GDPR. We therefore strongly call on third-party vendors for better
documentation and transparency in legal documents, which should in turn be thoroughly
checked by developers when building their apps.

6.3 Limitations and Future Work

In this section, we discuss the limitations that impact our results presented throughout
this dissertation. We further discuss how future work could be done to improve our
current approaches and results.

6.3.1 Detecting Unexpected Data Access

Similar to any other static analysis approaches, GUIBAT is over-approximation in
identifying associated callbacks of UI elements. Besides, while LibScout is resilient
against common obfuscation techniques (e.g., identifiers renaming, API hiding), it would
fail when apps leverage more advanced obfuscation techniques (e.g., package flattening,
class repackaging). Besides LibScout, we additionally used package names (directories)
to identify third-party libraries by comparing their package names. This heuristic allows
us to cover cases of unknown third-party code that LibScout could not identify. However,
relying on package names has low coverage of third-party libraries since package names
can be modified in many ways, e.g., package name obfuscation. Hence, this would
affect our results in attributing the source of unexpected sensitive resources (unexpected
SR) in apps. Future work could adopt more advanced de-obfuscation tools [18, 170] to
pre-process these obfuscated apps. Note that Wemker et al. showed that only 24.92%
apps on Google Play are obfuscated by developers [164]. Specifically related to UI, apps
could also obfuscate their UI, e.g., by using UIObfuscator [176]. This would affect
our results in statically extracting UI elements. Future work could look into developing
de-obfuscators that address the challenges that UIObfuscator introduces, for example,
by removing invisible layout from view hierarchies, resolving Java reflection [16], and
dynamically instrumenting and analyzing apps to unveil apps’ UI. Especially, with
the techniques used in GUIBAT, we could build an icon classifier that learnt from
the unobfuscated apps (majority of apps on Google Play [164]), and combine it with
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dynamic analysis (and instrumentation techniques) to analyze the UI of obfuscated
apps.

Further, we did not consider UI elements on webviews or other dynamic app content,
which would potentially affect the number of the identified UI elements. These limitations
might affect the precision of GUIBAT in detecting the unexpected SR. Besides, we did
not consider sensors permission as only 0.09% (319 of 600,000) of apps in our dataset
request this permission. In our analysis, we did not consider inter-app interaction (e.g.,
an app can launch another app). For such cases, users have to choose the provider apps
(receiving intent) explicitly. Thus, further analysis of such providers are needed. This
would affect the number of false positive in our analysis. We leave these challenges for
future work.

To examine the coverage of the icons in our studies, we extended our Icon Classifier
with the results of the first studies (see Section 3.1) to identify all commonly-known
icons in our dataset (700,000 icons). With the confidence probability higher than 0.5
(random guessing), the Extended Icon Classifier successfully identified 72.35% of the
icons across 76 groups of commonly-known icons. Applying the Extended Icon Classifier
on the Material Design Icons [50], we successfully identified 83.22% of the icons (352 of
423). We focused on the commonly-known icons (72.35%), and ignored icons that users
have not seen before since it is not possible to formulate user’s mental models of such
icons. This limits us from studying the user’s perception of not yet seen icons. Thereby,
our detection result can only serve as a lower-bound of unexpected SR in mobile apps.
Further, our studies were conducted online which might suffer from opt-in bias and the
inherent bias from MTurk’s users.

In Chapter 3, we referred to prior works [112, 161] and Android’s documentation
to create the mapping for sensitive related keywords (see Table 3.3). This mapping
might be incomplete, and hence, could limit GUIBAT in identifying expected SR of
textual UI elements. One alternative approach would be to build the mapping by mining
the app dataset and then picking the most common keyword associated with actual
SR. However, even with a complete mapping, the text-based detector is deficient for
identifying expected SR of UI elements that comprise solely of icons (14.06% of apps in
our dataset).

Further, to detect the actual sensitive resource accesses of Android apps (Section
3.2.3), we used PScout and Axplorer to find out which API is permission-protected API
(i.e., accessing users’ sensitive data) [10, 14]. However, the mappings of PScout and
Axplorer only support up to Android version 7.1, which may not cover potential changes
in the newer version of the Android permission model. To see how these mappings affect
our proposed approach, we randomly crawled all the app metadata (i.e., including the
required Android version to run the app) on Google Play in August 2023, resulting in
1,452,382 Android apps. We found that 96.70% of apps still support Android 7.1 and
the older version of the Android permission model. Given that, we believe GUIBAT
still effectively detects unexpected sensitive resource access in the wild.

Finally, an interesting direction for future work is to identify the root causes of the
unexpected SR in mobile apps, e.g., by conducting an in-depth study with developers
and end users to characterize the identified unexpected SR.
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6.3.2 Detecting Violation of GDPR’s Explicit Consent

Our approach naturally suffers from certain limitations, some of which are desired. As
an example, an app might show a welcome screen unrelated to data collection consent
and only send out data once the user interacts with the app. Our framework would miss
such cases of incorrect consent handling. We consciously decided to allow these false
negatives, as understanding whether or not the welcome screen asks explicit consent
and opt-out is infeasible to be done automatically.

Second, it might be possible that the consent notices are part of the runtime
permissions request (e.g., apps have rationales that indicate data collection and use).
By automatically granting all apps’ permission requests, our approach might have false
positives for such cases. However, in practice, Liu et al. [99] show that most developers
do not provide rationales for permission requests (less than 25% of apps in their study).
Moreover, before Android 6, only install-time permissions existed, meaning that any
app compatible with Android 5 or lower could not ask for consent in the permission
request. Out of the apps that we detected to send personal data (see Section 4.3), about
96% support Android prior to 6.

Third, given that we rely on software that attempts to bypass security mechanisms
(in particular SSL pinning), the apps may be able to detect such manipulation, e.g., by
checking which CA is the root of the trust chain. Similarly, an app may also simply
not start on a rooted device. Moreover, apps may not be supported on the Android 8
devices, which means they might not start and hence cannot be analyzed. Generally
speaking, all these are potential causes for false negatives.

Next, similar to other heuristic approaches for identifying third-party hostnames, our
approach also has potential shortcomings. In particular, app developers can use CDNs,
and cloud services, e.g., Cloudfront, AppEngine, or Azure, which may support first
parties using pseudo-random domains. For example, xyz.cloudfront.com could be
a first-party domain, which could be incorrectly identified as a third party. To avoid such
cases, we assume a third party would serve multiple apps and only flag those domains as
third-party domains when at least ten different apps contact them. Further, in Section
4.3.3, by manually analyzing the legal documents of those identified third-party domains,
we only select the ones that are actually third-party advertising data controllers. As
such, our results do not suffer from false positives regarding identifying third-party
advertising data controllers.

Finally, an app may also transmit a persistent identifier in some encrypted form
with changing encryption keys or use a custom serialization format. Naturally, this is
not something we can account for, and we would miss the parameter (as we could not
decode the serialization protocol or, in case of the encryption case, its values already
change between R1 and R2). However, we argue that if any app is detected to send out
personal data in our automated system, we have never granted explicit consent; hence
we do not suffer from false positives.

6.3.3 Studying Consent Notices of Third-Party Tracking

We naturally suffer from certain limitations from OCR and dynamic analysis, in which
the collected privacy-related user interfaces and the identified consent notices may be
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incomplete by our approach. First, the text content may be missed when extracting
from app screenshot to text by using OCR, or the taken screenshot could be only a
small part of the consent notices.

However, relying on static analysis techniques, which are well known for producing
unsound results, is not an option [158, 93, 22]. On top of that, with the static analysis,
we could not see the actual appearance of such privacy-related user interfaces, which is
necessary for our analysis to identify the consent notices and their current practices.
To demonstrate the insufficient of static analysis, we first randomly sampled 1,000
apps from those 20,542 apps that have privacy-related user interfaces (see Section
5.3.2). We then performed a static analysis to extract the text from the strings.xml
resource of these apps (where the apps store UI text), and then apply the same keyword
matching to the extracted text (i.e., identifying privacy-related user interfaces). As a
result, the static analysis approach only identified 345 (34.5% of 1,000) apps that have
privacy-related text. We found that the static analysis has missed the majority (65.5%)
of privacy-related user interfaces.

Therefore, we argue that the static analysis is insufficient to identify privacy-related
user interfaces (potentially containing consent notices). However, similar to any other
static analysis, our approach also has drawbacks. In particular, we statically analyzed
the strings.xml resource to identify the privacy-related text (which could potentially be
used by the consent notice user interfaces). In practice, the app may dynamically load
consent notices from the Web API, consent CMP(s), third-party SDK(s), or dynamic
content. Further, developers may add hardcoded text into the UI layout files or the
app’s code, which could be obfuscated (i.e., require more advanced de-obfuscation tools
to analyze [170, 18]). As such, our static analysis could miss such cases, which can only
be analyzed by dynamic analysis (i.e., actually running the app).

Further, to estimate the false negatives of our proposed approach, we randomly
sampled 100 non-flagged apps (identified as not having any form of consent notices by
our approach) and manually checked each app. Among them, we found that four apps
crashed, one app had a consent notice, and 95 apps had no consent notices.

Finally, we only consider consent notices written in English, supported by the natural
language processing techniques that we used, to ensure that we understand the actions
we perform, such as measuring the quality of privacy-related user interface clustering
and categorizing the consent notices in Section 5.2.2. As such, our results have not
covered 1,996 (9.72% of 20,542) privacy-related user interfaces that are not in English
but instead, e.g., German, Spanish. There are some limitations future research could
take into consideration.

6.3.4 Future Research Directions

We again note some notable future research directions for this dissertation. Regulatory
efforts around the globe, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), have been made to protect users’
fundamental rights and freedoms. With respect to the GDPR legislation, we first
attempted to explore the transparency of users’ data access and further understand
whether they conform to GDPR consent requirements. To provide a comprehensive
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overview of the current state of privacy violations in Android apps, further research could
also look at other legal justifications for processing personal data. For example, under
GDPR, the processing also may be based on the fulfillment of a contract, compliance
with a legal obligation, or the data controller’s legitimate interests. Additionally, future
research could be conducted to examine other data protection rights under GDPR or
CCPA, such as the right of access by data subjects, the right to rectification and erasure
their data.

With the complexity of tracking and profiling consumers through many online
services, especially in the advertising industry, users are impossible to make informed
choices regarding how their personal data is collected, shared, and used. However,
developers are also currently in a disadvantaged position. Inspired by our findings,
future research could be extended to develop services and assurance tools that help
developers comply with strict law standards.

6.4 Conclusion

Increasing data collection and tracking of consumers by today’s online services is
becoming a major problem for individuals’ rights regarding their personal data, e.g.,
users are secretly tracked and profiled. As such, users cannot make informed choices
regarding how their personal data is collected, shared, and used. In recent years,
regulatory efforts have been made to mandate online services to disclose transparently
how they handle personal data and grant users crucial data protection rights. However,
the community lacks insight into whether such data processing is legally compliant, and
what are the possible reasons behind such legislation violations in the mobile ecosystem.

In this dissertation, we discussed our research on understanding and measuring
privacy violations in Android apps, focusing on the GDPR legislation. In Chapter 2,
we discussed the relevant technical background, and presented the legal background of
GDPR and GDPR consent requirements. Subsequently, we briefly discussed prior work
in detecting unexpected data access in Android apps and prior research on studying the
legislation violations of online services.

We then introduced our approach to measuring how end-users perceive app behaviors
based on graphical UI elements and built GUIBAT that detects sensitive resource
accesses that violate user expectations in Chapter 3. Specifically, we performed a series
of user studies to build a semantic mapping between user expectations of sensitive
resource accesses and common apps’ icon UI elements (N=459). Based upon the
knowledge gained from two user studies and static control-flow analysis, we then built
GUIBAT that accounts for users’ perception to detect unexpected data accesses. Our
evaluations showed that GUIBAT significantly outperforms prior works in identifying
user expectations of sensitive resource accesses when interacting with the app’s UI (i.e.,
can accurately reflect users’ expectations of sensitive resource accesses in apps), and its
efficiency enables the large-scale study. We applied GUIBAT on 100,000 Android apps
to look at the landscape of unexpected access to sensitive resources in the wild. GUIBAT
identify 47,909 apps with UI elements accessing sensitive resources, and 75.38% of the
apps have at least one unexpected sensitive resource access. Among these apps, 38.20%
have unexpected data accesses exclusively attributed by third-party libraries.
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6.4. CONCLUSION

In Chapter 4, we then performed the large-scale measurement on Android apps in
the wild to understand the current state of the violation of GDPR’s explicit consent.
Specifically, we built a semi-automated pipeline to detect data sent out to the Internet
without prior consent and applied it to a set of 86,163 Android apps. Based on
the domains that receive data protected under the GDPR without prior consent, we
collaborated with a legal scholar to assess if these contacted domains are third-party
data controllers. Doing so, we found 24,838 apps send personal data to data controllers
without the user’s explicit prior consent. To understand the reasons behind this, we ran
a notification campaign to inform affected developers and gather insights from their
responses. We then conducted an in-depth analysis of violating apps as well as the
corresponding third parties’ documentation and privacy policies.

Next, we performed a large-scale study into consent notices for third-party tracking
in Android apps to understand the current practices and the current state of GDPR’s
consent violations in Chapter 5. Specifically, we proposed a mostly automated and
scalable approach to identify the currently implemented consent notices and apply it
to a set of 239,381 Android apps. As a result, we recognized four widely implemented
mechanisms to interact with the consent user interfaces from 13,082 apps. We then
developed a tool that automatically detects users’ personal data sent out to the Internet
with different consent conditions based on the identified mechanisms. Doing so, we
found 30,160 apps do not even attempt to implement consent notices for sharing users’
personal data with third-party data controllers, which mandate explicit consent under
GDPR. In contrast, out of 13,082 apps implemented consent notices, we identified 2,688
(20.54%) apps violate at least one of the GDPR consent requirements, such as trying
to deceive users into accepting all data sharing or even continuously transmitting data
when users have explicitly opted out. To allow developers to address the problems, we
further sent emails to notify affected developers and gather insights from their responses.

Given these insights, we discussed further the problems in Chapter 6. We believe our
results will shed new light on the transparency of sensitive resource access in mobile apps.
GUIBAT would help to inform end-users about unexpected access to sensitive resources
and help app stores to better control the compliance of apps to the transparency policies.
Further, our study shows the urgent need for more transparent processing of personal
data and supporting developers in this endeavor to comply with legislation, ensuring
users can make free and informed choices regarding their data. Based on the responses
and our analysis of available documentation, we derive concrete recommendations for all
involved entities in the ecosystem to allow data subjects to exercise their fundamental
rights and freedoms.
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A.1 GUIBAT

A.1.1 Second Study

In mobile apps, sensitive resources are the resources that involve your private information,
or could potentially affect your stored data or the operation of other apps. For example,
your contacts is a sensitive resource. In this study, we focus on the following sensitive
resources:

• Contacts: involve the contacts information such as modify your contacts, find
accounts on the device, read your contacts, etc;

• Phone: involve the telephone features such as read call log, read phone status,
access your phone number, directly call phone numbers, write call log, reroute
outgoing calls, etc;

• Calendar: involve calendar information such as read calendar events, add or
modify calendar events, etc;

• Camera: access the camera such as taking pictures and videos, turning the
flashlight on, etc;

• Location: access device location such as precise location (GPS and network-based),
approximate location (network-based), etc;

• Storage: involve the storage such as read the contents (e.g., photos, media, or
files) of your device, modify or delete the contents of your SD card, etc;

• Microphone: access the microphone such as record audio, etc;

• SMS: involve SMS information such as read your text messages (SMS or MMS),
receive text messages, send and view SMS messages, read cell broadcast messages,
etc.

Q. A mobile app that accesses the camera to take photos and then saves them to SD
card in your phone, what are sensitive related functions that the app involves?

A.1.2 Third Study

Q1. Which of the following sensitive resources would you expect this app to access? (a
list of 8 sensitive resources and their descriptions)
Q2. Please explain briefly why in your opinion the app requires the sensitive resources
you have selected (Free text).
Q3. To serve the app’s functionality on the current screen, on a scale from 1 to 7 how
much do you expect this app to access the following data? (a list of sensitive resources
that are detected by GUIBAT )



A.1. GUIBAT

Q4. Suppose you are pressing the highlighted function (red rectangle), how much do you
feel comfort letting this app to access the following data? (a list of sensitive resources
that are detected by GUIBAT )

A.1.3 Demographic

Study 1.1 Study 1.2 Study 2 Study 3
Number of participants 120 294 45 445
Gender
Female 42 (35.0%) 122 (41.5%) 14 (31.11%) 258 (57.98%)
Male 78 (65.0%) 171 (58.16%) 31 (68.89%) 184 (41.35%)
Other 0 1 (0.34%) 0 2 (0.45%)
No answer 0 0 0 1 (0.22%)
Age group
18–30 52 (43.33%) 103 (35.03%) 17 (37.78%) 155 (34.83%)
31–40 43 (35.83%) 117 (39.8%) 23 (51.11%) 173 (38.88%)
41–50 14 (11.67%) 47 (15.99%) 3 (6.67%) 66 (14.83%)
51–60 6 (5.0%) 17 (5.78%) 1 (2.22%) 39 (8.76%)
61–70 5 (4.17%) 8 (2.72%) 1 (2.22%) 11 (2.47%)
>=71 0 2 (0.68%) 0 1 (0.22%)
Computer science background
Yes 25 (20.83%) 69 (23.47%) 12 (26.67%) 76 (17.08%)
No 95 (79.17%) 225 (76.53%) 33 (73.33%) 369 (82.92%)
Primary phone
Android 44 (36.67%) 199 (67.69%) 31 (68.89%) 275 (61.80%)
iPhone 75 (62.5%) 93 (31.63%) 14 (31.11%) 170 (38.20%)
Other 1 (0.83%) 2 (0.68%) 0 0
Education level
Less than high school 0 1 (0.34%) 0 1 (0.22%)
High school graduate 19 (15.83%) 31 (10.54%) 5 (11.11%) 38 (8.54%)
Some college, no degree 32 (26.67%) 65 (22.11%) 13 (28.89%) 87 (19.55%)
Associate’s degree 9 (7.5%) 38 (12.93%) 2 (4.44%) 56 (12.58%)
Bachelor degree 51 (42.5%) 128 (43.54%) 17 (37.78%) 189 (42.47%)
Master degree 6 (5.0%) 29 (9.86%) 7 (15.56%) 59 (13.26%)
Ph.D 1 (0.83%) 1 (0.34%) 0 6 (1.35%)
Graduate/prof. degree 2 (1.67%) 1 (0.34%) 1 (2.22%) 8 (1.80%)
Others 0 0 0 1 (0.22%)
Ethnicity
White/Caucasian 91 (75.83%) 218 (74.15%) 30 (66.67%) 333 (74.83%)
Black/African American 9 (7.5%) 33 (11.22%) 6 (13.33%) 42 (9.44%)
Asian 11 (9.17%) 22 (7.48%) 5 (11.11%) 41 (9.21%)
Hispanic/Latino 4 (3.33%) 12 (4.08%) 1 (2.22%) 17 (3.82%)
Native American/Alaska 1 (0.83%) 2 (0.68%) 1 (2.22%) 3 (0.67%)
Native Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander 0 0 0 1 (0.22%)

Middle Eastern 1 (0.83%) 0 0 1 (0.22%)
Other 3 (2.5%) 7 (2.38%) 2 (4.44%) 7 (1.57%)

Table A.1: Demographics of participants from our studies.
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CHAPTER A. APPENDIX

A.1.4 Evaluating of GUIBAT and GATOR

Table A.2 shows the differences between the results of GUIBAT and GATOR by manually
verifying.

A.2 GDPR’s Explicit Consent: Email Template

Dear $developer team,

We are a team of academic researchers from the $affiliation, conducting a research
project on user consent and GDPR (EU General Data Protection Regulation) compli-
ance of mobile apps. Please note that this email is part of an academic research project
and is not meant to sell any products or services.

As part of our analysis, we investigate the sharing of users’ personal information (e.g.,
user IP address, persistent identifiers, tracking identifiers) with third-party services to
show personalized or behavioral advertising. Based on our analysis, your app shares some
personal user information to such services without obtaining prior explicit consent from
users. We have prepared a detailed report on the analysis methodology, the data being
sent out, and the parties involved. You can access this through our (password-protected)
Web interface at $report_url (please do not publish this URL as it is personalized for
your app). By analyzing the legal documents (e.g., the terms of service, privacy policies,
developer guidelines, and contracts) provided by the third-party services in question,
we concluded that your app might be non-compliant with the consent requirements
by the GDPR [1]. In most cases, in order to be legally compliant, an app is required
to obtain explicit consent from users situated in the European Union before sharing
users’ personal data with third parties for personalized ads, if those third parties act
as a data controller. Please note that we do not offer a conclusive legal assessment or
consultancy on an individual app’s compliance as there might be an alternative lawful
basis present for data sharing with a third party other than consent. As this email is
part of a research project in which we are trying to understand the reasons for GDPR
compliance issues of mobile apps in the wild, it would be immensely helpful to provide
us with feedback regarding your apps.

(1) Were you aware of the types of data that are being collected and transmitted
when you include third-party SDK(s) into your apps? Were you aware that these types
of data could be considered personal data under the GDPR?

(2) Are there specific reasons why your app does not implement explicit consent?
(3) Are there any changes you plan to apply to remedy the outlined issues? What

type of support (e.g., documentation or automated tools) would be beneficial for you?
Should you have further questions or wish not to receive any further communication,

please contact us, and we will diligently follow the request.

Best regards
$researchers
[1] (The full-text reference of [135] was added in the email.)
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A.3 Manual Version Analysis

We first analyze the app network traffic to find parameters that indicate the SDK
version. These are: unity3d.com (x-unity-version, sdkversion, sdk_version_name,
sdk_ver, sdkversion); flurry.com (fl.sdk.version.code); vungle.com (user-agent,
sdk); my.com: (mytracker_ver); amazon-adsystem.com (adsdk). Further, we man-
ually verify the results with the identified SDK(s) release notes. We then used this
knowledge to detect versions all apps that sent personal data.

A.4 GDPR’s Consent Requirements: Email Template

Dear $developer,

We are a team of researchers from the $affiliation, studying the GDPR (EU General
Data Protection Regulation) consent for sharing users’ personal data with third-party
data controllers (use the data for their own purposes) in mobile apps. We are reaching
out to you because of a potential GDPR violation in your app(s).

*This email is a part of an academic research project. We do not sell any products or
services.*
Under GDPR[1], an app is required to obtain consent from users situated in the EU for
sharing users’ personal data with third-party data controllers. Based on our analysis,
your app shares some user personal data with such third-party services (e.g., ads),
and it has implemented a consent notice for such data sharing. However, in our
automated tests, your app shares data without any given consent, or even after rejecting
that consent/opting out, your app seemingly still shared data with third-party data
controllers.

We have prepared a detailed report on the analysis methodology, the data being sent
out, the parties involved, and all other details. You can access this through our
(password-protected) Web interface at $web_url (please do not publish this URL as it
is personalized for your app).

Note that we are not threatening legal action or plan to involve regulators, or offer a
conclusive legal assessment or consultancy. We aim to enable developers to address
the issues before other parties might take any legal actions. Since we are also trying
to understand the reasons for GDPR compliance issues of mobile apps in the wild, it
would be immensely helpful to provide us with feedback regarding your app(s).

• Were you aware that personal data – based on the GDPR – (i.e., $sent_data) is
being collected and transmitted when you include third-party SDK(s) into your
apps?

• Are you aware of the GDPR consent requirements? For example, that the consent
will not be considered "free" if the user is unable to refuse or withdraw their
consent.
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• What type of support (e.g., documentation or automated tools) would benefit you
to address such issues?

Please contact us if you have further questions or wish not to receive further communi-
cation. We will diligently follow the request.

Best Regards, $researchers
Disclaimer: This study is part of a research project of the $affiliation. The collected information
will be used for scientific purposes only. Your responses are pseudonymous. We do NOT collect
any personal information, publicize or perform any actions against your apps, and your company.
[1] (The full-text reference of [135] was added in the email.)
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App GUIBAT/GATOR 3.5 GUIBAT’s Refinement
upon GATOR

V C (+) V (+) C (-) C
AardDictionary 1.4.1 218/218 105/105 0 0 0
FTP Server 1.0.4 14/0 25/0 14 25 0
Battery Circle 1.4.1 30/30 7/19 0 0 12
LolcatBuilder 0.2.1 9/1 5/0 8 5 0
SpriteMethodTest 2.0a 4/4 0/0 0 0 0
Alarm Clock 1.4.1 46/40 20/32 6 2 14
Manpages 0.2.1 13/13 7/7 0 0 0
Auto Answer 1.4.1 10/0 8/0 10 8 0
RandomMusicPlayer 2.0a 9/9 6/6 0 0 0
AnyCut 1.4.1 15/15 5/5 0 0 0
HNDroid 1 65/62 105/106 3 0 1
DivideAndConquer 1 1/1 0/0 0 0 0
Photostream 2.0a 7/2 0/0 5 0 0
Multi SMS 0.2.1 47/47 30/30 0 0 0
World Clock 2.0a 24/24 12/18 0 0 6
Ringdroid 2.0a 34/34 56/68 0 0 12
Yahtzee 2.0a 30/30 12/12 0 0 0
aagtl 2.8.11 60/60 44/44 0 0 0
WhoHasMyStuff 2.0a 40/40 58/58 0 0 0
Mirrored 0.2.1 30/21 15/15 9 0 0
WeightChart 2.0a 65/32 115/21 33 100 6
ADSdroid 1.4.1 6/6 2/2 0 0 0
myLock 0.2.1 33/16 3/9 17 0 6
LockPatternGenerator 0.2.1 19/10 19/13 9 6 0
MunchLife 0.2.1 20/14 20/19 6 1 0
CountdownTimer 1.0.31 45/35 8/10 10 0 2
NetCounter 0.1.1 28/20 10/6 8 4 0
TippyTipper 2.0a 95/83 28/188 12 0 160
BaterryDog 1.4.1 15/15 32/32 0 0 0
Dialer2 1 55/45 57/57 10 0 0
DalvikExplorer 2.11 134/134 126/126 0 0 0
Blokish 2.2 38/32 13/13 6 0 0
ZooBorns 2.0a 12/12 8/8 0 0 0
Wordpress_394 2.0a 46/40 21/30 6 3 12
Total 1,317/1,145 982/1,059 172

(15.02%
of
1,145)

154 231
(21.81%
of
1,059)

Table A.2: The evaluating results of GUIBAT and Gator 3.5 on a set of 34 apps. V=Views.
C=Callbacks. (+)=New. (-)=Removed.
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No. Name Domain Names GDPR Solution

Earliest
consent

support SDK
version

Note

1 Facebook facebook.com Not require consent — Under GDPR, devel-
oper are required to
obtain end User con-
sent before sending
data via our SDK

2 Unity unity3d.com Consent API 3.3.0
3 Flurry flurry.com Consent API 10.0.0
4 AppsFlyer appsflyer.com Not require consent — Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
5 Chartboost chartboost.com Consent API 7.3.0
6 SuperSonic supersonicads.com Consent API 6.7.9
7 StartApp startappservice.com Consent API 1.2.0
8 AdColony adcolony.com Consent API 3.3.4
9 Branch branch.io Not require consent — Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
10 Vungle vungle.com Consent API 6.2.5
11 Applovin applovin.com Consent API 8.0.1
12 Tapjoy tapjoy.com Consent API 11.12.2 GDPR-compliant

based on "legitimate
interest"

13 ConsoliAds consoliads.com Consent API —
13 BidMachine bidmachine.io Consent API 1.3.0
14 MoPub mopub.com Consent API 5.0.0
15 Presage presage.io — —
16 AdinCube adincube.com — —
17 Ogury ogury.io Consent API 4.1.4
18 Amazon amazon-adsystem.com —
19 InMobi inmobi.com Consent API 7.1.0
20 Adbrix ad-brix.com Not require consent — Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
21 Adbrix adbrix.io Not require consent — Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
22-23 Tenjin tenjin.com, tenjin.io Not require consent - Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
24 Mobvista rayjump.com — —
25 Tenjin tenjin.io — —
26 Appnext appnext.com Consent API 2.3.0
27 Pollfish pollfish.com Not require consent — Have to provide dis-

closure for using this
SDK

28 My.com my.com — —
29 Soomla soom.la Consent API — Should be a bad

practice since de-
fault behavior is
TRUE

30 Localytics localytics.com Not require consent 2.1.0 Providing APIs for
opt-in and opt-out

Table A.3: Companies detected as ad-related, for which our analysis of legal docu-
ments indicate they act as data controllers.
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No. Name Domain Names GDPR Solution

Earliest
consent

support SDK
version

Note

31 Tapdaq tapdaq.com Consent API 6.2.2
32 Leanplum leanplum.com Not require consent - Providing APIs for

opt-in and opt-out
33 Criteo criteo.com CMP 3.7.0
34 WebEngage webengage.com —
35 Smart AdServer smartadserver.com CMP 1.2.0
36 Umeng umeng.com — —
37 omtrdc.net omtrdc.net — —
38 MobiRoller mobiroller.com — —
39 Kiip kiip.me not clear — Due to GDPR reg-

ulations, NinthDeci-
mal is now blocking
all ad requests from
the affected EEA re-
gions.

40 Adtrace adtrace.io Not require consent - Have to provide dis-
closure for using this
SDK

41 Airpush airpush.com — —
42 Inloco inlocomedia.com Consent API 4.0.0
43 PubMatic pubmatic.com — —
44 Tapstream tapstream.com — —
45 YovoAds yovoads.com — —

Table A.4: Companies detected as ad-related, for which our analysis of legal docu-
ments indicate they act as data controllers.
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